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Abstract

Abstract
This work investigates the stability of lifetime samples made of monocrystalline silicon at
elevated temperature and illumination. It is shown that samples made of Czochralski (Cz-Si)
and float-zone silicon (FZ-Si) are affected by significant bulk related degradation (BRD) and
surface related degradation (SRD) phenomena. SRD is observed in samples passivated with
SiNx:H, SiO2/SiNx:H, SiOx:H/SiNx:H, SiOxNy:H/SiNx:H, and AlOx/SiNx:H. SRD furthermore
occurs after variation of wet-chemical and most other processing steps and thus appears to
present a general phenomenon in samples made of crystalline silicon. However, SRD is much
weaker on highly doped silicon surfaces, and different degrees of changes in chemical
passivation and field effect passivation are observed depending on choice of passivation
layers. Frequently, SRD is followed by a recovery of surface passivation quality. A large
number of samples is furthermore affected by BRD and subsequent regeneration phenomena.
While BRD is expected in Cz-Si samples due to boron oxygen related degradation, even
samples made of FZ-Si may show severe BRD. An in-depth analysis of degradation
properties leads to the conclusion that BRD in FZ-Si is very likely related to light and
elevated temperature induced degradation (LeTID) as originally observed in multicrystalline
silicon. It is furthermore shown that samples made of Cz-Si may likely suffer from LeTID in
addition to boron oxygen related degradation. Finally, the long-term stability of samples is
investigated after a regeneration process. It is shown that regeneration of boron oxygen
defects is very stable whereas samples affected by strong LeTID may suffer from a bulk
related long-term instability.
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Introduction

1 Introduction
Nowadays, generating electricity from solar panels is roughly equally expensive on a $/kWh
basis compared to producing it from coal [1–3]. However, fluctuations in generation and the
wish to use the harvested energy in the transportation and heat sector make further
transformation to other forms of energy necessary. As such transformation leads to additional
conversion losses, an even lower price of generation is required to develop solar panels into a
reliable cornerstone of a future energy scenario.
There are multiple ways to further reduce the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) of solar
panels. For example, a continuous trend towards higher conversion efficiencies combined
with reduced production cost due to economies of scale result in lower LCOE. In this regard,
solar cells made from monocrystalline silicon are expected to feature an especially low LCOE
and are estimated to account for the largest share of solar cell production in the near future
[4]. Besides efficiency and production cost, LCOE is affected by the longevity of solar panels.
If a solar panel lasts only 20 instead of 30 years, this will obviously affect the price of
electricity generation. Even if a solar panel does not cease to function completely, degradation
of conversion efficiency may significantly lower the power output over the years. As a
consequence, reduced degradation directly translates to reduced LCOE [5].
There are several known degradation phenomena which may affect solar panels made from
crystalline silicon. Many of these degradation effects are put into action as soon as a solar
panel is subjected to illumination and elevated temperature which results from normal solar
panel operation. As both illumination and temperature may vary significantly depending on
weather conditions, investigating the complete picture of possible degradation scenarios
requires experiments carried out at different combinations of illumination and temperature.
Furthermore, it is often possible to accelerate degradation phenomena by increasing the
temperature, making it possible to faster observe degradation phenomena which might
otherwise take years to occur under normal outdoor operation conditions. However, care has
to be taken to check whether degradation phenomena observed at elevated temperature occur
at lower temperature at all, and thus measurements at lower temperatures are still required.
A big part of degradation phenomena takes places directly in the solar cells of which a solar
panel is made of. To make it easier to track down the origin of such degradation phenomena,
simplified sample structures are investigated in this work which do not include all processing
steps such as metallization for electrical contacting. This facilitates measurement of the
effective excess charge carrier lifetime eff which is of fundamental importance for the
efficiency of a solar cell. Subjecting such a “lifetime sample” to elevated temperature and
illumination does not necessarily lead to a monotonically decreasing sample quality. Fig. 1.1
shows eff of a sample during treatment at 150°C and 1 sun equivalent illumination. As can be
seen, eff shows pronounced changes on a time scale of seconds up to a time scale of months.
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Fig. 1.1: Evolution of eff of a lifetime sample made of B-doped float-zone silicon (doping density
1.51016 cm-3, firing temperature ~830°C) during treatment at 150°C and 1 sun equivalent illumination.
A small number of outliers caused by occasional measurement errors was removed from the graph.

As will be demonstrated later on, a typical sample evolution starts with bulk related
degradation (BRD) and regeneration leading to a first minimum in eff. Only after long
treatment or by increasing the temperature, a second minimum can be observed which results
from surface related degradation (SRD) and recovery. It is observed that the choice of
dielectric layers which electronically passivate the surface of a sample has a great influence
on both BRD and SRD. Thus, variation of dielectric passivation approaches is one of the key
elements in this work.
The subsequent chapter 2 will lay a theoretical foundation and first describes how different
types of monocrystalline silicon are produced. Afterwards, different recombination processes
which reduce the amount of charge carriers available for power extraction will be discussed in
detail before the chapter closes with an overview on currently known degradation phenomena
in crystalline silicon.
Chapter 3 briefly lists different tools used for sample processing before introducing a general
sample labeling scheme which simplifies experimental descriptions later on. Afterwards,
different analysis methods will be described with a special emphasis on lifetime spectroscopy.
Additionally, it is explained in detail how long-term measurement series were conducted and
the reliability of different measurement and analysis methods is discussed.
After dealing with separation of bulk and surface related degradation phenomena, chapter 4
will focus on SRD of differently passivated samples. The first part describes SRD of samples
passivated with silicon nitride whereas subsequent sections describe SRD of samples with
more complex passivation layer stacks including silicon oxide and aluminum oxide layers.
Understanding SRD of different passivation approaches finally allows to reliably investigate
changes in the bulk of samples in chapter 5 even in case that different BRD phenomena
overlap. The first two parts of the chapter describe BRD in different types of monocrystalline
silicon whereas the last part investigates the long-term stability of samples after bulk
regeneration treatments.
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2 Fundamentals
This chapter will introduce fundamentals which are necessary in the context of subsequent
chapters. After briefly describing the working principle of a solar cell, manufacturing of
monocrystalline silicon is described. The subsequent section deals with different charge
carrier recombination mechanisms before the chapter closes with a review of currently known
degradation phenomena. A general knowledge of solid state and semiconductor physics is
assumed and can be looked up, e.g., in [6, 7]. A more general discussion of the physics of
solar cells can be found in [8, 9].

2.1 Working principle of a solar cell
A solar cell is a device that transforms thermal radiation into electrical energy by making use
of the photovoltaic effect [10]. In most solar cell concepts, incident photons are first absorbed
in a semiconductor material and excite charge carriers. In a next step, charge carriers of
opposing sign have to be separated in order to extract electrical power from the solar cell. To
achieve this separation, different device structures can be used.
The most prevalent absorber material nowadays is crystalline silicon which will be discussed
in detail in section 2.2. A typical passivated emitter and rear cell (PERC) [11–13] is outlined
in Fig. 2.1. Incident photons create additional electron-hole pairs in the silicon bulk resulting
in an increased electrochemical potential. Charge carrier separation is achieved with
differently doped regions: The doping results in asymmetric concentration and thus
asymmetric conductivity of electrons and holes. This asymmetry in conductivity results in an
electrochemical net force which is much stronger for one type of charge carriers compared to
the other [14]. In the example below, holes are strongly driven towards the back contacts due
to strong p+-doping. In the n+-doped area, the net force on each hole is much lower, and thus
only few holes reach the front contacts. In a similar fashion, electrons can easily reach the
front contacts but can hardly pass the p+-doped areas around the back contacts. Hence, charge
carrier selectivity [14] is achieved and an electrical power can be extracted at the contacts.

Passivation layer and silver contacts
n+
p

p+

p+

p+
p+
Passivation layer
Aluminum

p+

Fig. 2.1: Structure of a typical PERC cell with passivated n+ emitter and passivated rear side. Stronger
p+ doping around the rear contacts further enhances charge carrier selectivity. The figure is a
schematic representation only and thus not true to scale.
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Besides charge carrier selectivity, it is required that excess charge carriers remain excited for
a sufficient period of time to reach an area where they are much less likely to recombine. In
the PERC cell shown in Fig. 2.1, e.g., an electron needs to reach the n+ doped area with very
few holes and thus a significantly lowered probability of finding a recombination partner. The
higher the effective excess charge carrier lifetime eff, the more likely it is for a charge carrier
to reach its destination before recombining. As a consequence, sufficiently high eff is of
fundamental importance for a solar cell. Different mechanisms may result in recombination of
electrons and holes, thus reducing eff and leading to a loss in power output of a solar cell.
Recombination and charge carrier lifetime will be discussed in detail in section 2.3.

2.2 Monocrystalline silicon
This section discusses characteristics of monocrystalline silicon and how it is produced. It is
partly inspired by the descriptions given in [9, 15, 16] where further reading on the topic can
be found as well.
Today, most solar cells are made from crystalline silicon. A crystalline material is
characterized by long-range order and symmetry and can therefore be described as the sum of
identical unit cells. In the case of crystalline silicon, the silicon atoms are arranged in a
diamond cubic crystal structure. Still, there are different types of crystalline silicon: In
monocrystalline silicon, all unit cells feature the same orientation and the crystal lattice is
continuous over the entire bulk. Multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si), on the other hand, consists of
patches of different orientation, called grains. Inside the grains, there is still long-range order
and symmetry, but a macroscopic piece of mc-Si is characterized by grains of different
orientation which are separated by grain boundaries. While, today, mc-Si is used in the
majority of solar cells produced, the share of monocrystalline silicon is on the rise and
expected to further increase in the near future [4] because it is assumed to enable higher solar
cell efficiencies. This is partly due to missing grain boundaries and less impurities which
result in less recombination losses. However, the production of monocrystalline silicon is to
date more expensive compared to mc-Si.
This work will focus on two types of monocrystalline silicon. For both, silicon feedstock has
to be produced and undergoes several purification processes before crystallization. As starting
material, quartzite is used which consists mostly of SiO2. It is mixed with carbon containing
material (e.g., coal or wood) and heated to ~1900 °C where SiO2 is reduced to Si and CO. The
purity of the resulting metallurgical silicon is at this stage in the order of 98% [9]. Afterwards,
the metallurgical silicon is purified.
Silicon of highest purity, called electronic grade silicon, is obtained using the Siemens
process: Metallurgical silicon is exposed to HCl in presence of a catalyst and reacts to
trichlorosilane (HSiCl3). Distillation of HSiCl3 leads to the removal of impurities. The
purified HSiCl3 is then decomposed at hot rods of highly purified silicon. Both H and Cl
remain in the gas phase while Si is attached to the surface of the rods. The resulting silicon
rods have a purity of up to 99.9999% [9]. Besides the expensive Siemens process, there are
other purification approaches which aim at lowering costs while still leading to sufficiently
pure silicon material for photovoltaic applications. Examples include the use of directional
4
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solidification or fluidized bed reactors [16]. Most of these processes do not result in
monocrystalline silicon, and thus the refined polycrystalline silicon is melted again to grow
monocrystalline silicon in a subsequent step. In the following, the two most common
processes for crystallization of monocrystalline silicon will be described.
2.2.1 Czochralski-grown silicon
The Czochralski process is named after its inventor [17]. Purified silicon is molten at a
temperature of ~1500 °C in an argon atmosphere in quartz crucibles and dopant species such
as boron or phosphorus can be added to the melt. As illustrated in Fig. 2.2, crystal growth is
achieved by dipping a rotating monocrystalline silicon seed crystal into the melt and slowly
pulling it upwards. In this way, monocrystalline silicon solidifies at the surface of the seed
crystal and large silicon cylinders can be grown. These cylinders are called ingots, have the
same orientation as the seed crystal, and nowadays reach diameters up to 450 mm.

Czochralski process

Float-zone process

Fig. 2.2: Schematic representation of crystal growth process of Cz-Si and FZ-Si.

The level of impurities in Czochralski-grown silicon (Cz-Si) is rather low due to the inert
atmosphere during crystal growth. However, the use of quartz crucibles leads to high levels of
oxygen in the silicon melt and the final ingot. As will be discussed later on, oxygen can lead
to significant degradation of 𝜏 in solar cells. The amount of oxygen in the melt can be
reduced, e.g., by lower crucible temperature or adapted argon flow [16] but is still
significantly higher compared to other crystal growth methods. Another approach to lower the
oxygen content is to use a strong magnetic field during crystal growth to suppress convection
and reduce oxygen incorporation into the ingot [18]. However, magnetic Cz-Si has not
become wide-spread in photovoltaics so far, probably due to increased costs.
Besides oxygen, carbon can be introduced into the silicon melt, e.g., from the graphite heater.
Similar to oxygen, carbon contamination can be reduced by adapting the flow of argon during
crystal growth [16]. Furthermore, transition metals and swirl defects can present a problem in
Cz-Si. A common approach to prevent swirl defects is to grow the crystal vacancy-rich. It is,
however, not easy to grow the full crystal vacancy-rich as it requires high pulling speed which
leads to higher cooling rates which can have a detrimental effect on 𝜏 [16]. As can be seen,
crystal growth always requires a trade-off between different potential negative effects and
growth of a "perfect" Cz-Si crystal is rather impossible.
5
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2.2.2 Float-zone silicon
Another way to produce monocrystalline silicon is a float-zone (FZ) process [19]. Its
advantage lies in the fact that no crucible is needed, and hence there is very little
contamination with oxygen and other impurities. In the process, a purified polycrystalline rod
is moved through an induction coil in argon atmosphere mixed with dopant gases as
illustrated in Fig. 2.2. Operating the induction coil at radio frequency leads to a fluctuating
magnetic field which melts the silicon at the position of the ring via inductive heating.
Starting at a monocrystalline seed crystal and continuously moving the melting zone along the
ingot leads to monocrystalline solidification of the rod. Due to the continuous solidification
alongside the ingot, segregation effects occur and lead to further purification of the silicon as
impurities move with the melting zone and accumulate at one end of the ingot. This effect is
strongly expressed for low pulling speeds and of less importance for fast pulling [16]. It is
especially useful if the polycrystalline starting material is not already highly purified. Another
advantage of the method are higher potential growth rates compared to Cz-Si [20] and a
potentially lower energy consumption because only a small amount of silicon has to be melted
at a time.
Often, nitrogen is added to the argon growth atmosphere because it reduces arcing at the
heater coil and has some positive aspects for the silicon growth in small concentrations:
intrinsic point defects such as self-interstitial clusters, voids and vacancy clusters form in
higher concentration but smaller size [16] and the resulting crystal is rather vacancy-rich. As
will be discussed later on, incorporation of nitrogen might, however, lead to degradation
phenomena after high temperature processes. Another drawback of the FZ method lies in the
fact that it is challenging to grow ingots of high diameter due to physical limitations related to
surface tension. Therefore, FZ-Si ingots do, so far, not exceed diameters of 200 mm.
Additionally, traditional FZ processes are expensive due to limited througput and complex
handling, restricting the use of this material in photovoltaics to research and development
nowadays. New techniques such as continuous growth using silicon granulate [21] may,
however, overcome these limitations and eventually, FZ-Si might be of interest even for large
scale production of solar cells.
After growth of either Cz-Si or FZ-Si, ingots undergo a sawing process during which the
ingots are sliced into thin discs, called wafers. Today, a typical thickness for photovoltaic
applications is ~180 µm [4]. Silicon wafers can then be processed into solar cells.

2.3 Generation and recombination
This chapter describes fundamental phenomena which determine the density of electrons ne
and holes nh as well as excess charge carrier lifetimes  which are important parameters in the
description of degradation phenomena. In general, the density of one type of charge carriers n
may change due to three fundamental mechanisms: Generation of new charge carriers with
rate G, recombination with rate R and divergence of charge carrier flow j. Therefore, changes
in n can be described with a continuity equation
𝜕𝑛(𝑥⃗, 𝑡)
= 𝐺(𝑥⃗, 𝑡) − 𝑅(𝑥⃗, 𝑡) − div 𝑗(𝑥⃗, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑡
6
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with space coordinates 𝑥⃗ and time t which are omitted in the following for the sake of
simplicity.
2.3.1 Bulk recombination
The term bulk recombination comprises several recombination mechanisms acting inside of a
crystalline silicon lattice. As carrier currents are not of fundamental importance for
description of bulk recombination, spatial homogeneity is assumed for now, leading to
div j = 0.
Already in darkness, both generation and recombination occur due to thermal excitation of
charge carriers. In thermal equilibrium, each generation process is exactly canceled out by an
opposing recombination mechanism according to the principle of detailed balance.
Accordingly, the generation rate G0 and recombination rate R0 in darkness are equal as well in
case of thermal equilibrium, leading to a constant charge carrier density in darkness n0:
𝜕𝑛0
= 𝐺0 − 𝑅0 = 0
𝜕𝑡

(2.2)

Illumination disturbs thermal equilibrium with the environment by additional generation G
of charge carriers, resulting in an excess charge carrier density n. The increasing carrier
density leads to additional recombination R as well, and thus
𝜕𝑛
𝜕∆𝑛
= 𝐺 − 𝑅 = (𝐺0 + ∆𝐺) − (𝑅0 + ∆𝑅) = ∆𝐺 − ∆𝑅 =
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑡

(2.3)

Turning off the illumination at t = 0 and assuming a recombination rate which is proportional
to n with a proportionality factor 1/ leads to
𝜕∆𝑛
1
= −∆𝑅 = − ∆𝑛
𝜕𝑡
𝜏

(2.4)

In case of constant , this results in an exponential decline of n
𝑡
∆𝑛(𝑡) = ∆𝑛(0) exp (− )
𝜏

(2.5)

which explains why  is called excess carrier lifetime: After a time  without illumination, n
will have dropped to a fraction 1/e of its initial value. In a general case, however,  depends
on n. In a steady state, G is balanced by R, and thus
∆𝐺 = ∆𝑅 =

∆𝑛
𝜏(∆𝑛)

(2.6)

There are different mechanisms which contribute to bulk recombination which can be
characterized in particular by their different dependency of  on n. While radiative and
Auger recombination present intrinsic recombination mechanisms which cannot be
circumvented, crystal defects lead to additional recombination depending on the density and
properties of defects. To keep equations simple, sometimes the total recombination rate R is
7
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described whereas in other recombination mechanisms it is easier to deduce R. In any case,
R0 is very small, and already at low carrier injection it is R  R.
Radiative recombination
The first bulk recombination mechanism to be discussed is recombination via emission of a
photon. This is the opposite effect of electron-hole pair generation by photon absorption
which takes place during illumination of crystalline silicon. The rate of radiative
recombination depends linearly on ne and nh because one electron and one hole are involved:
𝑅rad = 𝐵𝑛e 𝑛h

(2.7)

In case of weak excitation, the density of majority carriers is still mostly defined by the
doping level whereas minority carrier density is increased by orders of magnitude. Thus, for a
p-type semiconductor it is
𝑛h = 𝑛h,0 + ∆𝑛 ≈ 𝑛h,0

(2.8)

𝑛e = 𝑛𝑒,0 + ∆𝑛 ≈ ∆𝑛

(2.9)

As a consequence, Rrad  Rrad is roughly proportional to n which leads to constant  and an
exponential decline of n as described above. The total majority carrier density nh stays rather
constant after turning off the excitation whereas the total minority carrier density ne vanishes
to the biggest part. This may be one of the reasons why the excess carrier lifetime  is often
called minority carrier lifetime. It should, however, be kept in mind that both excess holes and
excess electrons decay with the same time constant .
As silicon is an indirect semiconductor, both energy and crystal momentum have to change
during recombination of an electron and a hole. Thus, radiative recombination involves a
photon for energy conservation and a phonon for conservation of crystal momentum. As a
consequence, radiative recombination is a rather weak recombination mechanism in
crystalline silicon and can be neglected in many real devices. It is, however, important for the
calculation of theoretical upper limits of efficiency because radiative recombination cannot be
circumvented.
Auger recombination
In an Auger recombination process, energy and crystal momentum are transferred to another
electron or hole during annihilation of an electron-hole pair. The kinetic energy of the excited
electron or hole is then quickly lost to the crystal lattice in repeated interaction with phonons.
Accordingly, the process involves one electron and one hole which recombine and aditionally
another electron or hole which takes away energy and crystal momentum. Thus, the
recombination probability can be described in good approximation by
𝑅𝐴𝑢𝑔 = 𝑛e 𝑛h (𝐶𝑒 𝑛𝑒 + 𝐶ℎ 𝑛ℎ )

(2.10)

Due to the quadratic dependence on either ne or nh, Auger recombination is weak at low
injection levels but becomes the dominating recombination mechanism at high n. Studies of
the best currently available silicon samples have resulted in different parameterizations of
8
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Auger recombination. The parameterization of Richter et al. [22] is used in this work to
calculate the amount of Auger recombination in investigated samples. It should, however, be
kept in mind that a future analysis may benefit from an updated Auger parameterization
because some samples are already exceeding the limits imposed by this parameterization [23–
25].
Recombination via defect levels
In a real silicon crystal there are both impurities and crystal defects which lead to additional
electronic states. Some of these states have energy levels inside the bandgap of silicon. As a
consequence, charge carriers may recombine via these energy levels which reduces the
change in energy required at one point in time. For example, an electron can first move to a
defect level in the middle of the bandgap and later on recombine with a hole. Due to the
smaller change in energy required for each step, the likelihood of such events increases
significantly.
Description of defect-related recombination is usually carried out by using the ShockleyRead-Hall (SRH) theory [26, 27]. Because the energy of trapped charge carriers lies
somewhere inside the bandgap, the occupation of impurity states is in general not well
described by either of the quasi Fermi levels and is rather determined by kinetics. The theory
therefore assumes kinetic capture of charge carriers to a trap level so that the trapping rate of
an electron at thermal velocity e at a defect level with capture cross section e is given as
𝑅def,e = 𝜎e 𝜈e 𝑛e 𝑁h

(2.11)

where Nh is the density of defect levels occupied by a hole and therefore able to capture an
electron. A similar equation results for the recombination of holes. Assuming a single defect
level inside the bandgap and steady-state conditions, continuity equations of generation and
recombination of electrons and holes as well as of the occupation of trap levels lead to the rate
of SRH recombination of excess carriers (as derived, e.g., in [28]):
∆𝑅SRH

𝑁def (𝑛e 𝑛h − 𝑛𝑖2 )
= 𝑛 +𝑛
𝑛 +𝑛
( e𝜎 𝜈 e,1 ) + ( h𝜎 𝜈 h,1 )
h ℎ
e 𝑒

(2.12)

Here, Ndef equals the density of defects, ni2 is the product of electron and hole densities in
darkness, and the SRH densities ne,1 and nh,1 are given as
𝑛e,1 = 𝑁C exp (−

𝐸C − 𝐸def
)
𝑘𝑇

(2.13)

𝑛h,1 = 𝑁V exp (−

𝐸def − 𝐸V
)
𝑘𝑇

(2.14)

with NC being the effective density of states in the conduction band and NV the effective
density of states in the valence band. Obviously, RSRH is high in presence of a large amount
of defects as it scales linearly with Ndef. However, even a small density of defects in the order
of Ndef = 1011 cm-3 can lead to significant SRH recombination if the capture cross sections and
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the position in the bandgap are chosen appropriately. Strongest recombination is observed for
a defect level in the middle of the bandgap.
It is interesting to note that subtraction of ni2 in the enumerator of Eq. 2.12 does not directly
relate to removal of the part of recombination R0 happening in darkness but to thermal
generation of charge carriers from trap states which is itself dependent on excitation
conditions as absolute carrier densities ne and nh can be found in the denominator. To
calculate G0 = R0, nenh would have to be set to zero in the enumerator while ne and nh in the
denominator would have to be replaced by ni.
Writing the carrier densities as a sum of carriers in equilibrium and excess charge carriers
n = n0 + n and using Eq. 2.6, the resulting excess carrier lifetime can be written as
𝜏SRH (∆𝑛) =

𝜏e (𝑛h,0 + 𝑛h,1 + ∆𝑛) + 𝜏h (𝑛e,0 + 𝑛e,1 + ∆𝑛)
𝑛h,0 + 𝑛e,0 + ∆𝑛

(2.15)

with capture time constants of electrons and holes
𝜏e = (𝑁def 𝜎e 𝜈𝑒 )−1

(2.16)

𝜏h = (𝑁def 𝜎h 𝜈ℎ )−1

(2.17)

An example of SRH is shown in dependence of n in Fig. 2.3 for a mid bandgap defect level
in boron doped silicon with doping density Nd = 1015 cm-3. In low injection, nh,0 dominates
over the other terms in Eq. 2.15 and therefore,   e. In high injection, n is the dominating
term and   e + h. The increase in recombination towards higher n can be understood in
terms of a limited recombination capacity of defects: Charge carriers remain trapped for a
given time in a defect level which blocks further recombination events. Accordingly, with
rising injection, the probability of capture decreases for a single charge carrier because defect
levels may be occupied already. Even though the total rate of recombination increases with
increasing n, a single charge carrier is thus less likely to recombine and SRH rises.
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Fig. 2.3: Typical SRH curve for a mid-bandgap defect level. Created with PV lighthouse recombination
calculator [29].
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Often, defects are characterized by their capture cross section ratio which is independent of
the amount of defects and can, therefore, serve as a characteristic fingerprint of a defect:
𝜎e 𝜈ℎ 𝜏h
=
𝜎h 𝜈𝑒 𝜏e

(2.18)

However, different authors use different values of thermal velocities so that h/e may vary
between 0.8 (e.g., [30]) and 1.0 (e.g., [28]). To avoid such ambiguities, this work will directly
refer to the ratio of h and e which will be called k factor later on:
𝑘=

𝜏h
𝜏e

(2.19)

In the example of Fig. 2.3, e = 100 µs and h = 1,000 µs. Thus, it is k = 10.
2.3.2 Surface recombination
While a silicon crystal of infinite size would only suffer from bulk recombination inside of the
crystal, a real silicon wafer has a large surface fraction and recombination effects at the
surface cannot be neglected. Surface recombination is basically recombination at defect levels
as discussed before. There are, however, some differences to defect related recombination in
the silicon bulk. For example, the density of defects around the surface is usually much larger
compared to the bulk because there are open ("dangling") bonds. Additionally, impurities may
accumulate at the sample surface which further increases the density of defects.
As a consequence, surface recombination may even exceed bulk recombination and usually
results in a flow of charge carriers to the surface because strong local recombination leads to a
gradient in electrochemical potential. Thus, it is div j  0. However, charge carrier flow
towards the surface changes the recombination rate only in case of very recombination active
surfaces when the supply of charge carriers moving towards the surface is becoming a
limiting factor. In most cases, recombination activity is still mostly defined by SRH
properties. As recombination happens directly at the physical surface, the SRH formula is
usually written with area related quantities instead of volume related quantities. Assuming a
single defect energy level inside the bandgap, the recombination rate per unit area is given as
∆𝑅s =

2
𝑆e 𝑆h (𝑛e,s 𝑛h,s − 𝑛i,s
)

𝑆e (𝑛e,s + 𝑛e,1 ) + 𝑆h (𝑛h,s + 𝑛h,1 )

(2.20)

introducing the surface recombination velocity for electrons Se = Nsee and for holes
Sh = Nshh with Ns being the area density of defects at the surface. Reducing recombination
at the surface is commonly called surface passivation. According to Eq. 2.20, there are
different ways to passivate a sample surface. The first one, called chemical passivation, is to
reduce the density of defects Ns by removing impurities and decreasing the number of
dangling bonds at the surface. This is usually done by surface cleaning and deposition of
passivation layers as will be discussed later on.
A second approach is called field effect passivation and is achieved by deposition of a
passivation layer with intrinsic fixed charge density Qf. The resulting electric field repels one
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type of charge carriers at the sample surface while attracting the other. If the field is strong
enough, there remains mostly one type of charge carriers, either electrons or holes, at the
sample surface. As a recombination event requires both an electron and a hole, the
recombination rate is lowered. In terms of Eq. 2.20 this directly relates to a large denominator
because either ne or nh become large, and accordingly, Rs decreases.
At a real surface, usually there is a continuum of defect states at different energies. Thus, a
more sophisticated description includes integration over different energy states as described in
[28, 31, 32]. An exact description of surface recombination with this approach requires,
however, knowledge of defect density and capture cross sections in dependence of the energy
level. If defect parameters are not known, there remains another approach for description of
surface recombination: Just like bulk recombination can be described by a single but injection
dependent  (n) (Eq. 2.6) instead of using SRH parameters like n and p, surface
recombination may be described with a single surface recombination velocity S defined by
∆𝑅s = 𝑆 ∆𝑛s

(2.21)

where ns equals the excess minority charge carrier density at the surface. While, in general,
S = S (ns), nearly constant S is observed in case of strong field effect passivation. In this
case, the attracted charge carrier species has a very high density at the surface already in
darkness and the situation is thus very similar to a heavily doped material in terms of SRH
recombination properties. As the turning point of the SRH curve then lies at very high ns, the
surface may remain in low level injection even under illumination. This, in turn, leads to
constant S in analogy to almost constant SRH for n < 0.1 Nd (Fig. 2.3). In terms of Eq. 2.20,
e.g., if Q is large and negative, it is nh,s  nh,s,0 and ne,s  ns, leading to Rs = Sens, and thus
it is S = Se = const. However, the parameter S still suffers from the fact that its determination
requires knowledge of ns which is not easy to measure. As a consequence, effective surface
recombination parameters are introduced in the next paragraph which relate surface
recombination to the excess carrier density in the silicon bulk.
2.3.3 Effective surface recombination parameters
The following description is in part inspired by a discussion on effective surface
recombination parameters presented by McIntosh and Black [33]. Often, n is measured as an
average over the whole sample thickness. However, n(x) is strongly affected by surface
related band bending as illustrated in Fig. 2.4 for the case of a negatively charged passivation
layer. While the quasi Fermi energies of electrons and holes, EF,e and EF,h, remain flat under
electrochemical equilibrium conditions, the conduction and valence band edges Ec and Ev
increase towards the surface (x = s) as electrons are pushed away and holes accumulate due to
negative Qf. The resulting region of band bending usually reaches up to 1 µm into the silicon
whereas the typical thickness of a sample is > 100 µm. Thus, the measured depth-averaged n
is mostly defined by the carrier density in the deep silicon bulk and it is difficult to calculate S
as defined in Eq. 2.21 as it requires knowledge of ns.
Experimentally, it is easier to separate recombination in regions with (x < b) and without
(x > b) band bending. Effective surface recombination parameters relate to an effective rate of
12
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energy

recombination Reff per unit area which is the sum of Rs and recombination in the region of
band bending which is, strictly speaking, still bulk recombination. In most samples, band
bending is induced by Qf of passivation layers. Many solar cell concepts furthermore include
a diffused region underneath the silicon surface which usually originates from in-diffusion of
dopant atoms during a high temperature processing step. The resulting doping gradient close
to the surface induces additional band bending, and due to the definition of Reff,
recombination in a diffused surface layer is considered part of effective surface recombination
as well.

Band
bending

Deep
bulk
Ec
EF,e

q

EF,h
Ev
x=s

x=b

depth

Fig. 2.4: Schematic representation of band bending at the surface of a sample in case of a negatively
charged (Qf < 0) passivation layer placed at x < s.

A commonly used parameter for description of effective surface recombination is the
effective surface recombination velocity Seff which can be defined by the total recombination
current Jrec of carriers diffusing into the region of band bending to recombine there:
𝐽rec |𝑥=𝑏 = 𝑞∆𝑅eff = 𝑞𝑆eff ∆𝑛

(2.22)

Almost all carriers which recombine at the surface or in the region of band bending stem from
a depth x  b and thus contribute to Jrec. From the above definition, it follows that the effective
rate of recombination per unit area is, in analogy to Eq. 2.21,
∆𝑅eff = 𝑆eff ∆𝑛

(2.23)

While this relation is simple and intuitive, Seff suffers from the fact that it changes depending
on n and the surface dopant density Ns, especially in case of non-diffused wafers and large
Qf [33]. Thus, comparison of surface passivation quality by means of Seff alone is meaningful
only in case of equally doped base material and low Qf. An alternative measure of effective
surface recombination is the surface related saturation current density J0 which is defined by
𝑛e 𝑛h
𝐽rec |𝑥=𝑏 = 𝑞∆𝑅eff = 𝐽0 ( 2 − 1)
𝑛i

(2.24)
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and which equals the maximal current density which could theoretically be drawn from the
region of band bending due to thermal generation of charge carriers (at nenh = 0), hence the
name. Regarding solar cells, J0 is much more important for description of recombination
currents flowing into the region of band bending under illumination (at nenh > ni2). By
definition, J0 equals the emitter saturation current density J0e as defined in [34] which is
typically used to quantify recombination in diffused surface regions. The same approach can,
however, be used to describe non-diffused samples and J0 then equals the surface saturation
current density J0s under certain assumptions as will be derived in the following. J0s is defined
by [33, 34]:
𝑛e,s 𝑛h,s
𝐽rec |𝑥=𝑠 = 𝐽0s ( 2 − 1)
𝑛i,s

(2.25)

In this equation, ni,s is the effective intrinsic carrier density at the surface which may differ
from ni in the bulk due to the effects of band gap narrowing and degeneracy [35]. According
to [33], carrier densities at the surface can be calculated as
𝑛e,s =

𝑛i,s
𝑞Ψ
𝑛e exp (
)
𝑛i
𝑘b 𝑇

(2.26)

𝑛h,s =

𝑛i,s
𝑞Ψ
𝑛h exp (−
)
𝑛i
𝑘b 𝑇

(2.27)

with  being the surface potential relative to the region without band bending. Multiplication
of both expressions yields
𝑛e,s 𝑛h,s 𝑛e 𝑛h
= 2
2
𝑛i,s
𝑛i

(2.28)

Inserting Eq. 2.28 into Eq. 2.25 and assuming that no significant recombination takes place in
the region of band bending (non-diffused surface) leads to
𝑛e 𝑛h
𝐽rec |𝑥=𝑏 = 𝐽rec |𝑥=𝑠 = 𝐽0s ( 2 − 1)
𝑛i

(2.29)

and thus, comparing Eq. 2.24 and Eq. 2.29, it is J0 = J0s for non-diffused samples. For
sufficiently strong band bending due to high Qf in the passivation layer, J0 is furthermore
independent from n and the surface dopant concentration Ns in non-diffused samples [33].
This results from the fact that J0 is multiplied by nenh whereas Seff is multiplied by n to
calculate the rate of recombination. Recombination at the surface is, however, proportional to
ns, not n, in case of constant S. Assuming, for example, a p-type semiconductor and large
negative Qf, it is according to Eqs. 2.21 and 2.28:
∆𝑅s = 𝑆∆𝑛s ≈ 𝑆𝑛e,s
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𝑆
= 2
𝑛𝑛
𝑛i 𝑛h,s e h

(2.30)
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Large negative Qf furthermore results in constant S = Se as discussed before and a constant
majority carrier concentration at the surface nh,s according to [33]. Thus, surface
recombination is proportional to nenh and description with J0 is an appropriate choice. In a
similar fashion, the majority carrier concentration is approximately constant in a diffused and
thus highly doped surface region. The high doping furthermore leads to low injection
conditions, and as a consequence, Auger, SRH and surface recombination are all proportional
to nenh. This explains why J0 is useful for description of diffused surfaces as well.
While effective surface recombination parameters are easier to measure compared to the
surface recombination velocity S, it is a rather complex task to convert Seff or J0 to values of S.
Different scenarios are discussed in detail in [33], and for non-diffused samples with high Qf,
the following relationship holds
𝐽0 = 𝑞𝑆

2𝑘𝑇𝜖Si 2
𝑛i
𝑄f2

(2.31)

where S equals Sh or Se depending on whether holes or electrons are minorities at the surface.
The advantage of using J0 for description of surface related recombination instead of Seff is, on
the one hand, the aforementioned independence from n and Ns if Qf is sufficiently large. On
the other hand, J0 can be determined quite elegantly from a fit of measurement data as will be
described in detail in chapter 3.2 whereas a correct determination of Seff requires further
knowledge or assumptions about bulk recombination. Thus, analysis of J0 will prove to be an
essential tool for separation of bulk and surface related recombination throughout this work.
2.3.4 Total recombination and effective lifetime
All recombination processes discussed so far are independent from each other and therefore
add up linearly to yield the total recombination rate of excess charge carriers Rtot:
∆𝑅tot = ∆𝑅rad + ∆𝑅Aug + ∆𝑅SRH + 2∆𝑅eff /𝑑

(2.32)

To keep equations simple, it is assumed for now that surface related recombination is limited
by the rate of recombination at (and not diffusion to) the surface only. Thus, the rate of
effective surface recombination per unit area Reff has to be divided by sample thickness d to
yield the recombination rate per unit volume and is furthermore multiplied by a factor of two
because a symmetrical sample has two identical surfaces. As recombination rates of
individual recombination processes are inversely proportional to  (Eq. 2.6) or proportional to
J0 (Eq. 2.24), an effective excess carrier lifetime eff results from
1
∆𝑅tot
1 1
=
= +
𝜏eff
∆𝑛
𝜏b 𝜏s
=

1
𝜏rad

+

1
𝜏Aug

+

1
𝜏SRH

+

2𝐽0 𝑛𝑒 𝑛ℎ
(
− 1)
𝑑𝑞∆𝑛 𝑛𝑖2

(2.33)

It is eff which is commonly measured in an experiment and assignment to different parts of
recombination can be a rather complex task as will be seen later on. In a basic approach, eff
can be divided into a bulk excess carrier lifetime b and a surface related excess carrier
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lifetime s. In a next step, b can be further divided into radiative, Auger and SRH related
lifetimes while effective surface recombination may be better described by J0 as discussed
before. It should be noted that allocation to different terms depends in part on definition: A
diffused region usually introduces additional Auger recombination which could be considered
part of Aug. However, Auger recombination in a diffused region is typically seen as a part of
effective surface recombination and thus already included in J0. Hence, Aug reflects Auger
recombination in the deep silicon bulk only. Throughout this work, recombination in a region
with band bending will be called "surface related" and forms part of effective surface
recombination whereas recombination in regions with negligible band bending will be
attributed to bulk recombination.
2.3.5 Hydrogen-rich passivation layers
To reduce surface recombination and optical reflection losses, surfaces of silicon solar cells
are coated with dielectric passivation layers. To describe the whole variety of different layers
and combinations thereof is beyond the scope of this work but comprehensive reviews can be
found in [36–38]. This section will focus on different modes of action by which passivation
layers help to reduce recombination losses in solar cells.
On the one hand, passivation layers bond to silicon atoms and thus reduce the number of
dangling bonds at the surface, thereby improving chemical passivation of the surface. On the
other hand, dielectric layers typically carry fixed charge Qf which may lead to improved field
effect passivation. Recently, it was observed that dielectric layers additionally getter iron from
the silicon bulk [39] which may influence both bulk and passivation quality and it appears
possible that other impurities are gettered by passivation layers as well.
Nowadays, many silicon solar cell concepts furthermore rely on hydrogen-rich dielectric
passivation layers. For example, hydrogenated amorphous silicon nitride layers (SiNx:H)
typically result from precursor gases NH3 and SiH4 and thus incorporate a significant amount
of hydrogen. In this work, ʺ:H ʺ will be added to dielectric layers with an estimated atomic
concentration of hydrogen > 1%. During high temperature steps such as fast firing for contact
formation, part of the hydrogen diffuses into the silicon and has a number of beneficial effects
[40]. On the one hand, hydrogen may passivate defects at the sample surface such as dangling
bonds [41] and thereby increase chemical passivation quality. On the other hand, hydrogen
may passivate a large number of defects in the silicon bulk as well [42]. Thus, bulk
hydrogenation is a key element in the production of cost effective high efficiency solar cells
as it may allow for the use of rather defect rich base material and may reduce requirements on
process purity [43, 44].
The description of hydrogen in silicon is rather complex because hydrogen is a negative-U
defect [45] and its charge state strongly depends on carrier densities and temperature [46, 47].
While doping and n mostly define the charge state of hydrogen in the sample bulk at a given
temperature, the situation at the surface is more complex due to additional band bending
induced by Qf. Besides hydrogen, defects may change their charge state as well [48], and
efficient passivation with hydrogen usually requires appropriate charge states of both the
defect and hydrogen. As charge states may vary depending on n and temperature during
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further processing and solar cell operation, the stability of hydrogen passivated defects may
additionally become a major concern.
While introduction of some hydrogen into the sample bulk is considered beneficial, excess
hydrogen may introduce additional defects [49]. For example, recombination active hydrogen
platelets may form close to the surface where hydrogen concentrations are largest [50–52]. As
hydrogen may thus be either beneficial or harmful and has a great influence on both bulk and
surface passivation quality, it is not surprising that hydrogen is assumed to play an important
role in several degradation phenomena as will be discussed in the next section.

2.4 Lifetime degradation phenomena
Silicon solar cells may be affected by different degradation phenomena. Those that occur
when illuminating a solar cell are frequently labeled as light induced degradation (LID) and
several different LID phenomena are known as reviewed in [53]. Many types of LID occur,
however, in darkness as well if the injection level is the same as in the illuminated case, e.g.,
by applying a bias voltage to a solar cell. Hence, such phenomena are often labeled as carrier
induced degradation (CID) instead of LID to indicate that it is not the photons themselves but
rather the increased carrier density which drives degradation reactions. As different types of
LID will be the main focus of this work, this paragraph will present a short literature review
of relevant known LID mechanisms.
2.4.1 FeB pairing and dissociation
Iron is one of the main contaminants in crystalline silicon used for solar cell manufacturing. A
part of the total amount of iron is present in the form of interstitial iron Fei. While
unprocessed mc-Si can show Fei densities in the order of 1012 cm-3 [54], densities after
standard solar cell processes are in the order of 1010 to 1011 cm-3 nowadays due to gettering
processes [44]. Fei leads to electronic states close to the middle of the bandgap with a large
electron capture cross section so that even densities in the order of 1010 to 1011 cm-3 lead to
significant recombination losses.
In B-doped silicon, Fei can bond to substitutional boron atoms Bs leading to the formation of
FeB pairs [54–56]. While FeB pairing is the preferred reaction in darkness at room
temperature, FeB dissociation can be achieved by illuminating a sample or treating it at
elevated temperatures. While both Fei and FeB pairs are recombination active, they have
different recombination properties. Thus, FeB dissociation leads to a decrease of eff at lower
n and to an increase of eff at higher n. As a consequence, there is a crossover point at
which the lifetime before and after FeB dissociation matches. This crossover point is found at
an injection level between 1.41014 and 2.01014 cm-3 for B-doping below 51016 cm-3 [54].
Thus, FeB dissociation may either be beneficial or harmful depending on the level of n
reached during solar cell operation and is, strictly speaking, not a pure degradation
phenomenon. It should be noted, though, that the presence of both FeB and Fei always
reduces eff compared to an iron free sample. While the exact FeB dissociation mechanism is
still under discussion [Gee04], illumination either induces or enhances the dissociation
reaction and FeB dissociation can thus be considered a light induced phenomenon.
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2.4.2 Boron oxygen related carrier induced degradation (BO-CID)
First indications of degradation of B-doped Cz-Si under illumination were already reported
more than 40 years ago [57]. It was concluded later on that this degradation is caused by
boron and oxygen atoms forming recombination centers with energy levels inside the bandgap
of silicon [58, 59]. As discussed in section 2.2.1, Cz-Si contains large amounts of oxygen due
to the use of quartz crucibles during crystal growth, which in turn makes Cz-Si more prone to
BO-CID compared to mc-Si or FZ-Si. Comprehensive reviews regarding BO-CID can be
found in [60, 61]. While a lot of progress has been achieved in the understanding of BO-CID
over the past decades, the microscopic nature of the defect complex is still under discussion
[61–66].
A simplified description of BO-CID is achieved by using a three-state defect model as
introduced in [67] and illustrated in Fig. 2.5. After conventional sample processing, most of
the defects are in state A which is considered recombination inactive. During illumination at
moderate temperatures, as present during standard solar cell operation, defects transform into
a degraded state B which is recombination active. According to Fig. 2.5, there are two ways to
recover from the degraded state: The first one is an anneal reaction which occurs
preferentially during treatment at elevated temperature in darkness. The anneal reaction
transforms BO defects back to the annealed state A. Exposing an annealed sample to
degradation conditions will thus lead to degradation once again.

lifetime

Destabilization

Fig. 2.5: Schematic representation of a three-state defect model.

A more durable way of recovery from the degraded state is found in a regeneration reaction
which is the preferred reaction at high n and moderately elevated temperatures.
Regeneration was discovered only a decade ago [67] as several process requirements have to
be fulfilled. Many studies come to the conclusion that hydrogen plays a crucial role in the
regeneration reaction [68–73]. As a consequence, hydrogen rich passivation layers or other
sources of hydrogen should be present during sample fabrication to allow for regeneration. If
sample hydrogenation is to be achieved with hydrogen-rich passivation layers during the fast
firing step, a sample has to reach a peak temperature high enough to allow for significant indiffusion of hydrogen into the silicon bulk. Furthermore, cooling ramps should be rather steep
to keep hydrogen in weakly bound configurations so that it is available for regeneration
reactions [71, 74]. A comprehensive review regarding regeneration of BO complexes is
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presented in [75] and appropriate processes are able to regenerate a sample within seconds
[74, 76].
The regenerated state C is considered recombination inactive and stable under degradation
conditions. Thus, a regenerated sample is expected to show no further BO related degradation
when exposed to standard solar cell operation conditions. To verify the suspected long-term
stability is, however, a tricky task because it requires extended measurement series and
distinction of different degradation phenomena which might affect a sample during such longterm experiments. In [74, 77, 78], Cz-Si samples have shown slight instabilities during
stability tests after regeneration treatment. However, it has been suspected in the same studies
that degradation not related to BO-CID was the main cause of such instabilities.
While it would appear reasonable to use elevated temperatures to accelerate stability studies
on regenerated samples, there are limitations to this approach: Elevated temperatures are
known to induce another reaction, called destabilization, which transforms defects from state
C back to state A (most likely via state B [79]). Additionally, elevated temperatures might
give rise to additional degradation phenomena which might not occur at all at lower
temperatures. Thus, it is either required to do long-term stability studies at moderate
temperatures as reached during standard solar cell operation or to thoroughly understand the
influence of other possible degradation mechanisms when increasing the treatment
temperature. As a consequence, this work will first investigate other surface and bulk related
degradation phenomena before finally turning towards the long-term stability of regenerated
samples (chapter 5.3).
Treatment at arbitrary combinations of temperature and carrier injection will usually not
transform all BO defects to the same defect state. In a general case, the result will be a
mixture of states A, B and C as a direct consequence of the rate equations used in the
analytical description of the three-state model [80]. This can further complicate the analysis:
For example, a treatment with the goal of sample regeneration might lead to defects in both
states A and C due to excessive treatment temperature. Because both states are recombination
inactive, a sample would not show any sign of degradation right after the treatment. During a
subsequent stability test, defects in state A would, however, degrade to state B and it would
thus look like if regeneration was not long-term stable. Instability in this case would,
however, merely be a consequence of a sample treatment which failed to transform all defects
to state C.
Besides transforming BO complexes to the regenerated state C, it appears possible to reduce
the total amount of BO complexes by adapted sample processing. Experimental observations
give rise to the idea that BO complexes can be formed or dissolved by thermal treatments [59,
73, 81]. As a consequence, it was suggested to extend the three-state defect model by a fourth
state D which represents a defect precursor [73]. While states A, B and C are thought to
represent a different configuration of the BO complex [63, 82], state D is assumed to
represent a precursor species of fundamentally different composition [73, 81]. Thermal
dissolution of a defect precursor might furthermore explain a very slow recovery from BOCID observed in hydrogen lean samples in [83].
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Another extension of the three-state model is needed because two different degradation rates
are observed for a transition from state A to B. First, this gave rise to the idea of a fast and a
slow recombination center which form independently on different time scales [84]. Recently,
it was suggested that there is, in fact, only one BO recombination center and that degradation
may occur via an intermediate defect state [65, 66]: First, the defect switches from a state A1
to an intermediate state A2. This transition proceeds rather slowly under typical degradation
conditions. The next transition from state A2 to the degraded state B proceeds rather fast. A
mixture of states A1 and A2 at the start of a degradation treatment would therefore lead to two
different degradation rates: a fast degradation component would be caused by defects starting
in state A2 and thus quickly switching to state B. Defects starting in state A1 would, however,
first have to switch from A1 to A2 and then to B, leading to a slow degradation component. It
has been shown experimentally that the relative occupation of states A1 and A2 can be
adjusted by thermal treatments in darkness and samples can be switched from being purely
fast degrading to purely slow degrading [65], making this model a promising approach.
The current state of knowledge on different BO related degradation states was summarized in
a recent review including a detailed schematic of different mechanisms thought to play a
significant role in BO-CID in [61]. For the current work, a three-state defect model as shown
in Fig. 2.5 is, however, sufficient to explain most experimental observations. This is, on the
one hand, due to the long-term character of measurements where a fast initial degradation is
typically not resolved. On the other hand, transitions between states A and D might play a role
during firing but subsequent treatment at elevated temperatures was, in most cases, not long
enough to cause significant changes in the occupation of state D during a measurement series.
In terms of recombination properties, BO related defect centers are best described by a twolevel SRH defect with a donor and an acceptor level [85] and recent studies agree on a capture
cross section ratio k  18 for the donor level [65, 66, 86]. In previous studies, defect
characterization was performed assuming a single-level SRH defect at EC – Edef = 0.41 eV
leading to kBO  10 [66, 87]. This value remains important for comparison with unknown
defects which are typically analyzed under the assumption of a single-level mid-gap defect
level. In this case, k values which differ significantly from 10 indicate that the unknown
defect is rather not related to BO complexes.
2.4.3 Light and elevated temperature induced degradation (LeTID)
This paragraph will focus on studies of LeTID in mc-Si. Further literature on potential LeTID
in monocrystalline silicon will be discussed in the context of experimental results in chapter 5.
For a long time, BO-CID was the dominant LID phenomenon in silicon so that older studies
frequently used the term LID synonymous with BO-CID. In the year 2012, however, it was
reported that solar cells based on mc-Si may suffer from severe light induced long-term
degradation as well [88]. It was shown in the same study that this degradation could be
explained by neither BO-CID nor FeB dynamics. Later on, the name "light and elevated
temperature induced degradation" (LeTID) [89] became established although this degradation
is carrier-induced, too [89, 90]. The name was mainly chosen to distinguish LeTID from
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BO-CID as elevated temperatures are necessary to observe significant degradation on easily
accessible time scales. Nevertheless, significant degradation already occurs at 25°C [88, 91].
In addition, it was found out that PERC cells suffer from stronger degradation compared to
cells without dielectric rear side passivation and interaction of rear side passivation with
defect formation was thus suspected [92]. A similar conclusion was drawn in [93]: Samples
which had no passivation layers present during the firing step showed only slight degradation
probably related to BO-CID. Significant LeTID could only be observed in samples with
passivation layers present during the firing step and the amount of LeTID was influenced by
the choice of passivation layers and presence of an emitter below the passivation layer. It was
observed in the same study that a degradation occurs at 75°C in darkness as well.
LeTID has been shown to pose a significant problem at real operation conditions, too, and can
decrease the power output of solar panels by more than 10% [89]. It was observed in the same
study that degradation is followed by a regeneration reaction, however, only after hundreds of
hours at treatment temperatures up to 95°C. While the full degradation and regeneration cycle
might occur during solar cell operation in the field, too, it was estimated that the required
timespan would be too long to be reached during the warranty period in central European
climate conditions. Later on, it was shown that degradation may still proceed after 3 years of
normal outdoor operation even in mediterranean climates [94]. Thus, regeneration in the field
is rather not a suitable option.
To reach a timescale of degradation and regeneration which is in the range of seconds and
therefore realistic for industrial mass production of solar cells, laser based regeneration
processes were investigated and have been shown to significantly reduce the subsequent
amount of degradation [90, 95–97]. Still,  20% rel. of degradation remain after short
regeneration processes and it would be favorable to avoid the formation of LeTID altogether.
In this regard, it was found that the peak temperature during the firing step has a strong effect
on the formation of LeTID as samples fired at higher temperatures suffer from much stronger
degradation [97–99]. Additionally, it was reported that a second firing step at lower
temperature [97] or slower heating and cooling ramps during the firing step [100] are able to
effectively suppress LeTID. Another way to prevent LeTID is to use thinner wafers. As
observed in [101], regeneration of LeTID occurs faster in thinner samples and wafers thinner
than 120 µm are expected not to show significant LeTID anymore.
To explain experimental observations, a defect model introduced in [99] assumes that latent
precipitates of a metal are present in the as-grown material. These precipitates are dissolved
during firing at sufficiently high temperatures and form interstitial metal atoms (Mi). During
cooling after the firing step, the Mi atoms bond to another species X and form Mi-X
complexes. The observation of a first fast degradation component is then thought to be a
consequence of reconfiguration of Mi-X complexes whereas the long-term degradation would
be caused by dissolution of the complex, resulting in strongly recombination active Mi.
Regeneration is proposedly caused by diffusion of the Mi atoms to crystallographic defects or
the sample surface where they are trapped and cause no significant recombination any longer.
Different sample thicknesses would therefore exhibit a strong influence on regeneration
behavior as the path to the sample surface is shorter in thinner wafers. The model was refined
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in [101]: Analysis of wafer thickness dependent degradation yielded a diffusion coefficient of
(5±2)10-11 cm2 s-1 at a temperature of 75°C for the assumed out-diffusion of Mi atoms, in
accordance with either nickel, cobalt or hydrogen as a diffusing species. In the analysis, good
agreement with measured data was only achieved for a strongly decreasing amount of M i-X
complexes for decreasing wafer thickness. One possible explanation for this behavior would
be partial trapping of Mi atoms at the sample surface already during cooling after the firing
step which would again be stronger in thinner samples.
In another study, it was found that the degradation rate constant depends almost linearly on
the excess carrier density which implies involvement of one electron in the rate limiting step
of the degradation reaction in p-type material [102]. This implies the necessity of a change in
charge state of one of the components contributing to the formation of LeTID. For example,
in the context of the defect model discussed before, dissolution of Mi-X complexes could be
caused by a change in charge state of either Mi or X.
While degradation and regeneration can be described with a three-state defect model similar
to the one shown in Fig. 2.5, further experimental observations imply a more complex defect
system: Annealing in darkness has been observed to improve the efficiency of a degraded
sample significantly but a second degradation cycle after annealing differs from the first one
[103]. Accordingly, full reversibility is not given. Subsequent studies confirmed the strong
effect of dark annealing on subsequent degradation behavior [104, 105]: Annealing in
darkness at temperatures up to 200°C results in accelerated degradation and regeneration in a
subsequent illuminated treatment at 75°C. However, temperatures  225°C lead to a delayed
degradation and, hence, no significant regeneration in the observed time frame. At the same
time, the degradation amplitude was weaker after dark annealing at temperatures  250°C. It
was thus concluded that annealing in darkness may alter the state of the defect or the
availability of defect precursors, similar to BO-CID.
Additionally, it was shown that degradation and regeneration can be observed during
annealing in darkness, too, which might be explained by thermal excitation of excess carriers
[104]. It has been shown later on that these effects occur with different passivation approaches
and are thus very likely related to the silicon bulk [106]. In [107, 108], the interplay of
treatments in darkness and under illumination was investigated in more detail. While an initial
dark annealing resulted in accelerated and stronger degradation during subsequent illuminated
treatment, repeated cycles of dark and illuminated treatment lead to less degradation with
each further dark anneal. As a consequence, a four-state defect model was proposed based on
a limited defect precursor reservoir. This model will be discussed in detail in chapter 5.1.8.
Finally, it is important to note the similarities and differences between BO-CID and LeTID: In
recent studies, variable amounts of defect precursors and a strong influence of annealing on
subsequent degradation behavior have been observed for both types of CID. In contrast to
LeTID, BO-CID occurs in non-fired samples, correlates clearly with the amount of boron and
oxygen, and defects have another capture cross section ratio. Still, both CID phenomena could
share some common mechanism. For example, hydrogen might play an important role not
only in BO-CID but in LeTID as well. Hydrogen as a possible root cause of LeTID will be
discussed in chapter 5.1.8 in the context of observations described in this work.
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2.4.4 Surface related degradation (SRD)
In 1988, it was observed that SiO2 passivated solar cells degraded significantly when exposed
to prolonged treatment under concentrated illumination [109]. The degradation behavior of
samples with different thickness made a surface related degradation (SRD) the likely cause.
Filtering out the UV part of the spectrum prevented degradation, and thus UV illumination
was suspected to cause it.
As can be seen, it is important to distinguish between effects of UV light and the visible and
infrared part of the solar spectrum: UV light may break atomic bonds or excite carriers in an
oxide layer with high bandgap, whereas the rest of the solar spectrum excites carriers in the
silicon absorber which may then lead to degradation. While UV induced degradation has been
studied in detail elsewhere [110–114], SRD at elevated temperature and under halogen lamp
illumination with negligible UV component will be the focus in this work.
In another study, a strong degradation of SiO2 passivated boron diffused samples was
observed after extended storage at room temperature [115]. In [116], such degradation
resulted in an increase of J0 from 30-80 to 1,000-1,400 fA/cm2 after 120 days of storage.
Degradation could largely be removed by subsequent annealing at elevated temperature and a
defect model based on the interaction between Si-SiO2 interface and atomic hydrogen was
proposed. Later on, the same authors observed a similar degradation on lowly doped silicon
surfaces passivated with SiO2 but no significant degradation on P-diffused surfaces [117].
Simulations lead to the assumption that degradation mainly increased the surface
recombination velocity of electrons Se. Because samples degraded in zero humidity ovens,
too, humidity was excluded as possible cause of degradation but it was hypothesized that
oxygen might play a role in defect formation.
As the interface between silicon and SiNx:H or AlOx:H layers usually includes a thin
interlayer of SiOx, degradation mechanisms affecting Si-SiO2 interfaces might, in principle,
affect samples passivated with SiNx:H or AlOx:H, too. However, reports on degradation of
SiNx:H or AlOx:H passivated samples are rather sparse. Annealing of non-fired SiNx:H layers
at elevated temperatures > 390 °C has been shown to result in significant changes in
passivation quality within minutes [118, 119]. While a first rise of eff has been thought to
result from hydrogenation of defects at the silicon surface as H is released from N-H bonds,
prolonged annealing lead to a degradation of eff which was hypothesized to be caused by
breakup of Si-H bonds [118]. Further investigations in [120–122] came to the same
conclusion that a first fast degradation might be related to a loss of hydrogen. Thereafter,
another increase and decrease of eff was observed for which different possible mechanisms
were discussed, including changes in hydrogen diffusion, Qf, or densification of the SiNx:H
layers. It should be noted that the temperatures used in these studies were rather high and
inspired by sample processing. It appears, however, possible that similar degradation
phenomena occur at lower temperatures on a much longer timescale.
Concerning AlOx:H layers, two studies observed an improvement of AlOx:H or
AlOx:H/SiNx:H passivation during illumination for less than 100 h at room temperature which
was explained with an increase of Qf on the illuminated sample side [123, 124]. A recent
study observed, however, a slight degradation of AlOx:H/SiNx:H passivation after halogen
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lamp illumination at 75°C for ~4,000 h [125]. Furthermore, a decrease of passivation quality
has been observed in AlOx:H passivated samples after  10 min of annealing at 220°C in
darkness [126]. The same study observed a significant increase of eff after illumination at
50°C. Fired AlOx:H passivated samples showed a similar increase in eff after short
illumination up to a temperature of 80°C according to [127].
In general, long-term studies on the passivation stability of fired samples at moderately
elevated temperatures and illumination are few in number and one goal of this work is to start
filling this gap.
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3 Methods
Throughout this work, differently processed samples will be investigated during treatment at
different combinations of elevated temperature and illumination (in the following abbreviated
as ʺLID treatmentsʺ). This chapter first aims to provide an overview on sample processing and
sample labeling. All samples investigated in this work are ʺlifetime samplesʺ which resemble
a solar cell but have no metal contacts which, in turn, facilitates measurement of important
sample parameters such as eff. The second half of the chapter describes how changes in
different sample parameters were analyzed and how LID measurement series were carried
out.

3.1 Sample processing
This section describes the entire spectrum of process steps used throughout this work in the
order as they were typically applied during sample processing. It is important to note that no
sample underwent every process step. Standard process flows will be defined at the end of
this section. Furthermore, sample labels are introduced which allow for quick identification of
different sample structures in the results section.
3.1.1 Wafer material
All samples in this work are made of monocrystalline silicon wafers which were obtained
from external suppliers. Wafers made of FZ-Si had already received a saw damage etch,
chemical cleaning, and chemical polishing step by the manufacturer and were shipped with a
thickness d = (250 ± 10) µm and a thin chemically grown SiOx layer at the silicon surface.
Wafers made of Cz-Si, on the other hand, stem from two different manufacturers (labeled Cz1
and Cz2) and were shipped with saw damage at the silicon surface and d = (200 ± 10) µm.
Base doping densities Nd varied and are indicated in each experiment with an uncertainty of
10% rel.
3.1.2 Chemical etching and polishing
An aqueous solution of KOH (~22%) at 80°C was used for removal of saw damage and
thinning of wafers. One sample was used to determine the current etch rate of the KOH
solution before further samples were etched for an appropriate amount of time to reach the
desired thickness. For saw damage removal, ~10 µm were removed from each sample side
whereas for thinning of selected samples, up to ~55 µm were etched off. Final thicknesses
were determined by comparing the weight of selected samples before and after etching and by
measurement with a mechanical thickness gauge. The estimated uncertainty of the absolute
thickness amounts to ±10 µm like for unprocessed wafers. An aqueous solution of acetic acid
(99.8%), HNO3 (65%) and HF (50%) mixed in a ratio 29:5:3 and kept at ~20°C was applied
for chemical polishing (CP) of sample surfaces after etching in KOH. Samples were
immersed for 30-60 s in the solution resulting in removal of 0.5-1.0 µm on each sample side.
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3.1.3 Chemical cleaning
Selected FZ-Si samples received only a dip in diluted HF (2%) to remove the surface oxide
layer. Most samples received a Piranha clean consisting of chemical oxidation of the sample
surface at 80°C for 10 min in an aqueous solution of H2O2 (30%) and H2SO4 (96%) mixed in
a ratio 1:3 followed by subsequent removal of the oxide layer and bound impurities in diluted
HF (2%). Few other samples received a clean in an aqueous solution of HCl (3,8%) at room
temperature followed by a dip in diluted HF (2%). Part of these samples subsequently
received an RCA clean consisting of a first oxidation at 50°C in a solution of deionized water,
NH3 (25%), and H2O2 (30%) mixed in a ratio 9.5:1:2 and a second oxidation at 65°C in a
solution of deionized water, HCl (37%), and H2O2 (30%) mixed in a ratio 8:1:1. Each
oxidation was followed by oxide removal in diluted HF (2%). As a last step, most samples
were dried in a drying oven at 100°C in darkness for up to 20 min which is assumed to have
resulted in formation of a thin (~1 nm) SiOx layer at the sample surface.
3.1.4 Chemical or thermal oxidation
Selected samples received an additional chemical oxidation step at 80°C in a solution of
deionized water, HCl (37%), and H2O2 (30%) mixed in a ratio 8:1:1. The resulting SiOx layers
were, however, not removed but served as part of dielectric passivation layer stacks. The
surface of selected other samples was thermally oxidized instead in a tube furnace with
oxygen atmosphere. Such thermal oxidation was carried out at either 840°C or 900°C and the
process length was adapted such that it always resulted in SiO2 layers of thickness ~10 nm.

Carrier concentration (cm-3)

3.1.5 Dopant diffusion
Selected samples received a dopant diffusion step in a diffusion tube to form highly doped
surface layers and resulting diffusion profiles are shown in Fig. 3.1. While P-diffusions were
carried out at 840°C in POCl3 ambient, B-diffusions were performed in BBr3 ambient at a
drive-in temperature of 910°C. The doped glass layers which form at the surface of samples
during a diffusion process were subsequently removed in diluted HF.
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Fig. 3.1: Carrier concentration measured by electrochemical capacitance-voltage profiling on either
p-type B-doped FZ-Si (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3) or n-type P-doped FZ-Si (Nd = 21015 cm-3). The P-diffused
surface was already etched back to ~120 /sq. Data presented in [128].
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To reduce recombination in the diffused region, P-diffused surfaces were furthermore etched
back to a sheet resistance ~120 /sq. using an aqueous solution of HF, HNO3 and NaNO2
whereas B-diffused surfaces were not etched back and had ~100 /sq. In selected samples, a
P-diffusion only served for gettering of defects and diffused layers were etched off by
removing ~2 µm from each sample side in a CP solution with composition as described
above. Samples always received an additional Piranha clean as a last step before further
sample processing.
3.1.6 Deposition of dielectric layers
AlOx:H layers of thickness 5-10 nm were deposited by plasma-assisted atomic layer
deposition (PA-ALD) with precursor gases trimethylaluminum (TMA) and O2. The deposition
temperature was set to 300°C in case of a subsequent fast firing step whereas 170°C were
chosen in case of subsequent annealing for activation of surface passivation.
Single SiNx:H layers were grown using three different plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
deposition (PECVD) tools with properties as summarized in Tab. 3.1. All of these tools used
SiH4, NH3 and N2 as precursor gases but were positioned at three different laboratories with
different precursor gas depots. All resulting SiNx:H layers had a thickness ~75 nm and a
refractive index n  2.0 at 600 nm. PECVD layer stacks of SiOx/SiNx:H stem from Tool 2.
The SiOx:H layers of thickness ~10 nm were grown at 400°C with precursor gases SiH4, N2O
and N2 and the subsequent deposition of ~75 nm SiNx:H was carried out in the same
deposition step with identical settings as for single SiNx:H layers. SiOxNy:H/SiNx:H stacks
with layer thicknesses ~25 nm and ~130 nm, respectively, were deposited in a direct plasma
tool very similar to Tool 1 and thus denoted Tool 1*. The same tool was used for deposition of
AlOx:H/SiOxNy:H/SiNx:H stacks (~10 nm, ~10 nm, ~120 nm). Resulting SiONx:H layers had
n  1.6 whereas SiNx:H layers had n  2.0 at 600 nm.

Tab. 3.1: Properties of different PECVD tools.
Tool

Type

Plasma

Frequency

Temperature

Tool 1

industrial

direct

40 kHz

450°C

Tool 1*

industrial

direct

40 kHz

Tool 2

laboratory

direct

13.56 MHz

400°C

Tool 3

industrial

remote

2.45 GHz

400°C

3.1.7 Laser cutting
Wafers were labeled and patterned using a laser with wavelength 1064 nm before being
broken along the laser lines into square samples with edge length 5 cm. In most cases, this
was done just before the final firing step. A few samples were cut already before wet chemical
treatment whereas few others were fired as part of whole wafers which were cut only
afterwards. Samples received small laser written labels in one sample corner to facilitate
sample allocation. To avoid spread of particles from laser-structured regions onto sample
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surfaces, these were either covered with hollow square forms which only touched samples at
the edge or laser intensity was chosen low enough to prevent significant spread of particles.
3.1.8 Fast firing
In a last step, most samples were fired in a fast firing belt furnace. As an older Furnace 1 was
replaced by a new Furnace 2 at some point, this work describes samples fired in two different
furnaces which is, on the one hand, helpful as it allows for a comparison of different firing
furnaces. On the other hand, this may pose a problem in terms of comparability of older and
newer samples. The main difference of the two firing furnaces is found in the cool-down ramp
which is roughly twice as steep in Furnace 2 for a given belt speed. Samples were mostly
fired on standoffs to prevent contact with the metal conveyor belt. If not stated otherwise,
samples were fired at a belt speed of 6 m/min.
Experiments always indicate measured peak sample temperatures reached during the fast
firing step. This is important because an identical set temperature can lead to very different
sample temperatures depending on parameters like surface morphology, sample thickness,
sample size, or presence of an emitter. Temperature profiles during fast firing were monitored
using a sheathed type K thermocouple which was pressed onto the sample surface by
mechanical prestress. Samples were mostly fired having an edge length of 5 cm in which case
the type K thermocouple had a diameter of 0.25 mm. As an example, firing profiles measured
in this way are shown in Fig. 3.2 (left). Comparing samples of same thickness shows that
Furnace 2 has a cooling ramp twice as steep at temperatures > 550°C compared to Furnace 1.
It can be seen as well that a thinner sample fired in Furnace 1 shows a different firing profile
compared to thicker samples and lies in between the cool-down ramps of the other two
samples. Fig. 3.2 (right) features repeated measurements on one single sample. The first three
lines (black) were measured subsequently and show that the uncertainty of measured peak
sample temperatures Tfire is ± 10°C, a value which has been confirmed in further repeated
measurements as well.
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Fig. 3.2: (left) Comparison of firing profiles of samples with different thickness fired in either
Furnace 1 or 2 and measured with a type K thermocouple of diameter 0.25 mm. (right) Comparison of
repeated temperature profiling on one sample fired in Furnace 1. Time axes were shifted slightly to
allow for better comparability. The first three (black) measurements were taken in quick succession
whereas subsequent measurements (red, blue) were taken after firing of many other samples.
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Additionally, the furnace conditions themselves may change over time as can be seen by
looking at measurements (red, blue) which were taken hours later after many other samples
had been fired. This can be attributed to heating of the furnace walls: When the furnace is
switched on, the walls are rather cold and high radiative heating power is required to reach the
desired set temperature inside the furnace. After some hours of operation, the furnace walls
have heated up considerably, and thus less illumination is required to achieve a set
temperature. However, this leads to less radiative heating of samples and measured peak
sample temperatures get lower. The effect can be kept small by either firing samples in a short
timeframe (quasi steady state) or by waiting until the furnace reaches a real steady state after
some hours of operation. In this work, the majority of samples was fired in a short period of
time after the temperature measurement.
A small number of samples was fired as part of a whole wafer. In this case, a shorter type K
thermocouple with diameter 0.5 mm was used for temperature profiling. While it appears
possible that this thicker type K thermocouple underestimated the real sample temperature
during firing due to thermal inertia, a comparison of synchronous measurements with thick
and thin type K thermocouples indicated comparable measured peak temperatures. However,
measurements with one specific thick thermocouple underestimated the real sample
temperature by ~30 K, probably because the used thermocouple had been damaged or too old.
In these cases, values of Tfire are corrected by 30 K and a ~ sign indicates that values were
corrected in this way and are thus approximate values.
It should be noted that temperature measurements were only carried out on selected samples
which were then discarded for further experiments as a thermocouple might damage a
sample’s surface. While some samples were fired directly on the belt of the furnace, most
samples were placed on holders which only touched samples at the edges to ensure good
homogeneity of temperature distribution across the surface during firing. Few samples were
annealed (instead of fired) for 30 min in N2 ambient in a tube furnace at 420°C. After firing or
annealing, samples were immediately stored in darkness until measurement series started.
3.1.9 Wet chemical re-passivation of sample surfaces
Selected samples had their passivation layers removed at a specific point of sample treatment
by etching in diluted HF until the surface was hydrophobic, indicating complete removal of
passivation layers. Afterwards, the surface was cleaned and wet chemically passivated using
either iodine ethanol (IE) or super acid (SA). In case of re-passivation with IE, one or two
Piranha cleans were carried out before wetting of the sample surface in a 0.08 molar iodine in
ethanol solution resulting in temporary surface passivation [129–131]. As IE passivation
quality degrades significantly within minutes, measurements on re-passivated samples were
carried out as soon as possible after application of IE.
In case of re-passivation with SA, samples were first immersed in diluted HF, followed by a
CP etch removing ~1 µm per sample side and a Piranha clean. Samples were then again
etched in 25% tetramethylammonium hydroxide for 10 min at 80°C which removed further
~5 µm from each side. Afterwards, samples were dipped in diluted HF and cleaned in a
solution of H2O, H2O2 and HCl for 10 min at 75°C. After another dip in HF, samples were
finally passivated with a nonaqueous solution of bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide dissolvled
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in dichloroethane (2 mg/ml) for 60 s. Compared to IE passivation, this procedure typically
leads to much better and rather stable surface passivation as described in [131–133].
3.1.10 Sample labeling and standard process flows
This work comprises a large number of differently processed lifetime samples. To keep track
of different sample structures, a labeling scheme is introduced which indicates a big part of
sample processing. First of all, a letter ʺpʺ or ʺnʺ indicates whether the base material of a
sample is B-doped p-type silicon or P-doped n-type silicon whereas an ʺxʺ is a wildcard for
either p- or n-type material. Letters with plus sign ʺx+ʺ indicate heavily doped surface layers
resulting from a dopant diffusion step. Finally, different brackets are used to distinguish
between different passivation layers deposited at the silicon surface as shown in Tab. 3.2. The
table furthermore defines which PECVD tool was used for deposition of SiNx:H in different
passivation layer stacks.
The introduction of sample labels allows for much faster description of sample structures in
the results section. For example, a sample labeled (n+pn+)ʹ consists of B-doped base material
with heavily P-doped surface layers and SiNx:H passivation stemming from Tool 2. An [n]
sample, on the other hand, would consist of P-doped base material passivated with an
AlOx:H/SiNx:H layer stack with SiNx:H from Tool 3. If not stated otherwise, samples are
made of FZ-Si. In sections describing both samples made of Cz-Si and FZ-Si, the labels will
be expanded to, e.g., “Cz (n+pn+)” and “FZ [n]” and thus describe the type of silicon as well.

Tab. 3.2: Labeling scheme of samples with different dielectric passivation layers.
Brackets

Passivation layers

Processes used

PECVD tool

()
( )ʹ
{}
{ }ʹ
{ }ʹʹ
[]
[ ]ʹ

SiNx:H
SiNx:H
SiO2/SiNx:H
SiOx:H/SiNx:H
SiOxNy:H/SiNx:H
AlOx:H/SiNx:H
AlOx:H/SiOxNy:H/SiNx:H

PECVD
PECVD
Thermal/PECVD
PECVD
PECVD
PA-ALD / PECVD
PECVD

Tool 1
Tool 2
Tool 2
Tool 2
Tool 1*
Tool 3
Tool 1*

If not stated otherwise, samples were processed according to standard process flows as
defined in Fig. 3.3. In experiments involving only FZ-Si, samples typically received a
chemical cleaning step only whereas saw damage on Cz-Si and different wafer thicknesses
made chemical etching and polishing necessary in experiments involving Cz-Si and FZ-Si
reference samples. There still remain important process details which are not included in
sample labels such as base doping density Nd, sample thickness d or measured peak firing
temperature Tfire. These parameters will be indicated either at the start of a section or in
figures and figure captions. As a quick reference which is easy to find, Tab. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3
are shown again on the last page of this work (Appendix: Sample labels).
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FZ-Si

FZ-Si & Cz-Si
Chemical etching & polishing

Chemical cleaning
POCl3 or BBr3

SiNx

SiOx

AlOx

SiNx

SiNx

AlOx
SiNx

SiNx

(x+xx+)

[x+xx+]

Laser cutting
Fast firing
(x)

{x}

[x]

Fig. 3.3: Standard process flow of differently passivated samples and resulting sample labels. In labels,
ʺxʺ stands for either p- or n-type and different types of brackets relate to different passivation layers as
defined in Tab. 3.2.

3.2 Sample analysis
This section describes characterization methods used throughout this work. First, eff and J0
analysis are discussed in detail as these methods form the main pillar of sample
characterization in this work. Afterwards, it is explained how typical measurement series were
conducted before the chapter closes with a description of further measurement and analysis
methods used on selected samples.
3.2.1 Photoconductance based measurements of eff
In most cases, measurement of eff was carried out using a Sinton Instruments lifetime tester
(WCT-120) [134] at 30°C which uses an infrared-pass filtered xenon flash lamp to generate
excess charge carriers in a sample. Such additional charge carriers change the conductivity of
a sample which can be measured with an induction coil and converted to values of n.
Assuming homogeneous photogeneration and recombination, it is according to Eqs. 2.3
and 2.6:
∂𝑛
= 𝐺 − 𝑅
∂t
𝑅 =
 τeff =

𝑛
τeff
𝑛
𝑛
=
𝑅 G − ∂𝑛
∂t

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

This allows for different measurement modes. In a transient photoconductance decay (PCD)
measurement, a sample is subjected to a short flash of light which peaks and decays rapidly. If
eff is large compared to the duration of the flash, n mostly decays after the flash has
subsided (G = 0). Thus, Eq. 3.3 can be simplified and eff determined according to
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∂𝑛 −1
τeff (𝑛) = −𝑛 ∙ (
)
∂t

(3.4)

A quasi steady state photoconductance (QSSPC) measurement, on the other hand, uses a
longer flash leading to a quasi steady state (∂𝑛/∂t = 0) if eff is small compared to the
duration of the flash. Eq. 3.3 then leads to
τeff (𝑛) = 𝑛/∆G

(3.5)

The advantage of a QSSPC compared to a PCD measurement is the absence of the derivative
of n which may lead to significant noise in the measurement signal. A disadvantage is found
in the fact that G needs to be known which introduces an additional measurement
uncertainty. Typically, G is calculated using the optical constant of a sample which
corresponds to the photogenerated current density reached during illumination with an AM1.5
solar spectrum divided by a current density of 38 mA/cm2. Both methods suffer from the fact
that τeff can only be measured with low uncertainty if flash > 10eff or flash < 0.4eff, and an
intermediate eff can only be determined with rather large uncertainty [135]. As a third option,
a generalized analysis mode can be used which is based on the full Eq. 3.3 [135]. This mode
can be used both with a short and a long flash. All samples of this work were analyzed in
generalized mode, and in most cases a short flash (~ 100 µs) was used. Standard graphs show
eff at a fixed injection level n = 0.1  Nd and the uncertainty of eff is estimated to be  10%
based on both analytical considerations [136] and intra-laboratory comparisons [137].
While most measurements of eff were carried out at 30°C, in selected cases, samples were
simultaneously treated and measured in a PCD setup at elevated temperture (ET-PCD). The
setup consisted of a heatable measurement stage with halogen lamps on top. Thus, a sample
could be measured in-situ during LID treatment. In case of illuminated measurement series,
halogen lamps were turned off for ~ 5s during each PCD measurement. Still, measurements
were carried out at the elevated treatment temperature which has an influence on absolute
values of eff. Thus, ET-PCD measurements are most useful to investigate the evolution of eff
with good temporal resolution, and additionally allow to check whether degradation
phenomena occur as well in samples which do not undergo repeated handling.
While one of the general advantages of photoconductance based measurement techniques is
the determination of eff at different n in one fast measurement, a disadvantage is found in
the spatial averaging of eff due to the coil used for the conductance measurement. If spatial
resolution is desired, photoluminescence imaging as described in section 3.2.6 is a better
choice.
3.2.2 Surface related saturation current (J0) analysis
J0 values were extracted from measured eff following an advanced version of the approach
introduced by Kane and Swanson [138]. Over time, different modifications were proposed
leading to the procedure described by Kimmerle et al. [139] which includes several
improvements compared to the original method. Matlab scripts written by A. Graf based on
this method were used throughout this work for determination of J0. The following section
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will describe the general approach of this analysis method. According to Eqs. 2.22 and 2.24,
the recombination current towards the sample surface is given as
𝐽rec |𝑥=𝑏 = 𝑞𝑆eff ∆𝑛 = 𝐽0 (

𝑛e 𝑛h
− 1)
2
𝑛i,eff

(3.6)

It is important to note that the intrinsic carrier density itself may change with increasing n
due to band gap narrowing. This effect is strongest for large n and is taken into account by
replacing the constant ni with ni,eff (n) as described in [140]. In a doped semiconductor under
illumination, the minority carrier density approximately equals n, whereas the majority
carrier density is Nd + n. Additionally, ni,eff2 ≪ nenh. Inserting these approximations into
Eq. 3.6, it follows that
2
𝐽0 (𝑁d + ∆𝑛) = 𝑞𝑆eff 𝑛i,eff

(3.7)

Differentiating this relation with respect to n leads to
𝐽0 = 𝑞

d
(𝑆 𝑛2 )
d∆𝑛 eff i,eff

(3.8)

According to Eqs. 2.32 and 2.33 the link between Seff and s is given as
𝑆eff =

∆𝑅eff 𝑑 1
=
∆𝑛
2 𝜏𝑠

(3.9)

as long as surface recombination is limited by recombination rate only. In case of strong
surface recombination or thick samples, the limited rate of charge carrier diffusion towards
the sample surface may, however, reduce the actual rate of surface recombination, decreasing
Seff significantly. Taking this effect into account leads to
𝑆eff

𝑑
𝑑2
= (𝜏s −
)
2
𝐷𝜋 2

−1

(3.10)

with the ambipolar diffusion coefficient D as discussed in detail in [139, 141]. Inserting
Eq. 3.10 into Eq. 3.8 leads to an analytical description of J0 in dependence of s:
2
𝑛i,eff
𝑞𝑑 d
𝐽0 =
(
)
𝑑2
2 d∆𝑛
𝜏s −
𝐷𝜋 2

(3.11)

Thus, the remaining challenge for determination of J0 is to reliably extract s from measured
eff. To this end, measured eff is first corrected by inversely subtracting the intrinsic lifetime
limit intr resulting from Auger and radiative recombination in the bulk as parameterized in
[22]:
1
𝜏corr

=

1
1
−
𝜏eff 𝜏intr

(3.12)
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A first approximate value of J0 can now be deduced from a fit of 𝜏corr at different n using
Eq. 3.11 and assuming s = corr. In a next step, an approximate contribution of SRH
recombination is determined by calculating
1
𝜏SRH

=

1
1
−
𝜏corr (∆𝑛) 𝜏s (∆𝑛, 𝐽0 )

(3.13)

where s is calculated with Eq. 3.11 by using the approximate value of J0 as determined
before. Now, corr can be refined by inversely subtracting a uniform value of SRH which
results from averaging determined SRH (n) values over the whole fit range. A more accurate
J0 can then be determined by using the refined corr. By iterating this procedure of alternating
determination of J0 and SRH several times, J0 converges towards a more accurate value.
However, this SRH correction does assume a uniform injection averaged SRH and may thus
be of limited use in case of strong injection dependent SRH recombination as will be seen
later on.
Lifetime data were typically fitted from n = 81015 cm-3 to 1.51016 cm-3. Depending on
material and sample thickness, fit ranges had to be adjusted for some samples. The
uncertainty of determined J0 values typically lies in a range of ±10% according to an analysis
of different fit ranges as described in more detail in [128]. Uncertainties can become much
larger in case of strong SRH recombination or loss of Qf as will be discussed later on.
Additionally, it has been observed that J0 values may differ significantly at lower eff
depending on the flash duration used during a PCD measurement. This was the case even
though data were analyzed in generalized mode and adjusting the optical constant could not
resolve the issue. Thus, absolute values of J0 have to be interpreted with care in case of
strongly degraded samples with low eff. As many graphs feature eff and J0 of more than one
sample, uncertainties are not shown in figures to allow for better readability.
3.2.3 Sample treatment and measurement series
To investigate LID behavior, samples were treated on illuminated hotplates over extended
periods of time. Temperature control was built-in to the hotplates and temperature variation
over time was  1°C. Set temperatures were chosen such that a control sample in contact with
a type K thermocouple achieved the desired temperature and the variation of temperature over
the used hot plate area was typically  2°C. In sum, treatment temperatures indicated in the
experiments match the actual sample temperature with an uncertainty of ± 2°C.
Illumination during treatments was achieved with halogen incandescent lamps and measured
in sun equivalents, abbreviated “suns”. An illumination intensity of one sun was achieved by
matching the short circuit current Isc of a solar cell to the one reached under a solar spectrum
simulator as further discussed in [142]. Fractions of one sun were achieved by aiming for the
same fraction in Isc. Thus, 0.1 suns translate to 0.1 Isc. Due to lateral variations in illumination
intensity and changes in brightness of halogen lamps over time, the uncertainty of
illumination intensity amounts to ± 15% rel. in most cases. Roughly once a month, halogen
lamps had to be replaced. To ensure that samples were never treated at elevated temperature
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in darkness, every hotplate was illuminated by two halogen lamps so that failure of one lamp
did not leave samples in darkness until the lamp was replaced.
During treatment, samples were repeatedly removed from a hotplate to perform
measurements. To achieve high comparability between samples and high throughput, a
precise measurement protocol was developed and strictly followed in most measurement
series which involved only PCD measurements. Typically, samples were measured in sets of
four and a measurement started with taking samples off the hotplate in intervals of 30s. Two
minutes after taking away the first sample, eff was measured and the other samples followed
in intervals of 30 s. Samples were then placed back on the hotplate in the same order, again in
30 s intervals. Following this procedure, it was ensured that every sample was taken off the
hotplate for exactly 4 min and measured 2 min after being taken off the hotplate.
This measurement protocol offers a couple of advantages. On the one hand, samples had to
cool down anyway before measuring eff and, following this protocol, 4 samples could be
comfortably measured in less than 6 minutes. On the other hand, short-term effects after
interrupting illumination, such as FeB pairing, always affected a sample for the same amount
of time before measurement, reducing variation in measured eff significantly. Another
advantage is found in the fact that accumulated treatment times can easily be calculated from
time stamps of measurements by subtracting the (fixed) measurement time of each
measurement. Thus, it was not necessary to separately measure the accumulated treatment
time for each sample as long as the timetable was met during the 4 min of one measurement.
In sum, this procedure has proven very useful for improving both quality and quantity of
measurements. One of the downsides is the fact that the number of samples measured
correlates directly with a minimal treatment time between measurements. Thus, groups of 4
with intervals of 30 s automatically result in a first measurement point only after 2 min of
treatment and limit the short-term resolution of a measurement series. Short-term evolution of
samples was, however, studied in separate automated ET-PCD measurements.
It turned out that samples show significant changes both in time scales of minutes up to time
scales of months, and thus a logarithmic time scale is chosen for representation of most
measurement series. In a small number of early conducted measurement series, times of
measurements were chosen rather arbitrarily. Afterwards, times of measurements were chosen
such that they are spread homogeneously on a logarithmic time scale. Especially the first
night and the first weekend after starting a measurement series define extended periods
without measurement data, and thus measurement series were typically started no later than
10 am and only between Monday and Wednesday. At the first day of a measurement series,
one measurement was taken very late to minimize the measurement gap due to the first night
and spacing of other measurement points was roughly matched to this first night’s gap. Only
after very long treatment times, an upper limit of measurement intervals was set to 1-2 months
to ensure a regular check of the status of an experiment which leads to a higher density of
measurement points in a range between 103 to 104 h of accumulated treatment time.
An example of a measurement series can be found in Fig. 3.4 (left) where it can be seen that
data points taken with the methods described above are equally spaced on a time axis ranging
from minutes to months. The figure intentionally shows one of few stable samples to illustrate
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that the characterization and measurement protocols applied in this work do not lead
themselves to an instable sample behavior as might be suspected due to repeated sample
handling and measurements. Furthermore, a change in treatment conditions (here after 200 h)
does not necessarily lead to changes in measured parameters.
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Fig. 3.4: (left) Values of eff and J0 of a [p+pp+] sample (Nd = 71015 cm-3, Tfire = 750°C) during
treatment at 80°C and ~1 sun followed by treatment at 60°C and 0.1 suns. (right) Injection resolved
values of eff of the same sample. Part of data presented in [143].

Matlab scripts written by A. Graf were used to create time and injection resolved plots of the
evolution of eff as shown in Fig. 3.4 (right). The advantage of these plots lies in the fact that
the color-coding of n allows for a two-dimensional representation of eff (t, n). While
technically possible, data are not shown in the full measured range of each PCD measurement
but only from 31014 to 11016 cm-3 for the following reasons: Different base material and
sample thicknesses lead to a variation in measured ranges of n, but almost all measurements
yield values in the indicated range. Furthermore, values at n  11016 cm-3 tend to cover a
significant proportion of the plot area as changes in eff are dominated by s which is, in most
cases, roughly proportional to 1/n for high n according to Eqs. 3.7 and 3.9:
𝐽0 (𝑁d + ∆𝑛) = 𝑞𝑆eff 𝑛i2 ≈ 𝑞
𝜏𝑠 ≈

𝑞𝑑𝑛i2
2 𝐽0 (𝑁d + ∆𝑛)

𝑑1 2
𝑛
2 𝜏𝑠 i

(3.14)

(3.15)

Thus, values of eff tend to decrease significantly for n  11016 (which is exactly the
physical property used for extraction of J0). Not showing these values allows for better
readability of injection resolved plots which would otherwise be occupied to a big extent by
eff at high n.
To quantify the amount of bulk related degradation, a change in effective defect density Neff
is calculated by inversely subtracting the current value of eff at n = 0.1 Nd from a reference
value. This Neff is proportional to the number of additional defects Ndef if only one type of
defects is formed and if the resulting additional recombination rate Rdef is linearly
proportional to Ndef :
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∆𝑁eff (𝑡) ≡

1
1
1
1
[𝑅(𝑡) − 𝑅(𝑡0 )] =
−
=
𝑅 ∝ ∆𝑁def
τeff (𝑡) τeff (𝑡0 ) 𝑛
𝑛 def

(3.16)

If not stated otherwise, the first measured value of eff after start of treatment (typically after
2 min) was chosen as point of reference instead of the measured value before treatment start
(at 0 min). In this way, initial effects such as FeB dissociation do only distort the value at t0
but have negligible influence on subsequent Neff values. In general, Neff allows for a better
comparison of bulk degradation in samples because constant recombination channels cancel
out and Neff relates to the number of defects formed. It should, however, be kept in mind that
Neff changes to a different extent when defects are formed which differ in recombination
activity. Thus, comparing values of Neff is most useful in cases where predominantly one
type of defects is formed.
3.2.4 Corona Charging (CC) series
Corona Charging (CC) was used on selected samples to obtain further information on the
mechanism behind changes in passivation quality. The setup used is comparable to the one
described in [144] and consists of a metal needle at high voltage (typically 6 kV) placed
above a sample which lies on a grounded metal plate. Depending on the sign of the applied
voltage, positively or negatively ionized air molecules are accelerated towards the sample
surface where they come to rest. The amount of deposited charge per charging time may vary
due to already deposited charges repelling further charges.
By repeatedly measuring eff after stepwise deposition of corona charges, a minimum of eff
can be observed which occurs when the sum of external corona charge density and internal
fixed charge density Qf lead to maximal recombination. In a sample with dielectric
passivation on lowly doped silicon, this is roughly the case when corona charges equal Qf and
field effect passivation is disabled. As a consequence, the minimal eff obtained during a CC
series is characteristic for chemical passivation quality of a sample as this is the only surface
passivation mechanism left after disabling field effect passivation. By repeatedly conducting
CC series on one and the same sample, changes in chemical passivation quality can thus be
tracked by comparing minimal values of eff obtained during CC series at different points of
treatment.
After conducting a CC series, charges were removed with a dip in deionized (DI) water for at
least 30 s in a beaker which was shielded from external light sources to prevent any lightinduced changes of the sample during removal of corona charges. Removal of negatively
charged ions posed no problems whereas a complete removal of positively charged ions was
more problematic, making repeated CC series on one and the same sample difficult. It was,
however, observed that annealings at elevated temperature  80°C appeared to remove
residual charges as the measured eff recovered to its value before CC.
An example of a CC series is shown in Fig. 3.5 (left). As can be seen, eff decreases with
increasing charging time due to decreasing field effect passivation. The minimum of eff
reached during a CC series is labeled as CC in contrast to the value before CC which is
labeled with noCC. For even longer charging durations, eff starts to increase again as the
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density of minorities still increases while there are less and less majorities at the surface to
recombine with. After extended charging, a surface can thus be brought in inversion in terms
of charge carrier densities. The inversion regime was, however, avoided in Fig. 3.5 and most
other CC series as it was found that samples were in some cases permanently changed after
reaching inversion which might be caused by permanent changes of Qf due to diffusion of
fixed charges into or out of the dielectric layer as observed, e.g., in [145, 146].
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Fig. 3.5: (left) Values of eff and J0 of a (p) sample (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C) during a CC
series. (right) Injection resolved values of eff of the same sample during CC.

While J0 could be expected to increase as a consequence of increased surface recombination,
the experimentally determined J0 only increases during the first 30 s of charging and then
breaks down to physically non meaningful negative values. The likely cause is found
in Fig. 3.5 (right) which shows injection resolved data. While the untreated sample is most
limited at higher n, the injection dependency gets inverted with decreasing Qf. The physical
explanation for this observation is that decreasing Qf results in weaker band bending, and
recombination at the surface becomes increasingly similar to recombination via deep defect
levels in the silicon bulk as described in chapter 2.3.1. Strongest recombination can therefore
be expected at lower n in case of low Qf.
Interestingly, Eq. 3.15 implies that s must always decrease with increasing n. As derivation
of Eq. 3.15 only requires definitions of J0 and Seff and approximations on carrier densities in
the bulk (which are not influenced by Qf), it can be concluded that J0 does not accurately
describe a sample with low Qf already by definition. Additionally, it can be stated that a
decrease of eff most pronounced at lower n may not only be caused by strong recombination
via defect levels in the bulk but may be a consequence of surface recombination, too. The
threshold value of Qf after which J0 analysis is not useful anymore strongly depends on
capture cross section ratios of underlying defects at the surface as will be discussed later on.
3.2.5 Capacitance-Voltage (CV) spectroscopy
Selected samples were repeatedly characterized by Capacitance-Voltage (CV) spectroscopy
during sample treatment to investigate potential changes of fixed charge density Qf. The
measurement principle is based on the fact that the capacity of a semiconductor surface
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changes due to redistribution of charge carriers when an external voltage is applied. The
following brief description is oriented towards the ones found in [147, 148].
During a CV measurement, a sample surface is brought into contact with a metal electrode.
The resulting layer sequence of metal, passivation layer and silicon is a so called metalisolator-semiconductor (MIS) structure which has properties similar to a capacitor. If, for
example, majority charge carriers are accumulated at the surface of the semiconductor, both
the metal and the semiconductor surface form the two plates of a flat capacitor with the
isolating layer as dielectric inbetween, and a capacitance C can be measured.
By applying an appropriate voltage between metal and semiconductor, majority charge
carriers are pushed away from the semiconductor surface and leave ionized dopant atoms
behind which results in a growing sparce charge region (SCR) with capacity CSCR. Total C
can now be calculated as the result of a series connection of the two capacities of the isolating
layer and the SCR of the semiconductor via 1/C = 1/CI + 1/CSCR. In a simplified depiction, the
broadening of the SCR region is similar to pulling apart the two plates of a capacitor: When
the distance dp between both plates is increased, the capacity C  1/dp decreases. The
resulting shape of a C (V ) curve can be calculated and an example is shown in Fig. 3.6 for
zero and non-zero Qf.
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Fig. 3.6: Calculated CV curves for zero and non-zero Qf assuming a p-type substrate
(Nd = 1.51016 cm-3) passivated with SiNx:H of thickness 70 nm contacted with a mercury probe.

The flat band capacity Cfb is reached when surface related band bending is just counteracted
by the externally applied voltage. As larger Qf leads to stronger band bending, a higher flat
band voltage Vfb has to be applied to achieve flat band conditions. Qf can thus be deduced
from a measured CV curve by comparison to the theoretically calculated CV curve with zero
Qf yielding a shift Vfb between the flat band voltage Vfb of the theoretical and the measured
curve [148]:
𝑄𝑓 = −

𝜖0 𝜖eff
∆𝑉
𝑑pass fb

(3.17)
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In this formula, dpass is the thickness of the passivation layer (stack), 𝜖0 the vacuum
permittivity and 𝜖eff an effective permittivity which either corresponds to the permittivity of a
single passivation layer or to a width weighted average of permittivities of layers forming a
passivation stack.
By further increasing the voltage beyond Vfb, majorities move further away, leading to a
depletion of charge carriers and a minimum of C. At even higher V, minorities may be drawn
to the surface forming an inversion layer, and thus C might increase again. This is, however,
only the case if enough time is given to minority carriers to either be generated in sufficient
amounts or to diffuse to the surface. Time is usually not sufficient if the CV measurement is
carried out in high frequency mode as applied in this work: In this method, C is measured by
adding a small AC voltage 𝛿𝑉 of high frequency to a slowly ramping DC voltage V and
determining the differential capacity according to
𝐶(𝑉) =

𝛿𝑄
|
𝛿𝑉 𝑉

(3.18)

The high frequency prevents minorities from being generated in time, and thus C stays low at
high V in samples with accumulation passivation, i.e., passivation layers that lead to an
accumulation of majorities in case of no external voltage (V = 0). In samples with inversion
passivation (inversion of charge carriers below the surface at V = 0 due to Qf), C may still be
higher in the inversion region compared to the depletion region. This is the result of the large
reservoir of minority carriers in the inversion layers adjacent to the metal electrode which can
diffuse laterally into the measured region below the metal electrode [147, 149]. Such lateral
minority currents could potentially be prevented in future measurements by using a shielding
electrode around the metal electrode, a method which has, however, not been applied in this
work. Due to this increase in inversion, evaluation of CV curves in terms of interfacial defect
densities Dit was significantly complicated and not carried out. Determination of Qf, on the
other hand, does not require data in the inversion region of the CV curve, and thus extraction
of Qf values remained possible.
The setup used employs a mercury probe which allows for contacting of a sample’s surface
(here called “front side”) without permanently changing sample properties. This allowed to
repeatedly measure Qf during a measurement series after continued treatment. To furthermore
not change the non-measured side (“rear side”) of a sample neither, the rear side was
capacitively coupled, too. It was, however, contacted with a metal plate of diameter 2.5 cm
whereas the mercury spot used for measurement of the front side only had a diameter of
0.78 µm. As the capacity of a flat capacitor depends on its area, and the smallest capacity is
dominant in a series connection of capacities, it should mostly be the front side which
contributes to the measurement signal:
1
1
1
𝑑1
𝑑2
1
=
+
=
+

𝐶 𝐶front 𝐶rear 𝜀1 𝐴1 𝜀2 𝐴2 𝐶front

(3.19)

for A2 ≫ A1. However, the metal plate is placed onto the rear side of a sample by mechanical
tension which may leave a thin layer of air with thickness d3 and area A3 = A2 between metal
and passivation layer. The resulting additional capacity C3 might influence Ctot to some extent
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and might explain why measurement signals differed to some degree in absolute values of C
after repeated contacting. For example, dust particles might increase d3 and lead to a
distortion of the measurement signal. However, C3 would not be expected to depend on V
because a thin air layer corresponds to a plate capacitor with constant capacity. C3 would thus
only influence the absolute value of C but not the position of Vfb and extraction of correct Qf
would not be affected. Due to the observed variations in absolute values of C, theoretical CV
curves (at Qf = 0) and measured CV curves were normalized to the saturation value reached in
accumulation. The voltage at which C of the measured curve matched C (Vfb) of the
theoretical curve was then assumed to equal the flatband voltage of the measured curve and Qf
was extracted from the shift Vfb as described above (Eq. 3.17).
As the normalization procedure and repeated measurements on the same or different spots on
a sample surface may lead to significant uncertainty in measured Qf, most measurement series
included a reference sample which was not treated at LID conditions but measured repeatedly,
thus allowing for an estimate of the uncertainty of measured Qf. Such reference samples
allowed to estimate an uncertainty of measured Qf which amounted to 2.5% rel. for (p)
samples which had been contacted at different points of the sample surface at each new CV
measurement but could get as high as 20% rel. in case of repeated contacting of the same area
on {p}ʹʹ samples. In case of estimated uncertainties  10%, error bars will be shown.
3.2.6 Photoluminescence imaging (PLI)
The photoluminescence imaging (PLI) setup described in [150] was used to assess the
homogeneity of samples and a possible impact of edge related effects on PCD measurements.
PLI makes use of the fact that radiative recombination is strongest when other recombination
channels are weak: In a theoretical case with only radiative recombination, all generated
charge carriers have to recombine radiatively if the sample is not contacted and in a steady
state. If there are, however, other recombination channels such as recombination via defect
levels, radiative recombination is reduced. Thus, areas with higher lifetime are characterized
by stronger radiative recombination which can be measured with a camera.
In the setup used, charge carrier generation is achieved with an LED panel which illuminates
the rear side of a sample with light of wavelength centered around 630 nm. To suppress the
small infrared part of the LED spectrum, the light is additionally filtered with an infrared
absorptive filter before reaching the sample. As silicon emits light of wavelength above
900 nm due to its band structure, excitation and sample response can be separated by filtering
the outgoing light above the sample with an infrared pass filter before it is recorded using a
CCD camera. As a result, only light stemming from radiative recombination is measured and
the method allows for good spatial resolution. PLI measurements were, however, not
calibrated in this work, and thus the measured absolute photon counts per second are only
useful to compare measurements of similar samples or of one and the same sample before and
after treatment. A more advanced PLI method, called time resolved photoluminescence
imaging (TR-PLI), was used only on one sample shown in this work and is described in detail
in [150, 151].
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3.2.7 Simulation tools
Two different software packages were used for simulation of device structures.
PC1Dmod 6.2 [152] is based on PC1D 5.9 [153] and solves the coupled nonlinear equations
for quasi one-dimensional transport of electrons and holes. In contrast to older versions,
PC1Dmod 6.2 applies Fermi-Dirac statistics and several state-of-the-art models. It will be
abbreviated "PC1D" throughout this text.
While PC1D does take into account the whole sample structure, the software EDNA2 [29,
154] calculates recombination in heavily doped silicon layers only. Both surface and silicon
bulk are implemented as boundary conditions in this approach. Like PC1D, EDNA2 applies
Fermi-Dirac statistics. In this work, EDNA2 was used to create parameter sweep plots of J0 in
dependence of S.
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4 Surface related degradation phenomena
This chapter investigates surface related degradation (SRD) in a variety of differently
processed samples. The chapter is divided into sections dealing with different passivation
approaches, beginning with silicon nitride layers, then discussing silicon oxide based
passivation layer stacks and finishing with aluminum oxide based stacks. Each section
concludes with a discussion on potential mechanisms of SRD. Observations described in this
chapter have resulted in publications [128, 143, 155–160]. Part of data were generated in the
context of theses written by F. Furtwängler, A. Heilemann, and A. Schwarz [161–163].

4.1 Silicon nitride layers
This section is focused on SiNx:H passivated samples. After separation of bulk and surface
related degradation phenomena, different factors influencing SRD will be investigated in
detail. It should be noted that most samples are expected to feature a thin (< 1 nm) layer of
SiOx below SiNx:H due to oxidation of the surface after wet chemical treatment. Selected
samples furthermore had a thin (~1 nm) SiOx layer chemically grown before SiNx:H
deposition. These samples are discussed in this chapter as well whereas samples with thicker
SiOx interlayers (~10 nm) will be discussed in the subsequent section. If not stated otherwise,
samples are made of FZ-Si (d = 250 µm).
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4.1.1 Separation of bulk and surface related degradation
Fig. 4.1 shows time-resolved measurement data of SiNx:H passivated (p) samples treated at
80°C and 1 sun. The logarithmic time axis of Fig. 4.1 (left) reveals that the effective lifetime
eff (black) undergoes significant changes on a wide range of treatment times: After a first
decline to a minimum I within one hour, eff recovers towards a maximum II within a day
before it declines again. This last decline continues for several weeks without reaching a
saturation value.
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Fig. 4.1: (left) Measured values of eff (with and without CC, n = 0.1Nd), Qf, and J0 of (p) samples
(Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C) during treatment at 80°C and 1 sun. (right) Time and injection
resolved eff. Data presented in [157, 159].
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At selected points, sample treatment was interrupted briefly to apply a corona charging (CC)
series on the front side of the sample until a minimum of eff was reached. Afterwards,
charges were removed in deionized water and sample treatment was continued. The resulting
minimum CC reached during such a CC series is indicative for chemical passivation quality
of the sample as discussed before (section 3.2.4), and values of CC at different points of
treatment (green) thus show the evolution of chemical passivation quality during sample
treatment. As can be seen, minimum I is not visible after CC and therefore not correlated with
changes in chemical passivation quality. The long-term degradation after maximum II, on the
other hand, can be clearly seen after CC, too. It can thus be concluded that the sample suffers
from SRD after prolonged treatment which is correlated with a decline in chemical
passivation quality.
Fig. 4.1 (left) additionally shows Qf extracted from CV measurements of an identically
processed and treated sample. As can be seen, neither minimum I nor the long-term
degradation are associated with significant changes in fixed charge density Qf of the SiNx:H
layer (blue), and hence the field effect passivation can be considered stable throughout the
experiment. As a consequence, minimum I and maximum II have to be caused by degradation
and regeneration in the silicon bulk of the sample as will be verified later on by wet chemical
re-passivation results.
Separation of bulk and surface related effects is also possible by J0 analysis: Values of J0 (red)
stay rather constant during the first hours of treatment, suggesting that minimum I is not
surface related. Only after prolonged sample treatment, J0 rises significantly in accordance
with SRD. J0 thus appears to be a promising metric for the separation of bulk and surface
related effects during CID experiments with the significant advantage that its calculation
merely requires lifetime data. Hence, J0 analysis is much easier to apply compared to CC or
CV measurements and will thus form a main pillar of sample analysis.
Another way to quickly grasp what is going on is found in a time and injection resolved plot
shown in Fig. 4.1 (right) which shows both the whole range of treatment time and a big range
of n gathered during PCD measurements. As can be seen, BRD during minimum I is most
pronounced at lower n (blue colors) while surface passivation limits eff strongest at higher
n (red colors). Fig. 4.1 (right) thus allows to understand that the sample is rather surface
limited at the start, then transitions to a bulk degraded state I, regenerates to a surface limited
state II and remains surface limited during long-term SRD.
4.1.2 Influence of treatment temperature
Raising the treatment temperature leads to an accelerated sample evolution as shown in
Fig. 4.2. At 150°C and 1 sun equivalent illumination, the bulk related minimum I is reached
after ~2 min, followed by maximum II after 12 min, and an accelerated SRD according to
rising J0. In addition, it is now observed that SRD leads to a minimum III of eff after ~100 h
of sample treatment. Afterwards, a recovery of surface passivation quality can be observed
according to a rise of eff and simultaneous decline of J0. These findings are supported by time
and injection resolved data (Fig. 4.2, right) as well where minimum I is most pronounced at
lower n (blue colors) whereas the sample is most limited at higher n (red colors) during the
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rest of treatment. The significant acceleration of sample evolution with rising temperature
promotes the idea that both BRD and SRD are thermally activated processes.
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Fig. 4.2: (left) Measured values of eff (before and after CC), Qf, and J0 of (p) samples
(Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C) during treatment at 150°C and 1 sun. (right) Time and injection
resolved eff. Part of data presented in [157, 159].
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At 250°C (Fig. 4.3), BRD is not visible anymore which could either be caused by insufficient
temporal resolution or by absence of BRD at such elevated temperatures. SRD is accelerated
again and the surface related minimum III is now reached after ~1 h already. It can now be
seen that recovery of SRD finally leads to a rather stable and high plateau IV of eff. It is
furthermore interesting to note that SRD is more strongly pronounced at lower treatment
temperatures: At 150°C, J0 rises to values ~50 fA/cm2 while at 250°C, the maximum value
reached during SRD is only ~20 fA/cm2 This could be caused by a different ratio of
degradation and recovery rates at different temperatures: An earlier onset of recovery at
higher treatment temperatures would result in a less pronounced minimum as recovery
already occurs before degradation reaches its maximal extent.
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Fig. 4.3: (left) Measured values of eff (before and after CC), Qf, and J0 of (p) samples
(Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C) during treatment at 250°C and 1 sun. (right) Time and injection
resolved eff. Part of data presented in [157].
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4.1.3 Samples made of different base material
Fig. 4.4 shows a comparison of (p) samples with Nd = 1.51016 cm-3 and Nd = 71015 cm-3. As
can be seen, both samples show a similar characteristic behavior when treated at 80°C and
1 sun with a minimum I caused by BRD and a long-term decline due to SRD. In particular,
the rise of J0 is comparable in both samples at different treatment temperatures as shown in
Fig. 4.4 (right). Thus, a moderate difference in bulk doping does not affect SRD significantly.
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Fig. 4.4: (left) Values of eff of differently doped (p) samples (Tfire = 800°C) during treatment at 80°C
and 1 sun. (right) Values of J0 at different treatment temperatures. Part of data presented in [157].

Further (p) samples had their passivation layers removed before wet chemical re-passivation
with iodine ethanol (IE) at selected points of sample treatment. Measured values of eff after
re-passivation are shown in Fig. 4.5. At minimum I, eff remains significantly reduced after repassivation compared to an untreated sample. Thus, minimum I has to be related to the sample
bulk. At minimum III, on the other hand, re-passivation leads to a drastic increase of eff
confirming SRD which has been removed by the re-passivation procedure. As the applied repassivation process only removed a few nanometers from the silicon surface, it can
furthermore be concluded that the source of SRD in SiNx:H passivated samples has to be
located in a range of a few nanometers around the interface.
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Fig. 4.5: Values of eff before and after re-passivation of (p) samples (Nd = 71015 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C) at
different points of treatment. Data presented in [157].
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SRD is not limited to (p) samples: Fig. 4.6 (left) shows time and injection resolved eff of an
(n) sample treated at 80°C and 1 sun. As can be seen, there is no bulk related minimum in this
sample during the first hours of treatment (no dip in blue). The sample is, however, affected
by significant SRD with an onset after ~50 h of treatment. According to J0 in Fig. 4.6 (right),
the time scale of SRD is similar compared to (p) samples. At 250°C and 1 sun, an (n) sample
shows accelerated degradation and a subsequent recovery of passivation quality similar to (p)
samples. One difference to (p) samples is found in the absolute values of J0 which tend to be
higher in (n) samples. Still, eff reaches values > 10 ms at n = 0.1 Nd in the (n) sample treated
at 250°C after recovery from SRD (data not shown).
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Fig. 4.6: (left) Values of eff of an (n) sample during treatment at 80°C and 1 sun. (right) Values of J0
of (p) samples (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C) and (n) samples (Nd = 21015 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C). Part
of data presented in [158].

So far, all samples were made of FZ-Si and it is an interesting question whether SRD only
affects FZ-Si or whether it occurs in samples made of different silicon material as well.
Fig. 4.7 shows both a sample made from Cz-Si and mc-Si. The Cz (p) sample had already
received a treatment at 150°C and 1 sun for 12 min to regenerate BO-related defects before
being treated at 80°C and 1 sun and thus shows no significant BRD in the first hours of
treatment. It is, however, affected by a strong decline of eff for treatment times exceeding
20 h. While at first glance, this decline could easily be misinterpreted as an instability of the
regenerated state of BO related defects, the simultaneous rise of J0 leads to the conclusion that
this sample is, in fact, affected by strong SRD. The observed rise of J0 is furthermore very
similar to the one observed in FZ (p) samples (see Fig. 4.6). Thus, (p) samples made of FZ-Si
and Cz-Si appear to be affected by very similar SRD.
The mc-Si sample shown in Fig. 4.7 received a SiNx:H deposition in the same tool as FZ-Si
and Cz-Si samples and is thus labeled mc (p). The color coding in this case refers to different
spots of the sample and the evolution of eff is best understood by following one color. As can
be seen, the mc (p) sample is affected by significant BRD for several hundred hours of
treatment due to LeTID. After ~500 h, regeneration of b results in a significant increase of
measured eff. However, eff does not reach values comparable to the ones before treatment
anymore and even starts to decline again. Such behavior might be misinterpreted as an
incomplete regeneration of b or instability of the LeTID regeneration reaction. Comparing
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the long-term decline in eff with the Cz-Si sample leads, however, to another conclusion: The
mc-Si sample is affected by SRD similar to Cz-Si and FZ-Si samples. This is hardly
recognizable during the first ~1,000 h of treatment as the sample is strongly limited by b but
has a severe impact on eff as soon as b regenerates.
These are only two examples indicating how strong SRD can interfere with experiments
aimed at changes in the silicon bulk, and it could be seen that not taking into account SRD
phenomena might easily lead to misinterpretation of experimental results. It is for this reason
that SRD is investigated in detail before BRD phenomena are discussed in chapter 5. At this
stage, it can be concluded that SRD appears to affect SiNx:H passivated samples made of
different base material and doping in a similar manner.

Fig. 4.7: Measured parameters of a Cz (p) (Nd = 71015 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C) and a mc (p) sample
(Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tfire = 730°C) during treatment at 1 sun and 80°C or 75°C, respectively. The
mc (p) sample was measured by TR-PLI and different colors relate to areas with different starting
values of eff as described in detail in [164]. The Cz (p) sample was already treated at 150°C and 1 sun
for 12 min to regenerate BO-related defects before treatment at 80°C started and its eff measured by
PCD is shown at n = 2.11015 cm-3 to allow for better comparability with SRD of the mc (p) sample
which reached roughly the same n in areas of good lifetime after around 1,000 h of treatment. Part
of data taken from [164] and presented in [159].

4.1.4 Suppression of degradation on highly doped surfaces
A further set of measurements is shown in Fig. 4.8 to discuss the influence of highly P-doped
surface layers on SRD. A reference (p) sample shows strong BRD (I) and regeneration (II)
followed by significant SRD (III) during treatment at 150°C and 1 sun as discussed in detail
in previous sections. An (n+pn+) sample with P-emitter, on the other hand, features lower
initial eff due to additional recombination in the emitter region but BRD and regeneration
(feature I and II) remain well visible. However, the (n+pn+) sample shows no significant SRD.
Only a slight dip can be observed in injection resolved eff after ~100 h of treatment in
temporal correlation with minimum III of the (p) sample. At this point, J0 has risen by only
~8 fA/cm2 compared to its initial value in the (n+pn+) sample whereas the increase in the (p)
sample accounts to ~55 fA/cm2.
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Fig. 4.8: (left) Injection resolved eff of a (p) and an (n+pn+) sample (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C)
during treatment at 150°C and 1 sun. (right) Values of eff (n = 0.1Nd) and J0 of the same samples.
Part of data presented in [128].

CC series on an untreated (p) sample and another (p) sample after treatment at 150°C and
1 sun additionally reveal that both the front and rear side show a very similar degradation in
chemical passivation quality of ~75% rel. whereas Qf is stable on the rear side and changes by
only 17% rel. on the front side (Tab. 4.1). At this point, it cannot be stated with certainty
whether this small change in Qf results from measurement uncertainty, variability between
samples, or actual changes during sample treatment. However, fluctuations in Qf could get as
large as 13% rel. in (p) samples discussed before without showing any correlation with SRD
(sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2). On the other hand, the loss in CC is in a similar range compared to
other (p) samples where it clearly correlated with SRD (Fig. 4.2). It can thus be concluded
that the cause of SRD in (p) samples is a loss of chemical passivation quality which affects
front and rear side of a sample in a similar manner (Tab. 4.1).

Tab. 4.1: Measured eff before (noCC) and after (CC) corona charging series as well as measured Qf of
an untreated (p) sample (“initial”) and of the (p) sample shown in Fig. 4.8 after treatment (“final”).
Data presented in [128].
Side

Initial CC
(noCC) [µs]

Final CC
(noCC) [µs]

Initial 2Qf
[q/cm ]

Front

84
(590)

19
(230)

+ 3.010

Rear

88
(590)

20
(230)

+ 3.410

Final Q
2 f
[q/cm ]
12

+ 2.510

12

12

+ 3.510

12

Finally, another set of samples was treated at 250°C and 1 sun (Fig. 4.9). While a reference
(p) sample shows a distinct minimum III due to SRD followed by recovery to a plateau IV, an
(n+pn+) sample is very stable up to 100 h of treatment. Afterwards, a slight decrease of eff can
be observed which is correlated with slightly rising J0.
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Fig. 4.9: (left) Injection resolved eff of a (p) and a (n+pn+) sample (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C)
during treatment at 250°C and 1 sun. (right) Values of eff (n = 0.1Nd) and J0 of the same samples.

To some extent, it can be expected that SRD has less impact on (n+pn+) samples because eff is
already lowered by the additional recombination in the emitter region. Thus, similar changes
in surface recombination velocity S should lead to smaller changes in eff in an (n+pn+)
sample. Additionally, less carriers may be able to reach the surface in a diffused sample due
to the additional barrier an n+ layer presents for the diffusion of holes towards the surface. To
investigate the influence of the latter effect, J0 (S) of an (n+pn+) sample has been simulated
using the software EDNA2 [29, 154] as shown in Fig. 4.10 under the assumption of similar Qf
as measured in a (p) sample. Furthermore, the measured increase in J0 of the (p) reference
sample in Fig. 4.8 (~55 fA/cm2) has been translated to an increase in surface recombination
velocity S using Eq. 2.31. This S corresponds to an estimated increase J0 ~25 fA/cm2 for
the (n+pn+) sample according to Fig. 4.10. Thus, the expected increase in J0 would, in fact, be
lower for an (n+pn+) sample compared to a (p) sample even if S were to increase in the same
way in both samples.
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Fig. 4.10: Simulation of J0 of an (n+pn+) sample with total J0 arising due to Auger, surface and SRH
related recombination in the emitter region. Doping profiles used for simulation stem from
electrochemical capacitance voltage profiling on one (n+pn+) sample. Qf was measured by CV on a (p)
sample. A similar rise S as observed in the (p) sample in Fig. 4.8 leads to an expected increase J0
~25 fA/cm2 in an (n+pn+) sample. Data presented in [128].
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However, the measured J0 accounts to only ~8 fA/cm2 which implies that something else
must have changed in presence of n+ layers. On the one hand, it is possible that the fixed
charge density Qf has increased by roughly one order of magnitude in the (n+pn+) compared to
the (p) sample which would reduce simulated J0 to the measured range. If Qf does not
change, the simulation results indicate that degradation is either weaker in (n+pn+) samples
(less increase in S) or cannot be correctly described with the parameter S. The latter case
could arise due to degradation that reaches to some extent into the sample bulk. However, as
re-passivation results showed (Fig. 4.5), recovery from SRD can be observed even after
removal of only few nm of the sample surface. It is thus concluded that (n+pn+) samples show
less SRD either due to increased Qf or due to less defect formation (smaller increase in S)
during degradation.
4.1.5 Influence of carrier injection
A treatment at 150°C without illumination leads to strong changes in eff as well according to
Fig. 4.11 (left). A strong indicator that minimum I during treatment in darkness is bulk related
just like under illumination is found in injection dependent data: Similar to samples under
illuminated treatment, a first minimum I is most pronounced at lower n. Before and after
minimum I, the sample is most limited at higher n, making SRD the likely cause of longterm degradation after maximum II. It is interesting to note that maximum II shows a slightly
lower eff compared to the untreated sample state. This likely results from an overlap of BRD
and SRD: When the sample recovers from BRD, the surface has already degraded to some
extent and the onset of SRD is expected to occur sometime between 10 and 200 h. SRD is
furthermore confirmed by a CC series which was carried out after treatment of the sample in
Fig. 4.11 (left) and resulted in very low CC  10 µs showing that the long-term degradation in
darkness is mainly caused by degradation of chemical passivation quality similar to
illuminated treatments.
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Fig. 4.11: (left) Values of eff of a (p) sample (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C) during treatment at
150°C in darkness. (right) Values of eff of (p) samples (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3) during treatment at 150°C
and varying illumination measured in-situ by ET-PCD. Samples were either fired at 750°C or 800°C
and eff is shown at n = 11015 cm-3. Part of data presented in [155].
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Fig. 4.11 (right) shows ET-PCD measurements of samples made of further (p) samples which
were treated at 150°C under varying illumination conditions. Two of the samples were fired at
750°C measured sample temperature and the other two at 800°C. By comparing the two
samples fired at different temperature but treated identically (red and orange) it can be seen
that the firing temperature has a significant effect on the strength of BRD whereas it does not
seem to influence the time scale. Illumination intensity, on the other hand, is found to have a
strong effect on the time scale of BRD: While a sample treated in darkness reaches
minimum I after 100 h and maximum II after 500 h of treatment, already weak illumination
with 0.1 suns accelerates the sample evolution significantly (blue). At strong illumination
with 1.3 suns (red, orange), minimum I is reached after ~1 min whereas maximum II is
reached after 15 min. Besides BRD, SRD is accelerated, too: While the sample in darkness
does not show any sign of degradation until a treatment time of 10 h, the samples treated at
1.3 suns show significant SRD already after 1 h of treatment.
The ET-PCD measurements reveal that degradation is not related to sample handling as
samples were measured in-situ. The observation that SRD affects both sides of an illuminated
sample similarly (section 4.1.4) furthermore leads to the conclusion that SRD is not caused by
UV photons which would only degrade the illuminated surface due to low penetration depth
of highly energetic photons. Combining this with the observation of significant acceleration of
SRD with increasing illumination intensity leads to the conclusion that SRD is most likely a
carrier induced degradation (CID) phenomenon. Thus, SRD in darkness is probably a
consequence of thermal generation of charge carriers at elevated temperature.
At 250°C, illumination has less impact on the speed of degradation as can be seen in
Fig. 4.12 (left). While a sample treated in darkness reaches the surface related minimum III
after 1 h of treatment, an illuminated sample reaches minimum III after 30 min. A potential
reason why there is only a moderate acceleration of SRD under illumination is the higher
thermal generation of charge carriers at 250°C which might result in sufficient carrier
densities for fast degradation already in darkness. Additionally, it can be seen that both
samples differ in the overall level of eff throughout the whole treatment with higher eff in the
illuminated sample. This difference is reflected in J0 as well which indicates that it is likely
related to the surface. After SRD, both samples show a recovery towards maximum IV
followed by another decline of eff. This last decline appears to be related to the sample bulk
as there is no increase in J0.
To check whether minimum III during treatment at 250°C in darkness has a similar cause as
SRD under illumination, another sample was characterized with several CC series at selected
points of treatment. As can be seen in Fig. 4.12 (right), minimal values of eff achieved during
CC show a pronounced dip at minimum III. Thus, minimum III and the rise towards
maximum IV are caused by degradation and recovery of chemical passivation quality, similar
to illuminated treatments. Interestingly, the chemical passivation quality appears to still
increase after maximum IV is reached. This would be in agreement with a long-term decline
of b after maximum IV as already indicated by stable J0 in Fig. 4.12 (left).
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Fig. 4.12: (left) Values of eff and J0 of (p) samples (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tfire = 750°C) during treatment
at 250°C and varying illumination. (right) Values of eff with and without CC of another (p) sample
during treatment at 250°C in darkness. Part of data presented in [155].

4.1.6 Influence of chemical cleaning and deposition tools
So far, samples always received a Piranha clean (see 3.1.3) before deposition of SiNx:H in a
direct plasma PECVD. This section will explore the influence of changes in different process
steps on the severity of SRD. According to Fig. 4.13 (left), the wet chemical cleaning step has
no significant influence on SRD: Three samples with different wet chemical cleaning steps
but otherwise identical processing conditions show very similar SRD and recovery, resulting
in similar minima III. Slight differences can only be found in the starting values of eff which
might be related to different times of storage prior to treatment. Additionally, the samples
differ in their long-term behavior after reaching feature IV which has not been investigated in
more detail.
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Fig. 4.13: (left) Values of eff of (p) samples (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C) with different
wet chemical cleaning steps and otherwise identical processing during treatment at 250°C in
darkness. (right) Values of eff (measured by ET-PCD) of differently processed (p) and (p)ʹ
samples (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3) during treatment at 75°C and 1 sun. Part of data presented in
[156].
Further evidence that the cleaning step is of minor importance for SRD is found in
Fig. 4.13 (right): The two samples differ in many processing conditions, one of which is the
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wet chemical cleaning step. While one sample (black) received a Piranha clean, the other
sample (red) received no wet chemical treatment besides the one applied by the wafer
manufacturer so that a thin chemically grown SiOx surface layer (~1 nm) remained in place
before SiNx deposition in case of the “no clean” sample. The samples furthermore differed in
PECVD deposition tools and firing temperatures. As can be seen, BRD (minimum I) is
significantly influenced by these changes in sample processing. However, the long-term
decline due to SRD looks very similar in both samples and it can be concluded that SiN x:H
layers deposited in different tools may suffer from very similar SRD, and that wet chemical
cleaning and moderate changes in firing temperature have no strong influence on the severity
of SRD. It was furthermore found that a gettering step in POCl3 atmosphere has no significant
influence on SRD neither (data not shown).
4.1.7 Influence of firing step
Samples fired in different fast firing furnaces are affected by similar SRD as can be seen in
Fig. 4.14. It should be noted that a dip in J0 of the sample fired in Furnace 2 after ~2 h of
treatment results from a residual influence of strong BRD on J0 determination and is not
physically meaningful. Before and after BRD, J0 values are reliable and show that SRD of a
sample fired in Furnace 2 proceeds slightly faster or is more pronounced. Furthermore, a
thinner sample (140 µm) features similar SRD compared to thicker samples (250 µm).
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Fig. 4.14: (left) Measured eff of (p) samples (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C) fired in different
furnaces during treatment at 80°C and 1 sun. (right) Values of J0 of the same samples. Part of data
presented in [157].

To further investigate the influence of the firing step on SRD, a set of samples was processed
in the same way except for the firing step. All samples feature a thin (~1 nm) chemically
grown SiOx below SiNx:H. One sample was then fired at a measured temperature of 740°C, a
second sample not fired, and a third sample not fired but annealed at 420°C for 30 min.
Samples were then first treated at 75°C and 0.6 suns. After ~1300 h of treatment, conditions
were raised to 150°C and 1 sun to accelerate sample evolution.
As can be seen in Fig. 4.15 (left), the samples show a very different degradation behavior.
The fired sample (black) shows a steep first rise of eff already after 2 min of treatment which
is probably related to the dissociation of FeB pairs. Afterwards, slight BRD can be observed
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leading to minimum I. After prolonged treatment, the sample shows significant SRD towards
a minimum III which is accelerated by increasing the treatment temperature and illumination
intensity. SRD is confirmed by a significant rise of J0 values. The sample without high
temperature step shows a qualitatively similar behavior. There is, however, no initial rise of
eff and the sample is generally on a much lower eff level due to inferior surface passivation
(higher J0). It is still affected by significant SRD and even after 2,000 h of treatment no
recovery of eff can be observed. The annealed sample, on the other hand, shows a very stable
behavior with no indication of BRD or SRD even after more than 1,000 h at 150°C and 1 sun.
It can thus be concluded that a firing step is not necessary to cause SRD but that annealing a
sample is able to prevent it.
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Fig. 4.15: (left) Values of eff of (p)ʹ samples (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3) during treatment at 75°C and ~0.6
suns followed by treatment at 150°C and ~1 sun. One sample was fired at 740°C (belt speed
5.4 m/min), one sample not fired, and another sample not fired but annealed in nitrogen atmosphere at
420°C for 30 min instead. (right) Values of J0 of the same samples. Part of data presented in [156].

Another similar measurement series was carried out at 250°C in darkness. The fired sample
shown in Fig. 4.16 is first affected by BRD (minimum I) followed by SRD leading to
minimum III which is followed by a maximum IV due to recovery of surface passivation
quality. This interpretation is backed up by J0 values which show a significant rise and fall
around feature III. It is interesting to note that there is another decline of eff after feature IV
which is not reflected in J0 and which has not been investigated in detail. Besides the fired
sample, Fig. 4.16 shows again a non-fired and an annealed sample. The non-fired sample
shows no initial BRD but SRD resulting in minimum III. Changes in eff are less pronounced
as the sample already starts at higher J0 and might additionally be limited by lower b
according to injection resolved eff (data not shown). However, the peak value of J0 reached
during degradation is even higher compared to the fired sample, indicating again that SRD
may severely affect a non-fired sample as well. It is furthermore interesting to note that J0
values recover to values comparable to the fired sample after prolonged treatment. The rather
limited eff after recovery from SRD might thus be a consequence of limited b in this sample.
Similar to the illuminated treatment discussed before, an annealed sample is very stable and
does not show significant changes in eff over 1,000 h at 250°C in darkness.
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Fig. 4.16: (left) Values of eff of (p)ʹ samples (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3) during treatment at 250°C in
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4.1.8 Discussion
In previous sections, it has been observed that the passivation quality of SiNx:H passivated
samples may degrade severely when treated at elevated temperature after a fast firing step.
Such SRD results from a loss in chemical passivation quality, affects both sample sides in a
similar manner, and can be accelerated by illuminating a sample, making it likely that SRD is
a carrier induced degradation (CID) phenomenon.
To identify possible causes of SRD, a reasonable approach is to first search for potential
sources of contamination during sample processing. As samples made of FZ-Si, Cz-Si and
mc-Si are affected, a contamination of base material would have to be very wide-spread and
appears to be rather unlikely. In terms of chemical treatments, different cleaning protocols
have been shown to result in similar SRD in (p) samples. Even a sample with no further
chemical treatment besides the one carried out by the manufacturer showed significant SRD
(Fig. 4.13), leading to the conclusion that SRD is not caused by contamination during
chemical treatment in one specific cleanroom.
Similar SRD has furthermore been observed in samples made with three different PECVD
tools. Thus, a potential contamination stemming from the deposition step would have to be
present in all three tools which are furthermore located at different laboratories. Such a
contamination can still not be ruled out as all PECVD tools use, e.g., metallic pipes for
precursor gas supply and precursor gases always included SiH4 and NH3 which might share a
common contamination. Regarding further processing, both laser patterning and mechanical
breaking of wafers resulted in samples affected by SRD. Additionally, samples patterned
before clean-room treatment and samples patterned after deposition of dielectric layers
showed similar SRD, making a contamination during this step unlikely, too. As even a nonfired sample showed strong SRD, it can furthermore be concluded that contamination during
the firing step does not play a fundamental role in this phenomenon.
Thus, it seems that every processing tool can be removed or replaced and SRD still occurs. As
a consequence, it appears very likely that SRD as observed in this work is a rather general
phenomenon. It may, however, still be related to a certain range of processing parameters. In
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this regard, the observation of very different SRD after different high temperature steps is of
interest: While a non-fired and fired sample both show strong SRD, annealing at 420°C
instead of firing results in very stable surface passivation (Fig. 4.15). A possible explanation
for such enhanced stability is that a sample has already completed the surface related
degradation and recovery cycle after annealing at 420°C. In any case, annealing a sample
presents a possibility to avoid significant SRD over a wide range of treatment conditions.
Unfortunately, annealing affects bulk related phenomena as well. For example, regenerating
BO defects is not possible after extended annealing [74] and LeTID kinetics are influenced by
previous dark annealing, too [104, 105]. Hence, annealing a sample to prevent SRD is not a
suitable option for LID studies in general.
Regarding possible causes of SRD, it is interesting to note that re-passivation was able to
recover a sample from SRD after removing only a few nanometers of the sample surface. It
thus appears that underlying defects are located directly at or very close to the interface
between silicon and passivation layers. One property all investigated layers had in common
was a rather high content of hydrogen due to precursor gases SiH4 and NH3. It is well known
that hydrogen can significantly increase surface passivation quality and is likely playing a role
in other CID phenomena (see chapter 2.4). Hence, it appears possible that hydrogen is
involved in SRD, too. During anneals at 500°C or more, degradation and recovery features
have been observed in previous studies and it was hypothesized that a loss in hydrogen might
be the underlying cause [120–122]. It is furthermore known that hydrogen bonding states may
change during annealing at elevated temperature [165] which might influence surface
passivation quality. In addition, it appears possible that hydrogen platelets [50–52] form
during cool-down after fast firing and a stepwise evolution of such hydrogen platelets could
lead to SRD features. The observation of reduced SRD extent in samples with highly doped
surface layers could be explained by differences in hydrogen bonding but might as well be
related to gettering of impurities or increased Qf of SiNx:H on P-diffused surfaces.
In terms of defect kinetics, it is interesting to note that the surface related minimum III is less
pronounced with increasing treatment temperature. This indicates that either degradation
saturates at a higher level of eff or that the recovery reaction is more accelerated compared to
the degradation reaction with increasing temperature, similar to several bulk related CID
phenomena. As SRD appears to be always followed by a recovery reaction if treatment is
continued for a sufficient amount of time, the real saturation value of degradation has
potentially not been observed yet. Unknown saturation values, however, complicate a reliable
determination of degradation and recovery rates so that defect kinetics are not easy to
quantify.
While SRD has repeatedly been observed in our group [91, 166, 167], there exist few studies
on SRD of SiNx:H passivated samples from other research groups. Only recently, a significant
increase of J0 has been observed during treatment of n-type Cz-Si passivated with SiNx:H at
175°C in darkness by Chen et al. [168], and a subsequent study observed both bulk and
surface related degradation phenomena in p-type Cz-Si wafers coated with SiNx:H which
were treated at 175°C in darkness as well [169]. In the latter study, both a pronounced
minimum in eff as well as a correlated maximum in J0 could be observed in fired samples
after ~100 h, whereas non-fired samples were stable up to 110 h of treatment. In addition, it
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was confirmed that a highly P-doped surface coated with SiNx:H results in rather stable
surface passivation. It was hypothesized that hydrogen plays a key role in the degradation
phenomena and that BRD and SRD might share a common mechanism. This hypothesis will
be discussed in chapter 5 after both SRD and BRD phenomena have been described.
Passivation of lowly doped silicon with SiNx:H is often applied in lifetime studies but is a
rather uncommon passivation approach for real solar cell structures. In this case, SiNx:H is
commonly deposited on top of a P-doped emitter for solar cell front side passivation and
related (n+pn+) samples have shown only weak SRD at 150°C (Fig. 4.8). However, at lower
treatment temperatures of 80°C, even (n+pn+) samples show SRD to some degree as will be
discussed later on (chapter 5.3). The question remains, in how far SRD might affect solar
panels during normal operation where temperatures typically stay below 60°C and SiNx:H is
not in contact with ambient air due to encapsulation. Thus, looking for SRD in solar panels in
the field could be an interesting topic for future research. Furthermore, the observation of a
recovery reaction leading to better surface passivation compared to the initial state might be
useful to improve surface passivation in suitable solar cell concepts. Besides SiNx:H on
emitter layers, modern solar cell concepts often employ passivation layer stacks including
SiNx:H as capping layer. SRD of such layer stacks will be investigated in the following
sections.

4.2 Silicon oxide based layer stacks
This section describes SRD of samples passivated with thin layers of SiO2, SiOx:H or
SiOxNy:H (in this context all refered to as “silicon oxide”) which are capped with SiNx:H.
First, it will be shown that different approaches of growing or depositing silicon oxide layers
lead to similar SRD of resulting passivation layer stacks which furthermore resembles SRD of
SiNx:H passivation. Afterwards, the effects of different firing conditions and treatment
temperatures are investigated more closely. Finally, potential degradation mechanisms and the
occurence of SRD in real solar cells are discussed. Samples made of FZ-Si have a a thickness
d = 250 µm whereas for Cz-Si samples it is d = 180 µm.
4.2.1 Thermally grown SiO2 capped with SiNx:H
Fig. 4.17 (left) shows a {p} sample passivated with 10 nm of SiO2 grown in a dry thermal
oxidation at Tox = 900°C and capped with ~75 nm of PECVD SiNx:H, resulting in a
SiO2/SiNx:H passivation stack. In addition, the figure features a (p) sample with SiNx:H
passivation for comparison but it should be noted that different PECVD tools were used for
SiNx:H deposition on {p} and (p) samples. This was due to the observation that coating a
thermally oxidized sample with the same PECVD tool as used for fabrication of (p) samples
resulted in very low eff, potentially due to high levels of iron contamination. However, even
when using another PECVD tool, iron levels appear to be elevated: Compared to the (p)
sample, the {p} sample shows a much stronger increase of eff after 2 min of treatment.
Similar increases could be obtained during illumination at room temperature and injection
dependent data before and after illumination show a crossover at n  11014 cm-3 (data not
shown), making FeB dissociation the likely cause of the initial rise of eff.
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Subsequent BRD (minimum I) is fairly weak in the {p} sample as will be discussed in more
detail in chapter 5. After regeneration of b (maximum II), another decline of eff is very likely
caused by SRD according to a steep rise of J0. While SRD looks qualitatively similar in (p)
and {p} samples, there are differences: The {p} sample shows better surface passivation at the
start of treatment (lower J0) but is more strongly or quickly affected by SRD resulting in a
crossover of J0 after ~50 h of treatment. It should be noted that different furnaces were used
for firing of both samples which resulted, however, in only small differences in SRD of (p)
samples as discussed before (chapter 4.1.7). It thus appears that SRD might present an even
bigger issue in {p} compared to (p) samples. The strong impact of SRD is furthermore
verified by wet chemical re-passivation of the {p} sample with super acid (SA) after treatment
resulting in an increase of eff from 140 µs to 1.5 ms.
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Fig. 4.17: (left) Values of eff and J0 of {p} and (p) samples (Nd = 71015 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C) during
treatment at 80°C and 1 sun. Thermal oxidation was carried out at Tox = 900°C. The {p} sample was
fired in Furnace 2, whereas the (p) sample was fired in Furnace 1. (right) Values of J0 of {p} and {n}
samples (Tox = 900°C, Tfire = 800°C) with different base doping during treatment at 80°C and 1 sun.
Part of data presented in [157, 159].

Fig. 4.17 (right) shows a J0 comparison of SiO2/SiNx:H passivated samples made of
differently doped base material. As can be seen, all samples are affected by significant SRD.
However, the rate or severity of degradation varies and SRD seems to increase with rising
B-doping as will be discussed later on. Wet chemical re-passivation of the {n} sample with
SA after treatment resulted in a significant increase of eff from 810 µs to 4.5 ms, again
verifying strong SRD.
To compare the effect of different treatment temperatures, Fig. 4.18 shows another set of {p}
samples. At 80°C treatment temperature (black), strong SRD sets in after 10 h and still
proceeds even after 1,000 h of treatment according to decreasing eff and rising J0. Increasing
the treatment temperature accelerates sample evolution similar to SiNx:H passivated samples:
At 150°C (red), a sample reaches a surface related minimum III after ~100 h of treatment and
shows a recovery reaction afterwards. At 250°C (blue), minimum III is reached after ~1 h and
subsequent surface related recovery leads to low J0 and high eff (feature IV). Thus, even the
points in time when different features are reached are comparable in {p} and (p) samples.
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Fig. 4.18: (left) Values of eff of {p} samples (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tox = 840°C, Tfire  830°C) during
treatment at different temperatures and 1 sun. (right) Values of J0 of the same samples. Part of data
presented in [170].

It is furthermore interesting to note that the initial rise of eff is more pronounced at 80°C
compared to 150°C treatment temperature. For similar Fe concentration, this would not be
expected in the frame of FeB pairing as increasing temperature slows down FeB association
and shifts the FeB reaction equilibrium towards the dissociated state [55]. Differences in the
initial rise of eff could thus hint on another phenomenon or merely be a consequence of
different Fe concentration in the samples. At 250°C, the fast onset of SRD leads to a
significant increase of J0 already in the first measurement after treatment start which explains
the observed initial loss in eff.
In further experiments, it was tried to characterize the origin of degradation with CC series
similar to (p) samples. However, CC series appear to induce additional changes which are not
related to field effect passivation. Thus, wether SRD of {p} samples originates from
degradation of chemical passivation quality could not be clarified so far. However, SRD
proceeds in a very similar manner in SiO2/SiNx:H passivated samples compared to SiNx:H
passivated samples, making a similar loss of chemical passivation quality likely.
4.2.2 PECVD SiOx:H and SiOxNy:H capped with SiNx:H
As described before, stacks consisting of thermally grown SiO2 with SiNx:H capping lead to
good initial sample passivation but are prone to severe SRD. Furthermore, {p} samples may
be strongly affected by FeB dissociation. This was an even bigger problem in samples made
of Cz-Si (data not shown), potentially due to re-distribution of iron during the thermal
oxidation step. Besides these issues, a thermal oxidation step increases production costs as
high process temperatures are required. Thus, replacing thermal oxidation with a PECVD
process at rather low temperature is an interesting alternative.
Fig. 4.19 shows {p}ʹ samples made of B-doped FZ-Si on which both SiOx:H and SiNx:H layer
have been deposited in one single PECVD process using the same tool as used for the SiNx:H
capping of {p} samples in the last section. As reference, (p) samples are shown as well (with
SiNx:H from another PECVD). Similar to the samples seen before, the {p}ʹ samples show
strong initial rises of eff which are likely FeB-related. Furthermore, {p}ʹ samples feature
inferior surface passivation (overall higher J0) and slower BRD (feature I). Afterwards, (p)
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and {p}ʹ samples are affected by similar SRD (similar increase of J0) starting at ~10 h at 80°C
and 1 sun. Thus, it can be concluded that a PECVD SiOx:H/SiNx:H passivation may result in
similar SRD compared to SiNx:H passivation.
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Fig. 4.19: (left) Values of eff and J0 of {p}ʹ and (p) samples (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C) during
treatment at 80°C and 1 sun. (right) Data of identically processed samples treated at 150°C and 1 sun.
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For another set of samples, Cz-Si was used as base material and samples were passivated with
an entirely PECVD grown SiOxNy:H/SiNx:H layer stack which offers the possibility to
investigate SRD on surfaces which resemble the rear side of PERC solar cells. In this case, a
similar PECVD tool was used as for coating of (p) samples. As can be seen in Fig. 4.20, the
Cz {p}ʹʹ samples generally feature lower eff compared to FZ (p) samples. This is likely due to
different levels of b as surface passivation quality is on a comparable level before treatment
(~13 fA/cm2 vs. ~10 fA/cm2). During SRD, however, {p}ʹʹ samples show a much steeper rise
of J0 up to values as high as ~250 fA/cm2 after ~200 h at 150°C and 1 sun. At the same time it
can be seen that both BRD and SRD take place on a similar time scale as minima I and III are
reached at a similar point in time in (p) and {p}ʹʹ samples.
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identically processed samples treated at 150°C and 1 sun. For J0 analysis, the fit ranges differed in (p)
and {p}ʹʹ samples due to a limited measurement range. Part of data presented in [157, 163].
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4.2.3 Influence of firing parameters
Fig. 4.21 shows another set of {p}ʹʹ samples which were fired at different belt speeds. The belt
speed influences the peak sample temperature reached during firing, and thus set temperatures
were adjusted so that all samples reached a measured peak temperature of 800°C. As can be
seen, variation of belt speed has no significant influence on SRD up to ~10 h of treatment. In
the long-term, a more pronounced difference can be observed which might indicate a slight
influence of belt speed and resulting variations in the temperature profile on subsequent SRD.
A more pronounced difference can be observed in another set of samples fired at different
peak temperatures as shown in Fig. 4.21 (right). While an increased firing temperature leads
to lower J0 before treatment, degradation occurs significantly faster or stronger as well. A
sample fired at 850°C additionally reaches its maximal extent of degradation already after
~50 h of treatment with both lower J0 and higher eff compared to a sample fired at 800°C.
This implies that the rate of recovery might be significantly accelerated in samples fired at
higher temperature. However, a larger number of samples would have to be investigated to
verify this hypothesis. In any case, it can be concluded that samples fired at belt speeds
ranging from 4-7 m/min and at temperatures ranging from 700-850°C are all affected by
severe SRD, showing that SRD of {p}ʹʹ samples does not depend on specific firing conditions.
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Fig. 4.21: (left) Values of J0 of Cz {p}ʹʹ samples (Nd = 71015 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C) during treatment at
150°C and 1 sun. The samples were fired with different belt speeds and set temperatures were adjusted
such that all samples reached the same peak temperature. (right) Data of identically treated samples
fired at different temperatures with constant belt speed (6 m/min). Data presented in [163].

4.2.4 Determination of apparent activation energy
Further samples were treated at different temperatures to determine an apparent activation
energy Eapp of SRD in {p}ʹʹ samples. As an example, the evolution of eff during treatment at
210°C and 1 sun is shown in Fig. 4.22 (left) for two different values of n. Measured eff can
then be converted to a change in effective defect density Neff starting at the third measured
value (t0 = 0.66 h) to exclude initial changes of eff related to the sample bulk. As can be seen
in Fig. 4.22 (right), an exponentially saturating growth curve as commonly used for
characterization of bulk degradation phenomena appears to describe Neff properly and yields
an apparent reaction rate kapp.
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Fig. 4.22: (left) Evolution of eff during treatment at 210°C and 1 sun. (right) Evolution of Neff in the
fit range indicated in the left graph and exponential fit yielding kapp. Data presented in [160, 163].

An Arrhenius fit of kapp at different treatment temperatures T is shown in Fig. 4.23 (left) and
yields an aparent activation energy Eapp = (1.07 ± 0.02) eV for data evaluated at n = 0.1 Nd.
Evaluation at n = Nd yields a very similar value of Eapp = (1.06 ± 0.03) eV. In both cases,
data show very good linearity indicating that SRD is thermally activated. However, further
interpretation of Eapp is difficult as both changes in chemical passivation quality and field
effect passivation appear to occur simultaneously: In Fig. 4.23 (right), a long-term decrease of
Qf can be observed which is correlated with decreasing eff. However, simulations with PC1D
indicate that this loss in Qf is not strong enough to explain the full decrease of eff. It is thus
assumed that chemical passivaton quality (described by S) changes as well.
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Fig. 4.23: (left) Apparent reaction constant kapp determined on different Cz (p)ʹʹ samples and an
Arrhenius fit resulting in Eapp = (1.07 ± 0.02) eV. (right) Values of eff and Qf of a Cz (p)ʹʹ sample
(d = 180 µm, Nd = 71015 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C) during treatment at 150°C and 1 sun. Data presented in
[160, 163].

To better understand the influence of simultaneous changes in Qf and S on experimental
outcomes, a good starting point is found by combining Eqs. 2.33 and 2.31:
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1
1
𝐽0
𝑛𝑒 𝑛ℎ
= +
( 2 − 1)
𝜏eff 𝜏b 𝑊𝑞∆𝑛 𝑛𝑖
1
𝑆
= + 𝑓(∆𝑛, 𝑛𝑒 , 𝑛ℎ ) ∙ 2
𝜏b
𝑄𝑓

(4.1)

Assuming constant b and making use of the definition of Neff (Eq. 3.16) then yields
∆𝑁eff (𝑡) =

1
1
−
τeff (𝑡) τeff (𝑡0 )

𝑆(𝑡)
𝑆(𝑡0 )
= 𝑓(∆𝑛, 𝑛𝑒 , 𝑛ℎ ) ∙ ( 2
− 2
)
𝑄𝑓 (𝑡) 𝑄𝑓 (𝑡0 )

(4.2)

It appears possible that newly formed defects carry a charge which would translate to changes
in S and Qf with the same reaction constant kapp. However, simulations based on Eq. 4.2 show
that this case would not result in the experimentally observed single exponentially saturating
growth curve (Fig. 4.22, right). Only by introducing two different reaction rates kS and kQ
which describe changes in S and Qf, the observed exponential behavior could be reproduced
as discussed in [160]. It is thus likely that the apparent activation energy Eapp is the result of a
complex superposition of changes in S and Qf. In this case, Eapp would still be useful for
empirical description of degradation kinetics but may not be directly related to an underlying
defect.
4.2.5 Discussion
In summary, it has been shown that similar SRD can be observed in SiO2/SiNx:H,
SiOx:H/SiNx:H and SiOxNy:H/SiNx:H compared to SiNx:H passivated samples. In particular,
degradation and recovery rates are very similar in differently passivated samples, making a
common root cause of SRD likely. This may not even come as a surprise, given that SiNx:H
passivated samples typically feature a thin SiOx layer at the interface between silicon and
SiNx:H. Thus, the interface between silicon and passivation layers may look similar in (p) and
{p} samples and SRD could proceed in a similar manner. On the other hand, {p}ʹʹ samples
appear to be affected by both degradation of chemical and field effect passivation quality. Due
to the limited number of CV measurements, it cannot be stated with certainty in how far a loss
of Qf is characteristic for SRD in samples with silicon oxide based passivation stacks or if
deposition parameters determine whether Qf is stable or not.
Different degrees of SRD were observed in SiO2/SiNx:H passivated samples with different
base doping density Nd. To gain further insight into this effect, PC1D simulations were
conducted for which a rather low Qf = 51011 cm-2 was assumed. Such low Qf leads to rather
weak band bending at the surface and thus makes a sample more sensitive towards changes in
bulk properties. The chosen Qf therefore represents samples which are rather easily influenced
by changing bulk properties such as Nd. Furthermore, S = 250 cm/s was chosen such that the
combination of Qf and S correspond to J0  5 fA/cm2 according to Eq. 2.31. Thus, J0 of the
simulated samples roughly equals the measured initial J0. Simulation results are shown in
Fig. 4.24 (left). As can be seen, quasi Fermi levels at the surface as well as the depth of the
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space charge region (SCR) differ to some extent in darkness but should not differ significantly
at 1 sun illumination intensity in the differently doped samples. Additionally, charge carrier
densities are found to vary by no more than 12% rel. at 1 sun. Thus, a different degradation
behavior cannot be explained by differences in Fermi levels or carrier densities which are
mostly defined by the passivation layers and not by the base material in case of illumination.
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Fig. 4.24: (left) Simulation of quasi Fermi levels at the silicon surface relative to the valence band
edge under different illumination conditions. (right) Simulated depth of the space charge region (SCR)
under different illumination conditions. Data presented in [159].

The observation of differences in SRD when using different base material at first appears to
conflict with the observation that differently doped (p) samples have shown very similar SRD
(chapter 4.1.3). However, in case of the (p) samples doping levels were only varied by a
factor of two whereas in {p} samples, base doping varied by orders of magnitude. Thus, the
choice of base material might generally influence the severity of SRD. A direct role of boron
in defect formation appears unlikely given the fact that SRD can be observed in FZ {n}
samples. A possible reason for different SRD might be a different amount of precursor
indiffusion from dielectric layers depending on base doping. For example, hydrogen
indiffusion may depend on doping densities as hydrogen can be trapped by boron atoms.
Furthermore, an earlier observed degradation of SiO2 passivated samples at room temperature
was assumed to be related to hydrogen [116]. In this regard, it is interesting to note that (p)
samples were observed to degrade during storage in darkness at room temperature as well. As
this degradation affects both thin and thick samples similarly, a likely cause is SRD.
However, further research is needed to clarify a potential role of hydrogen in the degradation
mechanism.
While it is clear that SRD may have a significant impact on lifetime samples, an impact on
real solar cells appears possible, too. Only recently, it has been observed that PERC cells with
SiOx/SiNx:H rear passivation show significant SRD when treated at 150°C and 1 sun as
discussed in detail in [171] and illustrated in Fig. 4.25 which compares SRD of a PERC solar
cell with SRD of a {p}ʹʹ lifetime sample. As can be seen, SRD leads to a similar long-term
decline in Voc of the PERC cell compared to eff of a lifetime sample. To investigate whether
SRD occurs on a relevant time scale in the field, further experiments are necessary.
Additionally, only a minor part of PERC rear sides is nowadays passivated with SiO x/SiNx:H
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[4]. Thus, the question whether SRD affects more common AlOx:H based passivation stacks
as well is of great interest and will be tackled next.
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Fig. 4.25: Comparison of SRD in a Cz-Si PERC solar cell with SiOx/SiNx:H passivation and SRD in a
Cz-Si lifetime sample passivated with SiOxNy:H/SiNx:H during treatment at 150°C and 1 sun. Part of
data presented in [171].

4.3 Aluminum oxide based layer stacks
This section is dedicated to SRD of AlOx based passivation layer stacks. In this case, SRD
differs in some aspects from SRD as seen in previous passivation approaches, and potential
reasons for such differences will be discussed. If not stated otherwise, samples are made of
FZ-Si (d = 250 µm).
4.3.1 Separation of bulk and surface related degradation
On a first look, SRD appears to affect AlOx:H/SiNx:H passivated samples in a very similar
manner compared to SiNx:H passivated samples. Fig. 4.26 shows an illuminated treatment of
a [p] sample passivated with 10 nm AlOx:H deposited by PA-ALD capped with ~75 nm
PECVD SiNx:H. The sample was first treated at 150°C and 1 sun with the goal to regenerate
bulk defects. Afterwards, the sample was treated at 80°C and 1 sun to test its long-term
stability.
As can be seen, BRD occurs both during the first and second treatment (two minima I). After
treatment times exceeding 100 h, the sample is affected by significant SRD according to
rising J0 and strongest limitation of eff at higher n. Wet chemical re-passivation with
superacid (SA) after removal of ~5 µm from each sample side as described in [159] leads to a
slight increase of eff from 0.9 to 1.1 ms. However J0 after re-passivation (12 fA/cm2) did not
change much compared to the former value (15 fA/cm2), either. Accordingly, passivation
quality did not improve significantly by re-passivation with SA which explains the rather low
change in eff.
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Fig. 4.26: (left) Values of eff and J0 of a [p] sample (Nd = 71015 cm-3, Tfire = 750°C) during treatment
at 150°C and 1 sun followed by treatment at 80°C and 1 sun. (right) Injection resolved values of eff of
the same sample. Part of data presented in [159].

The complete picture is even more complex as can be seen in Fig. 4.27 where another
AlOx:H/SiNx:H passivated sample was first treated at 80°C and 1 sun. After ~850 h, the
treatment temperature was increased to 150°C to accelerate sample evolution. During the
onset of long-term degradation towards minimum III, J0 rises to some extent. However, J0
then starts do decrease and even reaches physically not meaningful negative values after
longer treatment. Looking at injection resolved data in Fig. 4.27 (right) shows why a correct
determination of J0 fails: While the increase of the treatment temperature to 150°C first leads
to a decline with lower eff at higher n, the injection dependency is turned around after
~1,100 h of treatment, leading to lower eff at lower n just like during BRD at minimum I.
Accordingly, the sample either suffers from another BRD or SRD looks different in [p]
samples compared to (p) samples. Strong evidence that minimum III is, in fact, surface related
is found in a set of experiments comparing samples with differently prepared surfaces which
will be discussed in the next section.
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Fig. 4.27: (left) Values of eff and J0 of a [p] sample (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C) during treatment
at 80°C and 1 sun followed by treatment at 150°C and 1 sun. (right) Injection resolved values of eff of
the same sample.

4.3.2 Suppression of degradation on highly doped surfaces
In section 4.1.4, it could be shown that (n+pn+) samples show much better stability of
passivation quality compared to (p) samples. Similarly, Fig. 4.28 shows that [p+np+] samples
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feature very stable surface passivation whereas a reference [n] sample shows significant SRD
beginning after ~100 h of treatment according to rising J0.
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Fig. 4.28: (left) Injection resolved eff of an [n] and a [p+np+] sample (Nd = 21015 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C)
during treatment at 80°C and 1 sun. (right) Values of eff (n = 0.1Nd) and J0 of the same samples.

Raising the treatment temperature to 150°C results in significantly accelerated SRD in an [n]
sample (Fig. 4.29) whereas a [p+np+] sample is, again, very stable. After prolonged treatment,
it can be seen that J0 values of the [n] sample even surpass those of the [p+np+] sample. Still,
eff of [p+np+] samples constantly stays below eff of the [n] sample at n = 0.1  Nd and
injection resolved data show that the [p+np+] sample is strongly limited towards lower n. A
likely reason for this observation is found in edge related recombination which may affect
samples with emitter or inversion layers in case of badly passivated sample edges [172, 173].
In such samples, there are transport channels for both electrons and holes towards the sample
edges, and thus measured eff may be significantly reduced up to several cm away from the
sample edge, especially at lower n.
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Fig. 4.29: (left) Injection resolved eff of an [n] and a [p+np+] sample (Nd = 21015 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C)
during treatment at 150°C and 1 sun. (right) Values of eff (n = 0.1Nd) and J0 of the same samples.
Part of data presented in [128].

To further investigate the hypothesis of edge related recombination, PLI measurements have
been carried out at different photon generation rates G as shown in Fig. 4.30. In both
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samples, G = 1017 cm-2s-1 corresponds to n = 51015 cm-3 whereas G = 1016 cm-2s-1
corresponds to n = 51014 cm-3. Thus, the higher G corresponds to orange color in Fig. 4.29
where eff is still on the rise with decreasing n. In this case, no significant edge related
effects can be observed (left pictures of Fig. 4.30). The lower G, on the other hand,
corresponds to blue color in Fig. 4.29 where eff is declining with decreasing n. In Fig. 4.30
(top right), the [n] sample now shows very slight edge related recombination effects due to the
inversion layer below negatively charged AlOx:H. This results in a slightly smaller area of
high PL signal (red color) in the [n] sample compared to measurement at higher G (top left).

[n] @ G = 1017 cm-2 s-1

[n] @ G = 1016 cm-2 s-1

[p+np+] @ G = 1017 cm-2 s-1

[p+np+] @ G = 1016 cm-2 s-1

Fig. 4.30: PLI pictures taken at different photon generation rates G after treatment of the [n] and
[p+np+] samples shown in Fig. 4.28. Colors relate to the number of photon counts. However, color
scales of different pictures do not match as counts depend on G and thus vary significantly. Colors are
mainly intended to identify an area of good lifetime (red color) which is not influenced by edge related
recombination.

The effect is much more pronounced in the [p+np+] sample with emitter layers where edge
related recombination affects eff up to 1.5 cm away from the sample edge at low G (bottom
right). As samples have an edge length of 5 cm, the inner area where eff is not affected (red)
only has a diameter of 2 cm. Thus, a PCD measurement of eff will be strongly affected
because the measurement signal stems from an area with diameter 3 cm [151]. Thus, edge
related recombination is well able to explain the decrease of measured eff towards lower n.
A very similar effect has been observed in PLI measurements of (n+pn+) samples at the same
generation rates as used in Fig. 4.30 (data not shown). As eff is much lower in the (n+pn+)
samples discussed in section 4.1.4, the same generation rates correspond, however, to much
lower n and did not have a significant influence on eff in the measured range of n.
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After treatment as shown in Fig. 4.29, ~4 µm were etched away from each sample side using
a CP etch before surfaces were cleaned with two subsequent Piranha cleans (see chapter 3.1).
Afterwards, samples were re-passivated using IE and measured values are shown in Fig. 4.29
with labels “IE”. As can be seen, both samples show a strong increase of eff after repassivation. Regarding the [n] sample, this is in good agreement with the hypothesis of SRD
which has been removed during the re-passivation procedure. In the [p+np+] sample, on the
other hand, eff at n = 0.1Nd increases due to removal of p+ layers which prevents edge
related recombination after re-passivation. Furthermore, it can be seen that J0 after repassivation differs significantly in both samples which may either be caused by different
surface morphologies after the etch procedure or by variations in IE passivation quality.
As J0 of the [p+np+] sample after re-passivation is similar to J0 before re-passivation, eff after
re-passivation shows that very high lifetimes can be achieved by using [p+np+] passivation
schemes as long as no edge related recombination occurs. This is furthermore verified by
PC1D simulations which show that the measured eff after re-passivation matches a simulated
value based on measured J0 and high b (data not shown). Thus, [p+np+] structures offer a
combination of high eff and very good stability during LID treatments as long as edge related
recombination is prevented. Significant edge related recombination could in future
experiments be avoided by using larger samples or by passivating sample edges appropriately.
The same passivation approach has been investigated on [p] samples as well. In contrast to the
[n] samples discussed before, both a [p] and [p+pp+] sample treated at 80°C and 1 sun first
show significant BRD and regeneration, resulting in features I and II in Fig. 4.31. Afterwards,
the [p] sample shows a slight decrease whereas the [p+pp+] sample features a slight increase of
eff. However, these effects do not translate to observable changes in J0. Treating another set
of [p] and [p+pp+] samples at an elevated temperature of 150°C and 1 sun results in
accelerated sample evolution as shown in Fig. 4.32. This time, eff of the [p] sample shows a
strong decline after prolonged sample treatment whereas the [p+pp+] is rather stable.
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Fig. 4.31: (left) Injection resolved eff of a [p] and a [p+pp+] sample (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C)
during treatment at 80°C and 1 sun. (right) Values of eff (n = 0.1Nd) and J0 of the same samples.
Part of data presented in [143].
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Fig. 4.32: (left) Injection resolved eff of a [p] and a [p+pp+] sample (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C)
during treatment at 150°C and 1 sun. (right) Values of eff (n = 0.1Nd) and J0 of the same samples.
Part of data presented in [128].

Although the long-term decrease of eff is very pronounced in the [p] sample and looks very
similar to the long-term decline of an [n] sample in Fig. 4.29, J0 does not increase and a sharp
look at measurement data even reveals that eff at lower n shows a stronger decline than eff
at higher n. The same effect has been observed much more clearly in Fig. 4.27 where a
similar [p] sample was treated for a longer time and eff was most limited at lower n at the
end of sample treatment. A possible explanation for this behavior can be found in CC and CV
measurement results shown in Tab. 4.2: In contrast to (p) samples, [p] samples show a rather
stable (if not increasing) chemical passivation quality whereas field effect passivation quality
is strongly decreasing on both sample sides as indicated by measured Qf. Thus, band bending
at the surface gets weaker with ongoing SRD in [p] samples up to the point where J0 analysis
might not work anymore as will be discussed in detail later on.

Tab. 4.2: Measured eff before (noCC) and after (CC) corona charging series as well as measured Qf of
an untreated (p) sample (“initial”) and of another (p) sample (“final”) after treatment at 80°C and 1 sun
for 2,500 h followed by treatment at 150°C and 1 sun for 400 h. Data presented in [128].
Sample

Side

Initial CC
(noCC) [µs]

Final CC
(noCC) [µs]

[p]

Front

143
(1830)

 300
(710)

- 3.610

[p]

Rear

136
(1830)

 260
(710)

- 2.510

[n]

Rear

Initial Q
2 f
[q/cm ]

Final Q
2f
[q/cm ]

12

- 810

12

- 810

12

-1.910

- 3.910

11

11

12

Re-passivation with IE (carried out in the same way as described for [n] and [p +np+] samples)
yields very similar eff for both [p] and [p+pp+] samples (Fig. 4.32). However, eff is lower in
the [p] sample compared to the value before re-passivation. The likely cause is the limited
passivation quality of IE on p-type substrates compared to the superior passivation offered
even by degraded AlOx:H/SiNx:H passivation. On the other hand, the observation that [p] and
[p+pp+] samples show similar J0 and eff after re-passivation indicates that differences
observed before stem from the surface. This and the similar long-term evolution compared to
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[n] and [p+np+] samples make SRD the likely cause of long-term degradation in [p] samples
as well even though SRD is not clearly reflected in J0.
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4.3.3 Influence of firing temperature and carrier injection
Fig. 4.33 shows measurement series of two samples fired at different temperatures and treated
at 150°C without illumination. In this case, SRD is first accompanied by rising J0 until J0
analysis is not working anymore (likely due to loss of Qf). As can be seen, the sample fired at
800°C shows faster SRD compared to the sample fired at 750°C. Comparing a treatment at
150°C and 1 sun with a treatment in darkness (Fig. 4.33, right) furthermore reveals that
illumination greatly accelerates BRD and slightly accelerates SRD as well. Combining the
fact that SRD affects both sample sides similarly (Tab. 4.2) and is accelerated by illumination
leads to the conclusion that SRD in AlOx:H/SiNx:H passivated samples likely is a type of
carrier-induced degradation just like SRD in SiNx:H passivated samples.
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Fig. 4.33: (left) Values of eff and J0 of [p] samples (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3) fired at 750°C or 800°C during
treatment at 150°C in darkness. (right) Values of eff of [p] samples (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tfire = 750°C)
during treatment at 150°C and varying illumination measured in-situ by ET-PCD. eff is shown at
n = 11015 cm-3. Part of data presented in [155].
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Fig. 4.34: (left) Values of eff and J0 of [p] samples (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3) fired at 750°C or 800°C during
treatment at 250°C in darkness. (right) Injection resolved values of eff of the sample fired at 750°C.
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Increasing the treatment temperature to 250°C results in an acceleration of SRD according to
Fig. 4.34, and again, the sample fired at 800°C shows faster SRD compared to the sample
fired at 750°C. Similar to treatment at 150°C, eff is lowest at lower n at minimum III and J0
analysis fails. Additionally, it can now be seen that [p] samples show a recovery reaction after
SRD similar to (p) and {p} samples. Interestingly, samples are again most limited at higher
n after recovery similar to the untreated state and J0 analysis appears to work again. A likely
reason is that the recovery reaction increases Qf.
4.3.4 Single AlOx:H layers
Although AlOx:H based stacks are the focus of this chapter, it is interesting to take a look at
AlOx:H passivation without SiNx:H capping. Samples shown in Fig. 4.35 were coated in a
PA-ALD and annealed for 30 min at 420°C instead of fired. Still, these samples show a
qualitatively similar behavior compared to samples discussed before: During treatment at
80°C and 0.6 suns, a minimum I in eff after ~1 h is followed by a recovery leading to a
maximum II and another long-term decline when the treatment temperature is increased to
150°C. This long-term decline is accompanied by a significant rise of J0 and thus very likely
caused by SRD.
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Fig. 4.35: (left) Values of eff and J0 of B-doped FZ-Si samples (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3) passivated with
AlOx:H (annealed at 420°C for 30 min) during treatment at 80°C and 0.65 suns followed by 150°C and
1 sun. (right) Data of an identically processed sample treated at 250°C in darkness.

During treatment at 250°C in darkness, another sample shows accelerated SRD leading to a
minimum III in eff after ~10 h followed by recovery of surface passivation quality according
to decreasing J0. Interestingly, both treatments did not result in a flip of injection behavior or
failure of J0 analysis as in [p] samples. This might be caused by higher Qf or lesser extent of
degradation in the AlOx:H passivated samples. Although the samples have not been
investigated in detail, it appears noteworthy that a qualitatively similar sample evolution can
be observed in annealed AlOx:H passivated samples compared to fired samples discussed
before. Thus, SiNx:H layers are probably not mandatory for the occurrence of BRD and SRD.
4.3.5 PECVD AlOx:H capped with SiOxNy:H and SiNx:H
This section describes findings on Cz-Si lifetime samples which were entirely coated by
PECVD with an AlOx:H/SiOxNy:H/SiNx:H stack resembling rear-side passivation of a PERC
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solar cell. According to Fig. 4.36, Cz1 [p]ʹ samples show a similar behavior compared to
FZ [p] samples discussed before. A first minimum I is likely related to BRD and followed by
regeneration towards maximum II. The subsequent long-term decrease is likely related to
SRD and is limiting eff strongest at higher n during treatment at 80°C while J0 rises (data
not shown). At 150°C, eff is most limited at lower n after continued treatment as frequently
seen in FZ [p] samples before. Thus, the mechanisms at play appear to be qualitatively similar
in Cz [p]ʹ samples compared to FZ [p] samples.
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Fig. 4.36: (left) Injection resolved eff of a Cz1 [p] sample (Nd = 71015 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C) during
treatment at 80°C and 1 sun. (right) Data of an identically processed sample treated at 150°C and
1 sun. Part of data presented in [160].

There are, however, significant differences in quantitative terms: On the one hand, BRD is
much stronger in Cz [p]ʹ samples as will be discussed in detail in chapter 5. On the other hand,
SRD sets in much earlier. While maximum II is reached after ~20 h in a FZ [p] sample
(Fig. 4.32) and no recovery is visible up to 500 h of treatment at 150°C and 1 sun, a Cz [p]ʹ
sample treated at identical conditions (Fig. 4.36, right) reaches maximum II after 0.33 h and
recovery sets in after 50 h of treatment already. In additional measurement series, it was
investigated whether an anneal at 200°C in darkness for 10 min before illuminated treatment
has an effect on degradation behavior. The annealing resulted in a significant increase of
initial lifetime but did not show a significant influence on subsequent degradation behavior
(data not shown).
4.3.6 Discussion
In summary, there is strong evidence that samples passivated with AlOx:H based stacks may
be affected by significant SRD. Compared to SiNx:H passivated samples, SRD evolves more
slowly and the mechanism differs: While (p) samples degrade due to loss of chemical
passivation quality, [p] samples degrade due to loss of Qf. In both cases, SRD appears to be a
carrier induced degradation, as it affects both sample sides in a similar manner and is
accelerated by illumination. Similar to SiNx:H passivated samples, SRD in samples with
AlOx:H based stacks does not seem to depend on a single critical process step as it occurs in a
variety of differently processed samples made of different base material. Furthermore,
strongly doped silicon surfaces suppress SRD in [p] samples just like in (p) samples.
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Thus, there are many similarities of SRD in differently passivated samples but important
differences as well. These differences in degradation mechanism might also explain why J0
analysis works in case of weak SRD but fails during strong SRD in [p] samples. A severe loss
of Qf has a similar effect compared to compensation of Qf by deposition of corona charges on
a sample surface. Fig. 4.37 shows the comparison of a CC series on a (p) sample and SRD of
a [p] sample. In both cases, it can be seen that the injection dependency is inverted after a
certain charging or treatment time so that eff increases with increasing n which directly
corresponds to physically not meaningful negative J0 values (for the same reason J0 analysis
fails in case of strong BRD).
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Fig. 4.37: (left) Injection resolved values of eff of a (p) sample (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C)
during CC. (right) Injection resolved eff of a [p] sample (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tfire = 750°C) during
treatment at 250°C in darkness.

While it can be expected that the injection behavior of eff shows an inversion when going to
very low Qf because surface recombination then resembles SRH recombination in the bulk, it
is an interesting question why a limitation at lower n already arises in a sample with
measured Qf = -81011 q/cm2. Such Qf is still relatively high and could be expected to induce
enough band bending for correct J0 analysis: In a PC1D simulation, Qf was varied and
S = Se = Sh was chosen such that simulated eff matches measured eff. The simulation shows
that even Qf as low as -11011 q/cm2 does not lead to lowered eff at lower n and J0 analysis is
working well using such simulated data (data not shown). However, assuming an assymmetric
capture cross section ratio e/h of defects at the surface is able to reproduce the inversion in
eff (n) at low Qf in simulated data. This inversion would not be observed in [n] samples
because Qf does not degrade strong enough in these samples whereas it degrades significantly
in [p] samples (Tab. 4.2).
While simulation results can thus qualitatively explain an inversion in injection behavior for
decreasing Qf in [p] samples, simulated and measured data still show some mismatch: Either
n at which eff (n) is maximal does not match or simulated eff is too high under the
assumption of negligible bulk recombination (which appears justified given the high
measured eff before SRD sets in). It appears possible, though, that b degrades to some extent
during SRD as well. For example, SRD might spread to some extent into the sample bulk and
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form a surface-near recombination active region. Furthermore, simulation assumed a single
mid-bandgap defect level which might not describe samples correctly.
Another way to explain the observed discrepancies would be that measured Qf does not match
Qf as present during a PCD measurement. For example, the intense illumination during a PCD
measurement might temporarily lead to charging or discharging at the interface resulting in
changed Qf compared to a CV measurement carried out in darkness. Additionally, the CV
measurement itself might change sample properties such as Qf. It has repeatedly been
observed that a CV measurement leads to slight but visible changes in a PLI picture of a
sample at the point of mercury contact and changes in Qf caused by the CV measurement
itself cannot be excluded. As the affected area on the sample surface is rather small, it
furthermore appears possible that such locally limited changes of Qf would not influence a
subsequent PCD measurement significantly and might thus remain unnoticed.
Compared to SRD in (p) and {p} samples, [p] samples degrade slower. For example,
minimum III is reached after ~100 h in a (p) sample during treatment at 150°C and 1 sun
whereas it takes ~1,000 h in a [p] sample to reach minimum III. However, SRD is strongly
pronounced and proceeds much faster in an entirely PECVD deposited [p]ʹ sample with
AlOx:H/SiOxNy:H/SiNx:H passivation. In this case, a sample shows severe SRD before
1,000 h of treatment even at 80°C and 1 sun. As this is the more relevant passivation approach
in terms of solar cell mass production, the better long-term stability of [p] samples compared
to (p) samples might thus not be transferable to industrially realized AlOx:H based stacks.
A slight SRD of AlOx:H/SiNx:H passivated B-doped samples was observed by Niewelt et al.
in samples fired at high set temperatures [125]. Such SRD occured in samples with both
layers stemming from ALD and PECVD. Interestingly, P-doped samples and samples fired at
moderate temperatures did not show significant SRD up to 4,000 h of treatment. However,
samples were fired in a rapid thermal processing (RTP) furnace which differs in some aspects
such as cool-down rates from a standard fast firing belt furnace. Additionally, treatment was
only carried out at 75°C and 1 sun, and it remains an interesting question whether samples
would have shown a greater degree of SRD at higher treatment temperature or after even
longer treatment.
Only recently, Kim et al. reported on significant SRD in both fired and non-fired
AlOx:H/SiNx:H passivated samples made of B-doped Cz-Si [169]. In the same study, it was
deduced from the injection dependency of eff that a fired sample recovered rather quickly
from SRD (decreasing J0) while eff was still decreasing, apparently due to increased bulk
recombination (increasing SRH). This might, however, be a misinterpretation as decreasing J0
and an apparently rising SRH might as well result from an inversion in injection behavior
caused by loss of Qf as discussed before. Finally, another recent study mentioned that
AlOx:H/SiNx:H passivated reference samples made of FZ-Si appeared to show slight SRD
during treatment at 120°C and 0.5 suns [174]. It thus appears that SRD of AlOx:H based
passivation layer stacks is a general phenomenon but might vary widely in extent. The reason
for such significant variation is, so far, not understood.
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Another study by Liang et al. has observed significant degradation of AlOx:H based
passivation approaches during damp-heat tests [175]. Interestingly, the observed degradation
was linked to loss of Qf as well. However, even after 200 h of treatment at 85°C and 85%
relative humidity (RH), only slight degradation was visible. Strong degradation could only be
observed in case of 100% RH. While it cannot be excluded that SRD of AlOx:H based stacks
is linked to the ambient atmosphere present during LID treatments, the RH levels should have
been significantly lower than 60% given the elevated temperature on treatment hotplates.
Furthermore, it would be expected that front and rear sides of a sample would have shown a
different degree of loss in Qf if contact to ambient air was linked to SRD.
In summary, it appears that SRD of samples passivated with AlOx:H based layer stacks is
mainly caused by loss of Qf, potentially combined with an assymmetric capture cross section
ratio of defects at the surface. Given the similar degradation and recovery kinetics at elevated
temperatures, it appears possible that SRD of AlOx:H based stacks is related to SRD of
SiNx:H passivated samples, even though there are significant differences in degradation
mechanism. As even samples passivated with annealed AlOx:H layers show similar
degradation features compared to fired samples, BRD and SRD phenomena appear to present
a very general phenomenon in crystalline silicon.
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5 Bulk related degradation phenomena
While the previous chapters have dealt with surface related degradation (SRD), this chapter
will discuss bulk related degradation (BRD) phenomena. The first part investigates BRD in
FZ-Si whereas the second part focuses on Cz-Si. Afterwards, long-term stability will be
investigated in both FZ-Si and Cz-Si samples after regeneration of BRD before the chapter
closes with a summarizing discussion. Observations described in this chapter have resulted in
publications [143, 157, 158, 160, 170, 176]. Part of data were generated in the context of
theses written by F. Furtwängler, A. Heilemann, and A. Schwarz [161–163].

5.1 LeTID in floatzone silicon
This section deals with BRD in FZ-Si which is likely related to LeTID. Separation of bulk and
surface related phenomena was already carried out in chapter 4.1.1 and will only be recalled
briefly. Additionally, it was already described that BRD is accelerated by increasing treatment
temperature (chapter 4.1.2) or illumination intensity (chapter 4.1.5) but occurs in darkness as
well (Fig. 4.11). This section will focus on the influence of different processing steps on the
severity of BRD as well as further properties of the defect. The section closes with a detailed
comparison of BRD in FZ-Si and LeTID in mc-Si. All samples are made of FZ-Si and have a
thickness of 250 µm if not stated otherwise.
5.1.1 Influence of firing step
Fig. 5.1 shows two samples which were processed in the same way besides being fired at
different temperatures. In chapter 4.1.1, it has been shown that long-term degradation towards
feature III arises due to SRD whereas a first minimum I can be attributed to BRD. This is in
accordance with injection resolved data (Fig. 5.1) showing that minimum I is most
pronounced at lower n (blue colors) as would be expected for a deep defect level according
to SRH theory (chapter 2.3.1). As can be seen, the firing step has a strong influence on BRD
with much stronger degradation in a sample fired at 830°C compared to a sample fired at
750°C measured peak sample temperature. The timescale of degradation and regeneration is,
on the other hand, rather similar in both samples.
To compare the severity of degradation in quantitative terms, Fig. 5.2 (right) shows changes
in effective defect density Neff of the same samples. Neff has been calculated from values of
eff at n = 0.1 Nd according to Eq. 3.16 and is only shown up to the point where significant
SRD sets in. While SRD could, in principle, be characterized by an increase in Neff as well,
it has been thoroughly characterized in quantitative terms with the more appropriate
parameter J0 in previous chapters. Additionally, it is considered easier to focus on BRD by
only showing the relevant values. According to Fig. 5.2 (right), the sample fired at 830°C
shows a Neff more than ten times as high at maximal degradation compared to the sample
fired at 750°C. It can thus be concluded that peak firing temperature Tfire is a very important
parameter and that higher Tfire results in stronger BRD.
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Fig. 5.1: (left) Measured eff of a (p) sample (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3) fired at Tfire = 750°C during treatment
at 80°C and 1 sun. (right) Measured eff of another (p) sample which differs only in firing temperature
(Tfire  830°C). Part of data presented in [155, 156].
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Fig. 5.2: (left) Measured values of eff at n = 0.1Nd of the samples shown in Fig 1. (right) Values of
Neff of the same samples. Part of data presented in [155, 156].

As higher Tfire leads to stronger degradation, it would be expected that a non-fired sample
does not show significant BRD. However, according to Fig. 5.3, a non-fired sample may
degrade significantly as well. Interestingly, another sample processed in the same way but
fired at moderate 740°C does only show weak BRD compared to the non-fired sample. A
third sample which was not fired but annealed at 420°C does not show any BRD at all (no dip
in blue). It is thus concluded that BRD may already occur in non-fired samples but can be
modulated by subsequent annealing and firing steps. Firing appears to either suppress or
strengthen BRD depending on Tfire. Both, firing at low Tfire and annealing at 420°C seem to
effectively prevent significant BRD.
Fig. 5.4 shows a comparison of samples which were fired at the same measured peak
temperature but in different furnaces. As can be seen, this has a profound impact on the
strength of BRD as well: Minimum I is much more pronounced in a sample fired in Furnace 2
(red) compared to a sample fired in Furnace 1 (black) which translates to Neff more than four
times as high. As a consequence, it can be stated that other firing profile parameters besides
peak firing temperature Tfire strongly influence the strength of BRD. One of the key
differences between Furnace 1 and Furnace 2 is the cool-down ramp which is roughly twice
as steep in Furnace 2 compared to Furnace 1 (see chapter 3.1.8).
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Fig. 5.3: (left) Values of eff of (p)ʹ samples (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3) during treatment at 75°C and 0.6 suns
followed by treatment at 150°C and 1 sun. One sample was fired at 740°C (beltspeed 5.4 m/min)
whereas the other sample was not fired. (right) Values of eff of another sample which was annealed at
420°C for 30 min and values of Neff of all samples. Part of data presented in [156].

Wet chemical re-passivation of the samples with IE verified that minimum I is caused in the
bulk of samples and that differences in degradation amplitude after firing in different furnaces
relate to different strength of BRD. Repeated etching and re-passivation of the sample fired in
Furnace 1 furthermore showed that degradation is not confined to a thin sub-surface layer but
rather homogeneously spread over the depth of the wafer. Combining this with the
observation that BRD happens in darkness (Fig. 4.11) but is accelerated with increasing
illumination (chapter 4.1.5) leads to the conclusion that BRD in FZ-Si likely is a carrier
induced degradation (CID) phenomenon.
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Fig. 5.4: (left) Measured eff of (p) samples (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C) fired in different
furnaces during treatment at 80°C and 1 sun. (right) Values of Neff of the same samples. The left part
of the figure was already shown in chapter 4 (Fig. 4.14). Part of data presented in [157].

5.1.2 Influence of sample thickness
Fig. 5.4 features an additional sample made of a wafer which was etched to a thickness of
140 µm before further processing (blue). The set temperature of the furnace was adjusted so
that this sample reached the same measured Tfire. At the beginning of treatment, the thin
sample shows lower eff due to a stronger impact of surface recombination on thinner samples
(Eq. 2.32). Although the sample is thus more limited by surface recombination, a similar
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degradation as in the thick sample (black) should still cause a drop of eff to ~400 µs at
minimum I. However, the thin sample does not show any sign of BRD (no minimum I). A
comparison of firing profiles (Fig. 3.2) shows that the cool-down ramp of the thin sample lies
in between those of the thick samples fired in Furnace 1 and Furnace 2. Hence, the different
strength of BRD is not related to different cooling rates but caused in a different way. One
possible explanation is a different amount of in- or out-diffusion of a defect precursor species
during the firing step depending on sample thickness.
The effect of different thickness is clearly visible in another set of samples treated at lower
temperature and illumination intensity. According to Fig. 5.5, a thin sample shows only slight
BRD (slight minimum I in blue) and a fast recovery towards maximum II. For treatment times
exceeding 1,000 h, the thin sample is affected by significant SRD. A thick sample, on the
other hand, shows very strong BRD which proceeds at a lower pace, potentially due to the
decreased n during treatment in the degraded state. Such lower n may furthermore explain
the later onset of SRD in the thick sample. It can be concluded that differences in sample
thickness have a pronounced influence on strength of BRD.
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Fig. 5.5: (left) Measured eff of a (p) sample of thickness 250 µm (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C)
during treatment at 50°C and 0.1 suns. (right) Measured eff of a (p) sample which only differs in
thickness (140 µm). Set temperatures were adjusted to reach the same measured Tfire = 800°C. Part of
data presented in [162].

5.1.3 Influence of passivation layers
Another parameter which influences the occurrence of BRD in FZ-Si is the choice of
passivation layers. Fig. 5.6 features two samples which are processed in the same way besides
using different tools for deposition of SiNx:H. The resulting layers had similar thickness and
optical properties. As can be seen, the samples show remarkable differences in terms of
degradation. The bulk related minimum I is much more pronounced in the (p) sample coated
with Tool 1 compared to the (p)ʹ sample coated with Tool 2 resulting in Neff three times as
high. Subsequent SRD proceeds, on the other hand, very similarly in both samples. While
both tools employ a direct plasma, they differ in frequency and deposition temperature.
Especially the latter is suspected to play an important role regarding the amount of hydrogen
introduced into the silicon bulk [177].
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Fig. 5.6: (left) Measured eff of (p) and (p)ʹ samples which only differ in SiNx:H deposition
(Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C) during treatment at 80°C and 1 sun. (right) Values of Neff of the
same samples. Data presented in [170].
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Fig. 5.7 shows another set of differently passivated samples. While the (p)ʹ sample (black)
only features a thin chemically grown SiOx (~1 nm) below SiNx:H, the {p} sample (red)
received a thermal oxidation resulting in 10 nm of SiO2 before SiNx:H deposition. For both
samples, SiNx:H stems from the same PECVD. As can be seen, the samples show a very
different degradation behavior with significant BRD in the (p)ʹ sample and no significant
degradation (no minimum I) in the {p} sample. Even the slight increase in Neff of the {p}
sample rather results from SRD according to injection resolved eff and J0 (data not shown).
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Fig. 5.7: (left) Measured eff of a (p)ʹ and a {p} sample (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3) during treatment at 80°C
and 1 sun. Thermal oxidation of the {p} sample was carried out at Tox = 840°C. The (p)ʹ sample was
fired as single sample (Tfire = 800°C) whereas the {p} sample was fired as part of a whole wafer
(Tfire  830°C). (right) Values of Neff of the same samples. Data presented in [170].

It should be noted that the {p} sample had a different thermal history due to the thermal
oxidation step at 840°C. A POCl3 gettering step at the same temperature has, however, no
significant influence on BRD as will be shown later on (section 5.1.5). Differences in thermal
history prior to firing are thus not expected to cause the changes in degradation behavior.
Additionally, the {p} sample was fired at ~830°C due to being fired as part of a whole wafer
(see chapter 3.1.8). The higher Tfire compared to the (p)ʹ sample should, however, even
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increase BRD. Thus, a SiO2 interlayer of thickness 10 nm appears to provide an efficient
protection from BRD.
Another two samples shown in Fig. 5.8 feature, again, an identical SiNx:H deposition. While
the (p)ʹʹ sample (black) was coated with SiNx:H only, the [p] sample (red) additionally
received 10 nm of AlOx below SiNx:H capping. Only by factoring out the very different levels
of surface passivation via calculation of Neff, the extent of BRD can be compared. In the (p)ʹʹ
sample, Neff reaches values more than six times as high compared to the [p] sample. While
the samples were fired in different furnaces, it is the [p] sample which has been fired in
Furnace 2 which is known to result in stronger BRD (see section 5.1.1) and which still shows
much weaker degradation compared to the (p)ʹʹ sample fired in Furnace 1. Additionally, both
samples were measured at different temperatures. This might itself lead to changes in Neff
which are, however, not assumed to cause a sixfold increase of Neff. It thus appears likely
that ALD deposited AlOx:H interlayers of thickness 10 nm significantly reduce the extent of
BRD in the investigated samples similar to thermally grown SiO2.
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Fig. 5.8: (left) Measured eff of a (p)ʹʹ sample fired in Furnace 1 and a [p] sample fired in Furnace 2
(Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C) during treatment at 75°C and 0.7 suns or 80°C and 1 sun,
respectively. The (p)ʹʹ sample was measured in-situ by ET-PCD whereas the [p] sample was measured
ex-situ by PCD. (right) Values of Neff of the same samples. Data presented in [128, 155].

5.1.4 Influence of base material
According to Fig. 5.9, samples made of differently doped FZ-Si show strong differences in
terms of BRD. While an (n) sample does not show any sign of BRD (no minimum I), two (p)
samples show a marked minimum I. Additionally, values of Neff are higher in the more
strongly doped material. At this point, it is not known whether a different strength of
degradation arises due to a different boron concentration itself or due to other differences in
the base material. Even in case of a similar concentration of defects, a defect with high
k = h/e would show a strong dependency on n in p-type material but only a slight injection
dependency in n-type where 1/k = e/h defines the ratio of SRH at low and high injection.
Thus, it is possible that similar defects form in p- and n-type samples but are just not as
harmful in n-type. In any case, it can be stated that choice of base material has a profound
influence on the severity of BRD.
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Fig. 5.9: (left) Measured eff of differently doped samples processed in the same way (Tfire = 800°C)
during treatment at 80°C and 1 sun. Note the logarithmic scale. (right) Values of Neff of the same
samples. Due to a limited measurement range, eff and Neff are shown at n = 0.15 Nd in case of the
(n) sample. Data presented in [157, 158].

5.1.5 Influence of additional process steps
Fig. 5.10 features two samples which have received additional process steps before further
sample processing. The first sample (black) received a diffusion step in POCl3 ambient and
subsequent removal of the resulting P-emitter which may have gettered impurities. Although
it cannot be excluded that gettering might influence the degree of BRD slightly, it can be
concluded that significant BRD still occurs after gettering according to high Neff reached
during LID treatment.
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Fig. 5.10: (left) Measured eff of a (p) sample (Nd = 71015 cm-3, Tfire  830°C) which received a
gettering step (P-diffusion at 840°C and subsequent removal of the emitter) and another (p) sample
(Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tfire  830°C) which received a 1,000°C anneal (30 min in oxygen with subsequent
removal of the resulting SiO2) prior to sample processing. (right) Measured Neff of the same samples.
Part of data presented in [170].

It has furthermore been observed that FZ-Si samples may be affected by a thermally activated
degradation of FZ-Si as described in [178, 179] which is probably related to nitrogen doping
[180] and shows a characteristic circular pattern in PLI measurements. Samples fired at higher
temperature do not show this degradation anymore, probably due to hydrogen passivation of
the defect [178]. However, it appears possible that this nitrogen related degradation might be
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reactivated during treatment, and thus another sample (red) has first been annealed at 1,000°C
for 30 min prior to sample processing. Such an annealing step is known to mitigate the
nitrogen-related degradation of FZ-Si permanently [179]. However, BRD still occurs after a
1,000°C anneal, and it can thus be concluded that both degradation phenomena are probably
unrelated.
5.1.6 Determination of k factors
In [176], the k factor of the underlying defect leading to BRD in B-doped FZ-Si has been
determined by analysis of one strongly degrading sample, yielding k = 20 ± 2. A previous
study by Grant et al. which observed a similar BRD found k  26 [181] whereas a later study
by Niewelt et al. reported k = 35 ± 10 [182]. To investigate possible causes of these large
discrepancies, further samples are analyzed in this section. For determination of k, an excess
carrier lifetime d related to the defect is determined according to:
−1
1
1
τd (𝑡) = [
−
] = ∆𝑁eff (𝑡)−1
τeff (𝑡) τeff (𝑡0 )

(5.1)

Like for determination of Neff, the first measurement point after start of sample treatment
was chosen as reference point t0 to minimize the influence of initial illumination effects (such
as FeB dissociation) on determination of k values. For two samples with similar evolution of
Neff, this leads to values of d as shown in Fig. 5.11 (right) which are used to perform SRH
fits using Eq. 2.15 under the assumption of a single mid-gap defect level. This procedure
leads to a value of k = 32 for the the first sample whereas the second sample yields k = 20.
And indeed, sample 1 shows slightly lower d at lower n and significantly higher d at higher
n which directly implies a higher k value. Thus, the large difference in k values is not caused
by the fitting routine but already present in the measurement signal. The difference is
furthermore not vanishing when d is calculated with reference to eff at t0 = 0 h or even after
regeneration (t0  11 h). In such cases, k only changes slightly by ±2.
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Fig. 5.11: (left) Measured values of Neff of two (p) samples (Nd = 1.51016 cm-3, Tfire  830°C) during
treatment at 80°C and 1 sun or 75°C and 0.6 suns, respectively. (right) Values of d after 1 h of
treatment and data fits yielding k. Sample 1 was already introduced in Fig. 5.1 (right) whereas
sample 2 is the pre-annealed sample shown in Fig. 5.9.
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According to Fig. 5.12 (left), choosing data at different treatment times for determination of d
may have a significant influence on resulting k values as well. After short treatment, d data to
fit are affected by rather large uncertainties as the degradation amplitude is still very small
which may explain the large variation of determined k values in sample 1 for t < 0.2 h. For
treatment times between 0.2 h and 2 h of treatment, k values show a rather stable plateau and
values of k could be considered meaningful. For long treatment times, regeneration of the
sample sets in and k values show again significant variability, potentially due to a spatially
inhomogeneous sample regeneration as observed in [182]. It is thus concluded that
determination of k is best carried out in between 0.2 and 2 h of treatment under the given
treatment conditions. SRH analysis of further samples has thus been carried out after 1 h of
treatment.
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Fig. 5.12: (left) Values of k of the same samples as shown in Fig. 5.10 after different times of
treatment. (right) Values of k of different samples determined after 1 h of treatment. Sample 3 is the
sample fired in Furnace 2 shown in Fig. 5.3. Samples 4-6 relate to samples discussed in Fig. 5.13
which were all processed in the same way.

Fig. 5.12 (right) shows further samples which show BRD strong enough to allow for
extraction of k values. As can be seen, the samples fall in a similar range compared to the
already discussed samples 1 and 2. It is interesting to note that samples 4-6 were made of the
same material, processed and treated in the same way, and still show significant differences in
terms of k values. Calculating the mean value of the samples shown in Fig. 5.12 (right) leads
to k = 23±5. Here, the uncertainty is estimated to account to twice the standard deviation of
the mean value as the number of samples investigated is rather small and the reason for the
significant deviation of k values is, so far, not understood. Potential causes for the wide range
of observed k values include a spatially inhomogeneous sample degradation and regeneration,
a limited range of data to fit in terms of n, and defect kinetics which might not be correctly
described by a single SRH defect level.
5.1.7 Partial reversibility by dark annealing
Fig. 5.13 shows the effect of alternately treating a sample under illumination and in darkness.
The sample was fired at a high temperature of ~860°C and thus shows very strong BRD. Due
to strong degradation already at the first measurement point and to allow for better
comparability, Neff has been calculated with reference to eff before sample treatment (t = t0)
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in this section. As can be seen, annealing at 200°C in darkness is able to almost completely
revert degradation of eff and it is possible to conduct repeated cycles of degradation and
annealing of BRD. Looking at values of Neff, it can be seen that degradation behavior
changes slightly after each annealing step with faster degradation and potentially less
degradation amplitude after repeated annealing (earlier saturation).
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Fig. 5.13: (left) Measured eff of a (p) sample (Nd = 71015 cm-3, Tfire ~ 860°C) during treatment at 80°C
and 1 sun with intermediate annealing steps at 200°C in darkness. (right) Values of Neff of the same
sample measured with reference to eff before treatment started. Part of data presented in [176].

Another sample processed in the same way first underwent a complete degradationregeneration cycle (Fig. 5.14, 1) before being stored at room temperature in darkness for 12 h.
When subjected to identical treatment conditions as before, the sample is then stable in a
typical time scale of degradation (2). If, however, the sample is annealed at 200°C in darkness
for 10 min, another degradation-regeneration cycle can be observed afterwards (3). It is
interesting to note that the cycle after annealing (3) starts at slightly higher eff, is slightly
faster, and has an amplitude in Neff only half as strong compared to the first cycle (1).
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Fig. 5.14: (left) Measured eff of a (p) sample (Nd = 71015 cm-3, Tfire ~ 860°C) during treatment at 80°C
and 1 sun alternating with storage or annealing at 200°C (both in darkness). (right) Values of Neff of
the same sample with reference to eff before treatment started. Part of data presented in [176].
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Based on the findings of reversibility from both the degraded and the regenerated state, a
three-state defect model has been proposed in [176] for description of BRD in B-doped FZ-Si
introducing an annealed state A, a degraded state B, and regenerated state C in analogy to
BO-CID (see section 2.4.2). However, due to the observed changes in evolution of Neff after
annealing, this three-state model likely has to be extended as will be discussed later on.
5.1.8 Discussion
This paragraph will first discuss similarities of CID in mc-Si and FZ-Si. A similar comparison
has already been carried out by Niewelt et al. in [183]. This section aims to add further insight
and provides a detailed tabular comparison of degradation properties in both materials.
Afterwards, properties of the degradation mechanism will be discussed.
According to Tab. 5.1, BRD in FZ-Si and LeTID in mc-Si share a large number of properties:
Both depend in a very similar manner on firing conditions with stronger degradation after
firing at high temperature or faster cool-down. Degradation increases with sample thickness
and is influenced by choice of base material and dielectric layers. Furthermore, degradation is
followed by a regeneration reaction, partially reversible, and appears to be carrier induced in
both materials. Even the temporal evolution of k values looks similar in FZ-Si (Fig. 5.12) and
mc-Si (Fig. 3 in [184]).

Tab. 5.1: Comparison of BRD properties in FZ-Si and mc-Si.
Property

Section

FZ-Si

mc-Si

Firing temperature

5.1.1

Tfire, Neff 
[155, 182]

Tfire, Neff 
[97–99]

Firing profile

5.1.1

Cooling rate , Neff 
[157]

Cooling rate , Neff 
[97, 100]

Sample thickness

5.1.2

d , Neff 
[157]

d , Neff 
[101]

Dielectric layers

5.1.3

Strong impact
[170, 182]

Strong impact
[92, 93, 185]

Base material

5.1.4

Strong impact
[157, 182]

Strong impact
[88, 98, 166]

k value

5.1.6

18-45
[176, 181, 182]

13-36
[98, 183, 186, 187]

k = k(t)

5.1.6

Yes

Yes
[184]

Regeneration

5.1.1

Yes
[157, 182]

Yes
[89, 90, 164, 184]

Partial reversibility

5.1.7

Yes
[176, 181]

Yes
[103, 108]

Carrier induced

5.1.1

Yes

Yes
[89, 90, 102]

Time scale

5.1.1

Rather short
[157, 182]

Rather long
[88, 164]
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There are only few differences which deserve a more detailed analysis. A first difference is
found in the fact that degradation proceeds on a much shorter time scale in FZ-Si compared to
mc-Si. In fact, the time scale of BRD in FZ-Si rather resembles the one of BO-CID in samples
made of Cz-Si. However, the low oxygen content of FZ-Si as well as the different k factors
allow to exclude BO-CID as a potential cause of degradation in FZ-Si. One possible cause for
faster degradation in FZ-Si compared to mc-Si was already pointed out in [183]: Due to less
background recombination in samples made of highly purified FZ-Si, n is usually much
higher in FZ-Si samples. As the degradation rate strongly depends on n, LeTID is thus
expected to proceed faster in FZ-Si. Furthermore, FZ-Si typically shows less pronounced
degradation compared to mc-Si which probably relates to a different amount of defect
precursors in the different materials. As a consequence, eff does not deteriorate as much in
FZ-Si samples compared to mc-Si samples, further increasing the difference in n in both
materials and further slowing down degradation and regeneration in mc-Si.
There is, however, another degradation property which might add to the difference in time
scales. It has been observed in mc-Si that annealing at elevated temperature in darkness
changes the time scale of a subsequent degradation under illumination significantly [104,
105]. After short dark annealing, degradation in mc-Si can be significantly accelerated. The
suspected cause is the release of defect precursors from a reservoir state R during dark
annealing, resulting in faster subsequent degradation [108]. While a slight change in
degradation time scale has been observed for FZ-Si after annealing in darkness, too
(section 5.1.7), the change in mc-Si is much larger. Thus, FZ-Si samples might start with a
better availability of defect precursors compared to mc-Si, resulting in faster degradation. In
addition, it was observed that dark annealing strongly influences the strength of subsequent
degradation in FZ-Si (Fig. 5.14), similar to findings in mc-Si [108]. Thus, the idea of a defect
precursor reservoir R which can be depleted by dark annealing appears to be transferable to
samples made of FZ-Si, and an earlier proposed three-state defect model [176] likely has to be
extended to a four-state model (Fig. 5.15) similar to the one proposed by Fung et al. [108].

Destabilization

lifetime

Thermal
formation

Fig. 5.15: Schematic representation of a four-state defect model. Note that it is not known yet whether
every indicated reaction pathway actually exists in case of LeTID.

A four-state defect model might furthermore resolve the apparent paradox that short annealing
in darkness can reverse degradation whereas longer annealing causes degradation: Short
annealing might switch a significant part of already formed defects into a less recombination
active state, either via the reaction B  A or B  C, which would result in higher b.
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However, a constant fraction of defects might be found in the degraded state B even during
dark annealing. As prolonged annealing would lead to the formation of additional defects
from the reservoir state via R  A, the increased total amount of defects would then directly
translate to more defects in state B as well, thus reducing b.
Taken together, the large number of similarities and the few well explainable differences
make it likely that both FZ-Si and mc-Si are affected by the same or at least a very similar
degradation which will be referred to as LeTID throughout this work. Even if there should be
differences in degradation mechanism, the umbrella term “light and elevated temperature
induced degradation” would still make sense as both illumination and elevated temperature
are able to cause this degradation. This is an intentional reinterpration of the term LeTID
which has originally been created to indicate that elevated temperature is required in addition
to illumination for defects to form. However, already the first publication on LeTID observed
significant degradation at 25°C which was far from saturation at the end of treatment (which
only lasted 400 h) [88]. Strong degradation has furthermore been observed in illuminated mcSi lifetime samples at 25°C [91], too. LeTID at room temperature thus appears possible (on
long timescales). On the other hand, LeTID can be caused by treatments at elevated
temperature without the need of illumination [104, 105, 188]. As BO-CID cannot be triggered
by such treatment in darkness, this is a very useful property to separate LeTID from BO-CID
as done, e.g., in [188]. Thus, reinterpreting “light and elevated temperature induced” such that
both light and elevated temperature are able to trigger LeTID on their own appears reasonable
and may help to differentiate LeTID from other BRD phenomena in the future.
Other studies have reported recently that LeTID might affect Cz-Si in addition to BO-CID
[188, 189] and it was furthermore proposed that LeTID might even affect n-type silicon under
certain conditions [168, 190]. If the LeTID degradation mechanism itself should be identical
in all types of crystalline silicon, this would have profound consequences for potential
degradation mechanisms as discussed in detail in [183]. In particular, it would make hydrogen
a very likely part of the degradation mechanism as speculated in several other studies [91, 98,
100, 164, 168, 174, 184, 191, 192]. It would also explain why reaping the benefits of
advanced hydrogenation processes might go hand in hand with the appearance of LeTID as
observed in [91, 167]. In this context, it appears especially interesting that thermally grown
(and thus hydrogen lean) SiO2 layers below SiNx:H capping have been shown to effectively
suppress LeTID (section 5.1.3) whereas PECVD SiOx:H or SiOxNy:H layers do not. This
could indicate that SiO2 presents a diffusion barrier for H indiffusion or at least reduces the
amount of H in the silicon bulk to a point where LeTID is of no concern.
Another defect precursor besides hydrogen is likely required as well because non-fired but
hydrogenated samples do degrade whereas samples fired before the same hydrogenation
process do not [191]. This implies that a second defect precursor is influenced during the
firing step. Furthermore, the observation of less LeTID in thin samples has been explained by
in- or out-diffusion of a defect related species [101] which could relate to this second
precursor. Such a second precursor could furthermore explain the different degree of LeTID
in different base material. In particular, the second precursor might be present in smaller
amounts in FZ-Si and explain why FZ-Si samples are less affected by LeTID compared to
mc-Si samples in terms of effective defect densities. It is furthermore interesting to note that a
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non-fired FZ-Si sample may show severe BRD, too. This indicates that LeTID might affect
even non-fired samples. However, LeTID in non-fired mc-Si samples has not been reported
up to now with the exception of an intentionally hydrogenated sample [191]. On the other
hand, a bulk defect was observed in as-grown B-doped FZ-Si by Grant et al. before [181].
This defect could be deactivated by annealing at intermediate temperatures and re-activated
by phosphorous gettering or illumination at room temperature. It appears possible that this
defect might, in fact, be related to LeTID.
Piecing the puzzle together, it appears likely that LeTID affects different crystalline silicon
materials and is caused by a defect complex composed of hydrogen and at least one further
defect precursor which is present in the as-grown base material. LeTID might already be
observable in non-fired samples if dielectric layer deposition introduces a sufficient amount of
hydrogen in appropriate bonding states. The second defect precursor needed besides hydrogen
might change its bonding configuration or diffuse out of a sample during firing processes or
annealing treatments, resulting in changes in LeTID severity and kinetics after such thermal
treatments. LeTID could thus either be prevented by reducing the amount of defect precursors
in the base material or by using adapted dielectric layers, optimized high temperature steps, or
accelerated regeneration processes. Most likely, a combination of these different approaches
will prove to be most effective for preventing LeTID in crystalline silicon in the future.

5.2 BO-CID and LeTID in Czochralski silicon
It is well known that BO-CID may severely limit eff in Cz-Si as discussed in chapter 2.4.2. In
addition, it was recently proposed that LeTID might affect Cz-Si in addition to BO-CID [188,
189]. This appears well possible given the fact that LeTID likely affects even FZ-Si as
discussed above. This section aims to provide further experimental evidence for the
hypothesis that LeTID may affect Cz-Si in addition to BO-CID. Samples are made of Cz-Si
and FZ-Si and have a thickness of 180 µm.
5.2.1 Influence of firing step
According to Fig. 5.16, samples made of the same Cz-Si base material show a slight
difference in BRD (minimum I) when fired in different furnaces and a remarkable difference
when fired at different peak firing temperature Tfire. While it is suspected that high
temperature steps may influence the severity of BO-CID, too, it has been supposed that
increasing Tfire leads to a reduced severity of BO-CID [73], making BO-CID an unlikely cause
of stronger degradation in the Cz-Si sample fired at ~830°C. As discussed before, stronger
degradation at high Tfire is, in fact, characteristic for LeTID and it is thus assumed that the
stronger degradation at higher Tfire results from stronger LeTID.
5.2.2 Influence of passivation layers
Samples made from the same base material Cz1 but passivated with two different layer stacks
show strong differences in BRD according to Fig. 5.17. The maximal Neff of a [p]ʹ sample
passivated with an AlOx:H/SiOxNy:H/SiNx:H stack is 10 times as high as the value of a (p)ʹʹ
sample passivated with SiOxNy:H/SiNx:H. It can thus be concluded that different passivation
layers lead to different degrees of BRD which is another characteristic property of LeTID.
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Fig. 5.16: (left) Measured eff of Cz1 (p) samples (Nd = 71015 cm-3) fired in different furnaces either as
single samples (Tfire = 800°C) or as part of a whole wafer (Tfire  830°C) during treatment at 80°C and
1 sun. (right) Values of Neff of the same samples.
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Fig. 5.17: (left) Measured eff of differently passivated Cz1 samples (Nd = 71015 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C)
during treatment at 80°C and 1 sun. (right) Values of Neff of the same samples. Part of data presented
in [163].

5.2.3 Influence of treatment conditions
Fig. 5.18 shows differently passivated samples treated at either 80°C and 1 sun as discussed
before (empty symbols) or treated at 32°C and 0.1 suns (full symbols). As can be seen, both
samples treated at 32°C first show a very similar degradation which is suspected to arise from
BO related defects. For treatment times exceeding 20 h, degradation starts to saturate in the
(p)ʹʹ sample at a value slightly higher compared to the (p)ʹʹ sample treated at 80°C. The likely
reason for this observation is an earlier onset of regeneration at 80°C and 1 sun which slightly
reduces the maximal degradation extent in this case.
However, no saturation but a continuous degradation can be observed in a [p]ʹ sample treated
at 32°C up to 350 h. It appears well possible that this sample would reach a similar value
compared to the [p]ʹ sample treated at 80°C if treated for more than 1,000 h. Such long
degradation times are not known in case of BO-CID and are thus an indicator that the strong
long-term degradation in [p]ʹ samples is caused by LeTID which may affect samples at
temperatures as low as 25°C [88] as discussed before.
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Fig. 5.18: (left) Measured eff of differently passivated Cz1 samples (Nd = 71015 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C)
during treatment at either 32°C and 0.1 suns or 80°C and 1 sun. (right) Values of Neff of the same
samples. Part of data presented in [160].

5.2.4 Influence of base material
Using different base material has a profound effect on the strength of BRD, too, as can be
seen in Fig. 5.19. While samples made of material Cz1 (empty symbols) show significant
degradation and regeneration during treatment at 60°C and 0.1 suns leading to a minimum I
after ~100 h of sample treatment, samples made from material Cz2 (full symbols) feature
lower initial eff, show stronger degradation, and do degrade up to 500 h of treatment.
Additionally, it can be seen that an additional gettering step in POCl3 atmosphere prior to
deposition of SiNx:H layers does not change sample evolution. Merely at the first
measurement point, a slight difference can be observed between Cz1 samples with and
without gettering which might result from different levels of Fe contamination.
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Fig. 5.19: (left) Measured eff of Cz1 (p) samples (Nd = 71015 cm-3) and Cz2 (p) samples
(Nd = 91015 cm-3) fired at Tfire  830°C during treatment at 60°C and 0.1 suns. Part of the samples
received a POCl3 gettering step at 840°C. (right) Values of Neff of the same samples.

During treatment at 80°C and 1 sun (Fig. 5.20), a similar behavior can be observed. Gettering
in POCl3 atmosphere does still not influence sample evolution significantly and samples made
from material Cz2 degrade much more strongly. Additionally, Cz2 samples now show
complete regeneration of eff before SRD sets in which leads to a very similar decline of eff in
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all samples. Degradation takes much longer in Cz2 samples (minimum I after ~25 h)
compared to Cz1 samples (~1 h). The same holds for regeneration where Cz2 samples take
~500 h while Cz1 samples require only ~12 h for reaching maximum II.
While it is known that BO regeneration depends on n and is thus expected to be slower in
Cz2 samples with lower eff, BO degradation is rather independent of n in the range reached
during treatment. Thus, the very different time scales of degradation imply that it is not only
BO-CID which leads to degradation and regeneration of Cz2 samples. The evolution of eff in
Cz2 samples looks, in fact, very simlar to a typical degradation curve of samples made of
mc-Si (compare with Fig. 4.7). It thus appears that samples made of Cz2 material likely suffer
from strong LeTID in addition to BO-CID.
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Fig. 5.20: (left) Measured eff of Cz1 (p) samples (Nd = 71015 cm-3) and Cz2 (p) samples
(Nd = 91015 cm-3) fired at Tfire  830°C during treatment at 80°C and 1 sun. Part of the samples
received a POCl3 gettering step at 840°C. (right) Values of Neff of the same samples.

5.2.5 Further observations at elevated temperatures
In samples made of material Cz2, the slower BRD allows to clearly identify features I, II and
III in a single measurement series at 150°C and 1 sun (Fig. 5.21, left). Even recovery of
surface passivation quality towards feature IV is well visible. It is interesting to note that, in
this case, SRD shows an initial strong degradation at lower n, too, which resolves quickly
and has almost disappeared at minimum III.
While at 150°C and 1 sun, BRD and SRD are easy to separate, the picture gets more complex
during treatment at 200°C in darkness (Fig. 5.21, right). In this case, both degradation
phenomena overlap to some extent. Now, an injection resolved visualization of measurement
data shows its full potential: Features I, II and III can again be identified due to their different
injection behavior and it can be concluded that SRD is much less accelerated by illumination
compared to BRD, leading to an overlap of BRD and SRD features during treatment at
elevated temperature in darkness. Again, it is interesting to note that there still remains a
limitation of eff at lower n during recovery from SRD which appears to resolve as well
towards feature IV. It is remarkable that this limitation leads to a very similar level of eff at
lower n right at the start of treatment and may thus be related to a bulk defect background
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which resolves during prolonged treatment. It appears even possible that this defect
background is linked to the proposed defect reservoir of LeTID which would be expected to
vanish after prolonged annealing at elevated temperature. However, further research is needed
to verify such hypotheses.
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An additional degradation at lower n can furthermore be observed in samples made of Cz1
material and passivated with PECVD layer stacks after continued treatment at 250°C and
1 sun (Fig. 5.22). The reason for such additional degradation is currently not well understood
but reminds of SRD in [p] samples which is strongest at lower n, too. In this case, it has
been speculated that changes in Qf might cause this behavior. It appears, however, possible as
well that the limitation at lower n arises due to a bulk degradation. In any case, further
research would be needed to better understand the origin of potential long-term degradation in
Cz-Si samples treated at such elevated temperature.
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Fig. 5.22: (left) Injection resolved eff of a Cz1 {p}ʹʹ sample (Nd = 71015 cm-3, Tfire ~ 740°C) during
treatment at 250°C and 1 sun. (right) Data of a Cz1 [p]ʹ sample (Nd = 71015 cm-3, Tfire ~ 740°C) during
identical treatment. Both samples were fired without standoffs (lying on the furnace belt). Thus, eff is
not as spatially homogeneous as in other samples.
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5.3 Long-term stability after regeneration treatments
Now that BRD and SRD have been discussed in detail, it is possible to adress the issue of
long-term stability of selected samples after regeneration of BO-CID and LeTID. This section
presents a synthesis of the results achieved in previous chapters and allows to draw further
conclusions about long-term bulk stability of monocrystalline silicon samples. Samples are
made of FZ-Si and Cz-Si and have a thickness of 180 µm.
5.3.1 Issues due to surface related degradation
Due to simple processing, many investigations on lifetime samples are carried out on (p) or
[p] lifetime samples which may, however, be affected by significant SRD as has been
discussed in detail in chapter 4. Even during a stability test at 60°C and 0.1 suns, SRD may
pose a severe problem: The Cz1 (p) sample shown in Fig. 5.23 (left) had first been treated at
150°C and 1 sun for 12 min to regenerate BO related defects before being subjected to longterm treatment at 60°C and 0.1 suns. The severe degradation of eff observed after several
thousand hours of treatment could easily be misinterpreted as long-term instability of the BO
regenerated state but values of J0 indicate that the long-term decline is mainly caused by SRD.
Merely the slight decrease of eff up to 10 h of treatment appears to be linked to changes in the
silicon bulk.
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Fig. 5.23: Measured eff and J0 of a Cz (p) and [p] sample (Nd = 71015 cm-3, Tfire = 800°C) which had
already received treatment at 150°C and 1 sun for 12 min before further treatment at (left) 60°C and
0.1 suns in case of the (p) sample and (right) 80°C and 1 sun in case of the [p] sample. Data presented
in [143].

In a similar experiment, a [p] sample first received a regeneration treatment and was then
tested for stability at 80°C and 0.1 suns (Fig. 5.23, right). According to stable J0, a first dip in
eff after ~1 h is related to slight bulk related degradation followed by regeneration. The
eventual decline of eff, however, appears to be caused by SRD. Thus, both (p) and [p]
samples may not allow to draw final conclusions on the long-term stability of b. Still, the [p]
sample shows that b ≫1 ms even after 10,000 h of treatment at 60°C and 0.1 suns.
At first glance, it would seem reasonable to treat samples affected by SRD at elevated
temperature until samples have recovered from SRD, then regenerate bulk effects, and test for
long-term stability only afterwards. However, it has been shown that pre-annealing at elevated
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temperature is able to prevent subsequent regeneration of BO-CID, probably due to changes
in hydrogen bonding states [74]. Additionally, pre-annealing alters LeTID kinetics as well
[104, 105] so that experiments on pre-annealed samples might not describe LeTID as it would
occur in non-annealed samples.
In a second approach, samples have been passivated using phosphorous diffused layers
passivated with SiNx:H, resulting in (n+pn+) sample structures which show an improved
stability of passivation quality according to chapter 4.1.4. As can be seen in Fig. 5.24, (n+pn+)
samples treated at 80°C and 1 sun are indeed much more stable compared to (p) reference
samples both in the case of FZ-Si and Cz-Si base material. However, even the (n+pn+)
samples show SRD to some degree as can be concluded from rising J0. Additionally, the
diffused n+ layers significantly reduce eff in (n+pn+) samples, making them much less
sensitive towards changes in the bulk. For example, if b were to degrade from 2.0 ms to
1.8 ms in such an (n+pn+) sample, eff would only change by ~2 µs, which might easily be
overlooked due to measurement uncertainty. Thus, the given (n+pn+) sample structures are not
well suited for a sensitive test of long-term bulk stability, either. These structures may,
however, be of interest for LeTID studies as they lead to better surface passivation stability
compared to (p) samples while still allowing for direct deposition of SiNx:H which typically
results in strong LeTID.
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Fig. 5.24: (left) Measured eff of differently passivated FZ-Si and Cz-Si samples (Nd = 71015 cm-3,
Tfire = 800°C) during treatment at 80°C and 1 sun. (right) Values of J0 of the same samples. Data
presented in [143].

5.3.2 Long-term bulk stability of samples fired at different temperatures
In a third approach, samples have been passivated using boron diffused layers passivated with
AlOx:H/SiNx:H, hence resulting in [p+pp+] structures. As can be seen in Fig. 5.25 (left),
samples made of Cz-Si and fired at 650°C show strong BRD and regeneration during the
regeneration treatment at 80°C and 1 sun as would be expected due to BO-CID. Samples
made of FZ-Si fired at the same temperature show, on the other hand, no significant BRD.
During a subsequent stability test at 60°C and 0.1 suns, all samples feature very good longterm stability. Merely the Cz [p] sample shows a slight long-term increase of eff which
probably results from still ongoing regeneration.
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Another set of samples only differs in a peak firing temperature of 750°C (Fig. 5.25, right)
and shows lower initial eff but faster regeneration in Cz-Si samples, the latter due to higher
firing temperature or faster cooling rate in agreement with [71, 74, 193]. A FZ [p] sample now
shows BRD to some extent, too, probably due to LeTID. It is interesting to note that BRD
minima are reached at different points in time in FZ-Si and Cz-Si samples which can be
understood in terms of different degradation rates of BO-CID and LeTID. During subsequent
stability testing, [p+pp+] samples are very stable. The FZ [p] sample shows a slight but
significant decrease of eff which is suspected to arise from slight SRD. The Cz [p] sample, on
the other hand, shows a slight rise of eff similar to the sample fired at 650°C. Again, the
likely cause is ongoing regeneration of b.
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Fig. 5.25: (left) Measured eff of differently passivated FZ-Si and Cz-Si samples (Nd = 71015 cm-3,
Tfire = 650°C) during treatment at 80°C and 1 sun followed by treatment at 60°C and 0.1 suns.
(right) Measured eff of another set of samples processed in the same way but fired at Tfire = 750°C.
Part of data presented in [143].

The situation is very different in samples fired at 850°C. As can be seen in Fig. 5.26 (left), eff
is much lower right after firing (note the different scale). Additionally, all samples show
strong BRD which is strongest in Cz-Si samples. In both FZ-Si and Cz-Si samples, this leads
to an increase of Neff by an order of magnitude at the point of maximal degradation
(Fig. 5.26, right). The likely explanation for the additional degradation is strong LeTID in all
samples due to the elevated firing temperature as discussed in previous sections. In contrast to
measurement series above, this time the Cz-Si samples reach the BRD minimum later
compared to FZ-Si samples which is consistent with the assumption that both materials are
now most limited by LeTID: As Cz-Si samples reach lower n during treatment due to
stronger degradation, they degrade and regenerate on average at a lower rate compared to
FZ-Si samples.
After recovery of eff to its initial value, FZ-Si samples show rather good stability during
stability testing at 60°C and 0.1 suns. The Cz-Si samples, on the other hand, show a slow but
steady decline of eff up to 2500 h of treatment. As both the [p] and [p+pp+] samples made of
Cz-Si show a similar decline, it can be suspected that the instability is caused in the sample
bulk. Indeed, injection resolved eff (Fig. 5.27) clearly indicates that both Cz-Si samples are
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most limited and look very similar at lower n throughout the whole sample treatment. Only
at higher n, differences are visible due to the different passivation approaches.
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Fig. 5.26: (left) Measured eff of differently passivated FZ-Si and Cz-Si samples (Nd = 71015 cm-3,
Tfire = 850°C) during treatment at 80°C and 1 sun followed by treatment at 60°C and 0.1 suns.
(right) Neff of the samples shown in Fig. 5.25 and Fig. 5.26 at the point of maximal degradation. Data
presented in [143].
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Fig. 5.27: (left) Injection resolved eff of the Cz [p] sample shown in Fig. 5.26 (right) Injection
resolved eff of the Cz [p+pp+] sample shown in Fig. 5.26. Data presented in [143].

To verify the assumed bulk limitation after treatment, all samples fired at 850°C had ~4 µm
removed on each sample side in a CP etch followed by two Piranha cleans and re-passivation
with IE. As can be seen in Tab. 5.2, re-passivation did not change eff significantly, verifying
that the samples fired at 850°C are mostly limited by b. Thus, the instability of Cz-Si samples
during long-term stability testing very likely results from deterioration of b, too. A further
implication is that strongly LeTID affected samples may show severely degraded b even
before being subjected to degradation conditions. This would agree with the hypothesis that a
constant strong limitation at low n might be linked to a LeTID related defect precursor (or
reservoir) as discussed before. For example, LeTID defects may already be recombination
active to some extent in states A and C or a fraction of defects might be found in state B even
before treatment and after regeneration.
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Tab. 5.2: Measured eff (µs) at n = 0.1 Nd of samples fired at 850°C before and after re-passivation
with IE. As reference, an unprocessed FZ-Si sample (Nd = 71015 cm-3, d = 250 µm) was passivated
with IE. Data presented in [143].
+

+

+

+

FZ [p]

FZ [p pp ]

Cz [p]

Cz [p pp ]

Reference

Before IE

227
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-
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5.4 Discussion
While chapter 5.1 has shown that LeTID likely affects FZ-Si samples, chapter 5.2 has
discussed very similar findings in Cz-Si in agreement with the hypothesis of LeTID as
proposed in [188, 189]. Although not as many experiments have been performed on Cz-Si
compared to FZ-Si samples, it could be shown that Cz-Si may suffer from BRD in addition to
BO-CID which can be modified by firing processes, choice of passivation layers, and choice
of base material. As has already been discussed in detail, these are well known properties of
LeTID in mc-Si (Tab. 5.1). It thus appears very likely that LeTID may affect not only mc-Si,
but monocrystalline samples made of FZ-Si and Cz-Si as well. Chapter 5.3 then showed that
regeneration of both BO-CID and LeTID can lead to very stable eff as long as SRD is kept
under control. However, samples fired at a high temperature of 850°C showed a strong
background bulk limitation, and Cz-Si samples were additionally affected by a long-term bulk
instability which might be related to LeTID.
Although it may affect different materials, LeTID is typically weaker in FZ-Si compared to
Cz-Si (Fig. 5.26) which has, in turn, been observed to degrade less compared to mc-Si [188,
189]. However, there may be great variation in degradation amplitude in different Cz-Si
(Fig. 5.19) and mc-Si base materials [88]. It thus appears that different base material may
show very different concentrations of a defect precursor species. In all materials, processing
steps which lead to better bulk hydrogenation typically lead to stronger LeTID and it appears
likely that hydrogen plays a role in defect formation as discussed before in section 5.1.8.
In this regard, it is interesting to note that BO-CID and LeTID could not be separated such
that two distinct minima appear in eff for each degradation, even though differently processed
samples were subjected to very different combinations of carrier injection and temperature.
This observation makes sense under the assumption that hydrogen is involved in BO
regeneration and in LeTID degradation alike. Both phenomena might thus be inseparably
linked and a smooth transition from BO-CID to LeTID might be unavoidable. If both
degradation phenomena are, in fact, intertwined like suggested, great care should be taken in
experiments on BO-CID as some observations might easily be misinterpreted as BO
characteristics when they are actually related to LeTID.
As hydrogen potentially plays a role in both LeTID and SRD, it is tempting to assume a
connection between both degradation phenomena. In [168, 169], it was hypothesized that
hydrogen might first cause BRD in the silicon bulk before diffusing towards the surface,
resulting in bulk regeneration and onset of SRD. At this stage, there remain some open
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questions regarding this hypothesis. First, an explanation would have to be found why there
are samples which show no severe LeTID but SRD and vice versa. For example, weaker
LeTID in thin samples is considered to arise due to diffusion of a defect precursor. If this
precursor would be hydrogen, it would be expected that a thin sample shows faster or at least
different SRD, which is rather not the case (Fig. 4.14). However, if the diffusing precursor
would not be hydrogen but another species, the severity of LeTID would be modulated in thin
samples while SRD might remain unchanged. Another issue is found in the different
mechanism of SRD in (p) and [p] samples and it would have to be explained how the same
defect mechanism results in loss of chemical passsivation quality in the one structure and in
loss of field effect passivation in the other. As a consequence, further experiments and
simulations appear necessary to promote the understanding of potential links between LeTID
and SRD.
In a historical perspective, the rather late observation of LeTID in Cz-Si can be understood
considering the evolution of sample processing: For a long time, Cz-Si samples were rather
limited by BO-CID. As it was found out that more hydrogen and fast cool-down ramps help to
regenerate BO-CID quickly, more bulk hydrogenation appeared beneficial and possible sideeffects were not known yet. After hydrogen-rich dielectric layers, additional rear side
passivation, and fast firing furnaces with steeper cool-down ramps became wide-spread,
LeTID could finally emerge as a new phenomenon. In addition, the ever increasing
efficiencies of modern solar cell structures make samples more sensitive to new degradation
phenomena which might not have played a significant role before. In the future, optimized
processes will likely aim to introduce sufficient hydrogen in the right bonding state to
regenerate BO defects while keeping H concentration low enough to not cause severe LeTID.
In case that SRD is hydrogen related, too, the future of defect engineering might lie in finding
the best compromise to keep all of BO-CID, LeTID, and SRD in check in different solar cell
structures.
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6 Conclusion
In this work, it has been shown that lifetime samples made of monocrystalline silicon may be
affected by significant bulk and surface related degradation when treated at elevated
temperature and illumination. For separation of different degradation phenomena, a time and
injection resolved visualization of the effective excess charge carrier lifetime eff (t, n) has
proven viable for quick identification of characteristic degradation patterns. Furthermore,
analysis of the surface related saturation current density J0 turned out to be a very useful tool
for separation of bulk and surface related phenomena. Taken together, eff (t, n) and J0 often
allowed for identification of different degradation features without the need of conducting
further measurements besides photoconductance based measurement of eff. However, J0
analysis was not useful for description of degradation in p-type samples passivated with
AlOx:H based layer stacks, likely due to significant loss of fixed charge density. In such cases
and for verification of assignments based on eff (t, n) and J0, further measurement methods
were applied such as corona charging, capacitance voltage spectroscopy, or wet chemical repassivation of selected samples.
It could be shown that eff may suffer from surface related degradation (SRD) phenomena in
a wide range of differently passivated samples. SRD could be observed in samples made of
different crystalline silicon materials and could not be suppressed by using different chemical
cleaning protocols, deposition tools, or firing conditions. Thus, SRD appears to be a rather
general phenomenon. Regarding SiNx:H passivated samples, it could be shown that SRD is
carrier induced and followed by a recovery reaction. Both degradation and recovery are linked
to changes in chemical passivation quality. While fired and non-fired samples have shown
significant SRD, a sample which was annealed instead of fired did not degrade, potentially
because it already completed the full degradation and recovery cycle during annealing at
elevated temperature. It has furthermore been shown that SRD is not limited to SiNx:H
passivated samples: Different passivation layer stacks may be affected by significant SRD as
well which is, again, followed by a recovery reaction. While SRD proceeds rather similarly in
case of SiO2, SiOx:H, and SiOxNy:H based stacks compared to SiNx:H layers, it is
significantly slowed down when using AlOx:H based stacks. In this case, it is furthermore not
the chemical passivation but the field effect passivation which deteriorates during SRD.
While SRD appears to present a general phenomenon on lowly doped silicon substrates, it
was observed that highly doped surface layers result in suppression of SRD. Potential reasons
for this observation include a different amount of fixed charge formation in presence of highly
doped layers, gettering of impurities, or changes in hydrogen density and bonding states. As
all investigated passivation approaches featured hydrogen rich layers, hydrogen is assumed to
be involved in SRD phenomena but further research is necessary at this point. As this work
investigated SRD in lifetime samples, it is furthermore not known to what extent real solar
cells may be affected by SRD. While there is first evidence that PERC cells based on
SiOx/SiNx:H passivation may be affected by SRD at elevated temperature, further
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experiments are necessary to clarify whether SRD affects solar cells under standard operation
conditions in the field.
Regarding bulk related degradation (BRD), a new carrier induced degradation phenomenon
has been observed in FZ-Si samples. As has been discussed in detail, this degradation shares
many characteristic properties with LeTID in mc-Si such as a dependency on firing step
parameters, sample thickness, and choice of passivation layers. Additionally, degradation can
be triggered in mc-Si and FZ-Si by both illumination and elevated temperature, leading to the
suggestion to use the term LeTID for both degradation phenomena. It has furthermore been
shown that LeTID may cause significant degradation in Cz-Si samples in addition to BO-CID.
Depending on base material and process sequences, LeTID may reduce bulk lifetime to levels
below 50 µs and may thus pose a significant problem for solar cells made of monocrystalline
silicon. Degradation is followed by regeneration of bulk lifetime similar to mc-Si.
Interestingly, both fired and non-fired samples have shown significant degradation whereas
annealing instead of firing resulted in very stable carrier lifetime. It thus appears likely that a
firing step is not mandatory for the occurrence of LeTID. Still, firing and annealing may
strongly influence the extent to which a sample degrades. As a consequence, a suitable
combination of annealing and regeneration processes may help to overcome LeTID in the
future.
Having identified different BRD and SRD phenomena finally made it possible to investigate
the long-term stability of FZ-Si and Cz-Si samples after application of bulk regeneration
processes. In samples fired at moderate temperatures ranging from 650°C to 750°C, it could
be shown that the regenerated state of BO-CID is very stable up to several thousand hours at
60°C and 0.1 suns. Samples fired at 850°C have, however, shown much stronger degradation
probably due to severe LeTID. In these samples, bulk lifetime appeared to be very limited
even before degradation and after regeneration. Furthermore, regenerated Cz-Si samples
showed an instable behavior during stability testing at 60°C and 0.1 suns in this case. It thus
appears that BO-CID can effectively be avoided by suitable regeneration processes whereas
LeTID affected samples may require careful evaluation of long-term stability after
regeneration treatments.
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Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde gezeigt, dass Proben aus monokristallinem Silizium während
einer Behandlung bei erhöhter Temperatur und Beleuchtung von ausgeprägten
Degradationsphänomenen sowohl im Probenvolumen als auch an der Probenoberfläche
betroffen sein können. Hierbei zeigte sich, dass eine zeit- und injektionsaufgelöste
Darstellung der effektiven Lebensdauer eff (t, n) eine schnelle Identifizierung
charakteristischer Degradationsmuster erlaubt. Darüberhinaus erwies sich die Bestimmung
der oberflächenbezogenen Sättigungsstromdichte J0 als nützliche Methode zur Trennung von
volumen- und oberflächenbezogenen Phänomenen. In vielen Fällen reichte bereits eine
photoleitfähigkeitsbasierte Messung von eff (t, n) und eine darauf basierende Bestimmung
von J0 aus, um verschiedene Degradationsphänomene zu identifizieren. Jedoch zeigte sich,
dass eine J0-Analyse ungeeignet sein kann im Fall von Proben, deren Oberfläche mit AlOx:Hbasierten Schichtstapeln passiviert wurden. Dies liegt vermutlich in einem deutlichen Verlust
der fixen Ladungsträgerdichte des Schichtstapels begründet. In solchen Fällen und zur
Verifikation der mittels eff (t, n) und J0 getroffenen Aussagen wurden zusätzlich KapazitätsSpannungs-Messungen, eine Modifikation der Proben mittels Koronaentladungen sowie eine
nasschemische Neupassivierung ausgewählter Proben durchgeführt.
Es zeigte sich, dass eine Vielzahl unterschiedlich prozessierter Proben während einer
Behandlung bei erhöhter Temperatur und Beleuchtung von einer ausgeprägten
oberflächenbezogenen Degradation (englisch: surface related degradation, SRD) betroffen
sein können. SRD wurde in Proben aus unterschiedlichem Basismaterial, nach
unterschiedlichen chemischen Vorbehandlungen der Probenoberflächen sowie nach einer
Variation nahezu aller Prozessschritte beobachtet und erscheint insofern ein allgemeines
Phänomen darzustellen. Im Falle SiNx:H passivierter Proben konnte gezeigt werden, dass
SRD ladungsträgerinduziert und von einer Erholungsreaktion gefolgt ist. Sowohl Degradation
als auch Erholung stehen in Zusammenhang mit einer Veränderung der chemischen
Passivierqualität. Während gefeuerte und nicht-gefeuerte Proben von SRD betroffen waren,
erwies sich eine nicht-gefeuerte, aber getemperte Probe als stabil. Ein möglicher Grund ist ein
bereits während dem Temperschritt ablaufender Degradations- und Erholungszyklus.
Weiterhin wurde gezeigt, dass SRD und eine anschließende Erholung nicht auf SiNx:H
passivierte Proben beschränkt sind sondern verschiedene Passivierschichtstapel betreffen
können. Verglichen mit SiNx:H passivierten Proben zeigte sich eine ähnliche Degradation in
Proben, deren Oberfläche mit Schichtstapeln aus SiO2/SiNx:H, SiOx:H/SiNx:H oder
SiOxNy:H/SiNx:H passiviert wurden. In AlOx/SiNx:H passivierten Proben tritt SRD hingegen
deutlich zeitverzögert auf und ist nicht auf einen Verlust chemischer Passivierqualität,
sondern auf eine Verschlechterung der Feldeffektpassivierung zurückzuführen.
Während SRD ein allgemeines Phänomen auf niedrig dotierten Siliziumoberflächen
darzustellen scheint, tritt SRD kaum oder nur in stark abgeschwächter Form auf hochdotierten
Siliziumoberflächen in Erscheinung. Mögliche Gründe hierfür sind eine unterschiedliche
Ausbildung der fixen Ladungsdichte in Gegenwart hochdotierter Schichten, das Entfernen
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von Verunreinigungen während eines Diffusionsschritts, sowie Veränderungen der Dichte
und Bindungszustände von Wasserstoff. Da alle untersuchten Passivierkonzepte
wasserstoffreiche Schichten beinhalteten, wird vermutet, dass Wasserstoff an SRD beteiligt
ist, jedoch ist an diesem Punkt weitere Forschung vonnöten. Da in dieser Arbeit
Lebensdauerproben untersucht wurden, ist zudem nicht bekannt, bis zu welchem Grad SRD
Solarzellen betrifft. Erste Ergebnisse deuten darauf hin, dass PERC Solarzellen mit
SiOx/SiNx:H Passivierung bei erhöhter Temperatur von SRD betroffen sein können. Jedoch
sind weitere Experimente nötig um zu klären, ob SRD in Solarzellen auch bei normalen
Betriebsbedingungen auftritt.
Noch vor dem Einsetzen der oberflächenbezogenen Degradation sind viele Proben von einer
volumenbezogenen Degradation (englisch: bulk related degradation, BRD) betroffen. Hierbei
wurde ein neues ladungsträgerinduziertes Degradationsphänomen in Proben aus FloatzoneSilizium (FZ-Si) beobachtet. Es wurde detailliert dargelegt, dass die beobachtete Degradation
und anschließende Regeneration viele Eigenschaften mit einem Degradationsphänomen in
multikristallinem Silizium namens LeTID (englisch: light and elevated temperature induced
degradation) gemein hat, darunter eine Abhängigkeit von Feuerparametern, Probendicke und
verwendeten Passivierschichten. Zudem kann die Degradation in beiden Materialien sowohl
durch Beleuchtung als auch durch erhöhte Temperatur ausgelöst werden. Darum wurde
angeregt, den Begriff LeTID für beide Phänomene zu verwenden. Desweiteren wurde
aufgezeigt, dass LeTID zu einer deutlichen Degradation in Proben aus Czochralski-Silizium
(Cz-Si) führen kann, welche zusätzlich zu Bor-Sauerstoff korrelierter Degradation auftritt. Je
nach Basismaterial und Prozesseigenschaften kann LeTID die Ladungsträgerlebensdauer im
Probenvolumen auf Werte unter 50 µs absenken und stellt somit möglicherweise ein
erhebliches Problem für Solarzellen aus monokristallinem Silizium dar. Während sowohl
gefeuerte als auch nicht gefeuerte Proben eine starke Degradation zeigten, resultierte ein
Temper- anstelle des Feuerschritts in stabiler Ladungsträgerlebensdauer. Demnach erscheint
ein Feuerschritt nicht zwingend notwendig für das Auftreten von LeTID zu sein. Gleichwohl
können Feuer- und Temperschritte einen starken Einfluss auf das Ausmaß der Degradation
nehmen. Somit kann eine geeignete Kombination aus Temper- und Regenerationsprozessen
dabei helfen, LeTID in Zukunft zu verhindern.
Die Identifizierung verschiedener BRD und SRD Phänomene erlaubte es schließlich, die
Langzeitstabilität von Proben aus FZ-Si und Cz-Si nach einem Regenerationsprozess zu
beurteilen. Hierbei zeigte sich, dass nach Feuern bei 650°C oder 750°C der regenerierte
Zustand Bor-Sauerstoff korrelierter Defekte bis hin zu mehreren tausend Stunden bei 60°C
und 0,1 Sonnenäquivalenten stabil ist. Bei 850°C gefeuerte Proben zeigten eine deutlich
stärkere Degradation, vermutlich aufgrund von LeTID. In diesen Proben war die
Volumenlebensdauer zudem bereits vor der Degradation und nach der Regeneration stark
limitiert. Außerdem zeigten in diesem Fall Proben aus Cz-Si ein instabiles Verhalten während
eines anschließenden Stabilitätstests. Demnach können optimierte Regenerationsprozesse
Bor-Sauerstoff korrelierte Degradation erfolgreich verhindern wohingegen die
Langzeitstabilität LeTID-betroffener Proben nach erfolgter Regeneration gewissenhaft
überprüft werden sollte.
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Appendix: Sample labels
For quick reference, this page recapitulates sample labeling as introduced in chapter 3.1.10.

FZ-Si

FZ-Si & Cz-Si
Chemical etching & polishing

Chemical cleaning
POCl3 or BBr3

SiNx

SiOx

AlOx

SiNx

SiNx

AlOx
SiNx

SiNx

(x+xx+)

[x+xx+]

Laser cutting
Fast firing
(x)

{x}

[x]

Fig. 3.3: Standard process flow of differently passivated samples and resulting sample labels.

Tab. 3.2: Labeling scheme of samples with different dielectric passivation layers.
Brackets

Passivation layers

Processes used

PECVD tool

()
( )ʹ
{}
{ }ʹ
{ }ʹʹ
[]
[ ]ʹ

SiNx:H
SiNx:H
SiO2/SiNx:H
SiOx:H/SiNx:H
SiOxNy:H/SiNx:H
AlOx:H/SiNx:H
AlOx:H/SiOxNy:H/SiNx:H

PECVD
PECVD
Thermal/PECVD
PECVD
PECVD
PA-ALD / PECVD
PECVD

Tool 1
Tool 2
Tool 2
Tool 2
Tool 1*
Tool 3
Tool 1*

Tab. 3.1: Properties of different PECVD tools.
Tool

Type

Plasma

Frequency

Temperature

Tool 1

industrial

direct

40 kHz

450°C

Tool 1*

industrial

direct

40 kHz

Tool 2

laboratory

direct

13.56 MHz

400°C

Tool 3

industrial

remote

2.45 GHz

400°C
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